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ABSTRACT 

Ths  thesis deals with two forrns of popular music in Trinidad and Tobago: calypso and 

soca. This thesis examines the way in which these musical genres find an accommodating 

discursive space to a m k  the hegemonic ideals of the ruling elite through lyrical and thematic 

representation, wbde simultaneouçly reinforcing (through the incorporation and CO-option of ) 

these said hegemonic structures. It additionally seeks to determine if this discursive space 

provides any reaf opportunity for the reformation of those innate cultural practices embedded in 

the Tnnbagonian culture. These socio/political fùnctions of carnival music are analysed through 

two primary categories. The first deals with authenticity and commercialization and the second 

focuses on the use of this music as a tool for political commentary as opposed to its use as a 

pleasurable commodity. This second category specifically examines issues of class and ethnicity. 
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Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION 

Carnival, a kaleidoscope of vibrant colour, animated images and fascinating shapes 

coupled with provocative dancing and vivacious music is the national fete (festival or 

celebration) of the twin island republic of Trinidad and Tobago (T&T)'. The annual celebration 

unoficially commences the day afier Christmas and continues until the eve of Ash Wednesdap, 

a time fhme spanning a little more than two rnonths. Within this period and even long before, 

there are nurnerous band launchings', competitions (preliminary and semi-finaI stages) and fetes 

(parties). OficiaIly however, carnival in T&T lasts for four to five days within which the finals 

of al1 the competitions take place. There are competitions that judge the best bands, there is 

judging of the Kings and Queens of the bands, steeiband competitions3 and finally competitions 

that judge the musical component of carnival. 

'From here onwards Trinidad and Tobago will be abbreviated to T&T or Tnnbago. 
Citizens of Trinidad and Tobago will be abbreviated to 'Trinis' or Trinbagonians. Trinidad wiil 
be used at times to indicate both Trinidad and Tobago. 

2 A band is a group of people who come together for the carnival season to 'play mas' Le. 
Wear costumes and have a good time by dancing and singing in the streets and on stage and 
basically doing whatever else they wish to do in this season of total abandonment. A band 
launching is a huge Party, also known in the Trinidadian parlance as a fete. This is usually where 
the people in the band come together and dance, drink, eat, get to h o w  one another, view the 
different costumes, get acquainred with their respective section leaders, meet the band leader 
and so forth. 

3~ steelband or steelpan is the only musical instrument to be invented in the twentieth 
century (Dewitt & Wilan, 1993). It origmated in the West Indies and is made from an hollow oil 
d m  and requires two wooden pansticks whose ends are wrapped in nibber, to play the 
instrument. 



3 - 
As interesting as these aspects of cainival are, 1 am intrigued by some of the underlying 

structures of this celebration specifically conceming one of its key elements: the music. Ian 

Boxill addresses the issue of the dualistic nature of Caribbean music. On the one hanci, he 

proposes that Caribbean musicians attack the ideological hegemony of the mling elites through 

the music's lyrical content and via its socio-cultural roles, and on the other hand, Boxill sees 

these artists as reinforcing some aspects of this ruling ideology, and in some cases even being 

'coi>pted7, by them (see BoxiIl, 1994). 

Boxill examines the genres of reggae and calypso (under the umbrella of Caribbean 

music). His analysis is more regional while this study focuses on calypso and soca (under the 

umbrella of camival music)'. Following Boxill's thesis, 1 intend to examine how these two 

genres of carnival music can be seen as sites which allow for the exploration and analysis of my 

two principal points. The first deals with the constructed binary of authenticity and 

commercialization and the second examines the role of music as a vehicle for political 

commentary compared to music seen as a purely pleasurable commodity. These two dimensions 

are especially germane to the ideological analysis that 1 will present because they are significant 

determinants fiom which the development of meaning can be achieved. 

'Boxill's analysis deals with several countries such as Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago and 
even Barbados. By doing this he offers a more regional outlook to his findings. On the other 
hand, 1 will be dealing specifically with carnival music (calypso and Soca) in Trinidad & 
Tobago. 



CARNTVAL MUSIC 

Carnival music in Trinidad and Tobago comprises a number of different genres. For 

example, there is calypso, a more traditional form of carnival music whose rhythm is siower, 

though not necessarily, than other music forrns. There is ma, which possesses a faster, more u p  

beat tempo. There is also chutney music which has a blend of East Indian and Caribbean styles 

and tempos. These and other genres mix and btend together to produce the extraordinary sounds 

typical of carnival music in T&T. m i l e  an examination of a11 these genres may indeed be an 

interesting read, 1 have chosen to explore only two forms of carnival music - calypso and soca - 

which represents the stylistic majority of carnival music. I t  should also be mentioned that the 

lines of distinction between soca music and calypso are fast becoming blurred, with each 

increasingly adopting and borrowing the styles of the other. 

Errol Hill States that, 'the antecedents of calypso are the praise songs of derision of West 

Afican natives captured as slaves and brought to the West Indies' (1972, p. 58). The slaves on 

the plantations of the British colonies were separated on amval fiom their other tribal kinfolk 

and were placed with other slaves fiom ciifferent tribes in order to isolate them and minimize 

communication, thereby safeguarding against collective rebellion. Due to many other social 

factors, such as erosion and eventual loss of indigenous language and forced adoption of 

European languages, these people formulated their own 'patois' to cornmunicate: 

"The slaves sang them [the songs] in their tribal tongue mocking their 
owners." observed Geofky Hoider, a dancer and choreographer. 
"These Erightfully, rightfully suspicious owners made the slaves 
learn Spanish, l e m  French, and finally leam English, to derect what was 
being said about them. . . (Dewitt & Wilan, 1993. p. 10). 



Slaves were not allowed to express their own opinions because t h s  might lead to conspiracy 

against the 'white master'. in response to this, they created verses and rhymes with a double 

meaning. This motivation to create songs with hidden messages was to enhance coven 

comrnunicaîion among slaves for countless reasons (social, religious and even political): 

. . . the music had another social fiinction of facilitahg role assumption 
and identification and also acted as a fom of communication . . . 
. . xeference to sevend other uprisings [were made] which used music 
as a catalyst for revolutionary activity . . . (Boxill, 1994, p. 39). 

In the pst-emancipation era of the 1830s, this same motivation manifesteci itself in 

social and political protest songs. Slaves, or 'fiee coloureds' as they were called in this 

formative period of liberation, would still perform the celebratory dances and songs that were 

Sung for their white colonial 'masers', but appropriated for themselves their own unique styles 

of these cultural practices. In Dewitt & Wilan's words: 

. . . Geo%ey Holder points out that the slaves had a tradition of 
contention in song and after they were ireed since they had no 
owners to mock they started mocking themselves. . . the former 
slaves aiso began celebrating Carnival. but with a twist ïhey 
tumed elegant bourgeois balls into street parties . . . (1993. p. 12). 

Many years later, after the islands gained independence from their various coloniai 

powers, (Spain, France and Britain) the aforementioned cultural practices developed along 

various trajectories. No longer were these people simply mimiciung what was gven to them 

through the still ubiquitous influence of their colonial oppressors but, rather, they became 

involved in a process that was to change the way in which the worid would see them and, even 

more importantly, it would change the way they saw themselves. This active awareness would be 

reflected in al1 of their forms of cultural expression. 



P.C. Alleyne-Detimers coined the term, 'meta-masking' to mean, 'the lateral process of 

cultural borrowing of standard foms available in the environment, and dissecting, discarding, 

reshaping, even transvaluating these to produce other masks not only with alternative meanings 

and values but cast in another form or language that is intricately linked to the Trinidadian's 

artistic quest for national identity7(1 993, p. 5). She uses this term to examine another facet of 

carnival, that of the 'masY(masque or costume), but I have found it equalIy applicable to the 

music aspect of carnival. 

Alleyne-Demers States that at this stage (after World War II and more significantly, 

since 1962, when Trinidad and Tobago gained independence) the Trinidadian peopie were no 

longer handicapped by the cultural shackles of their colonial oppressors or even by their 

previous indigenous identities5, but were in fact able to fiee themselves artistically 'to move 

towards a growing national consciousness' (1993, p. 6). She goes on: 

With these processes in mind one can no longer relate carnival to any 
particdar class or to its diveme sers of cuitural identities (Afro-Catholic 
White European, indentured East Indian or Chinese) since these distinct 
cultirral s m d s  are interwoven into a multiple complex of h s b c  
expression that can only be iabelled Trinidadian. Carnival has thus made 
the transition to a socio-cultural whole becoming Trinidad's quintessential 
medium of cultural expression, highly forrnaiized and systematic yet 

'By 'previous indigenous identities' i mean those identities that were brought ffom 
Afnca, india, China, and so forth, that can be seen as 'homogenous' in that these identities 
originated fiom a specific cultural destination, Le. the Afncan culture, the Indian culture or the 
Chinese culture, as opposed to the Trinidadian identity, which can be seen as heterogenous, due 
to its composition fiom pockets of the many cultural influences which it is shaped by, to form a 
unique whole. 

1 am aware of the existence of cultural heterogeneity within the cultures of the 
aforementioned countries. For example, within AFrica alone there can be numerous cultural 
differences relating to geographical factors, tribal affiliation ahd the like. However, for clarity 
sake, 1 have reduced these inner distinctions and categorised these cultural variations under one 
geographic label. 



autonomous, seeking and grappling, forming, unfotding. It is thus the 
ultimate statement of a people's total experience (1993, p. 8). 

Alleyne-Dettmers States that the Trinidadian carnival can be seen as a 'cultural whole'. She 

describes the event as a movement away from any distinct relatedness to any particular class or 

ethnicity and instead sees a tendency within the event, to embody ail that is Trinbagonian. In her 

attempt to capture the continuai process occuning within the carnival, she refers to the process 

of 'meta-masking' in a manner similar to Dick Hebdige's use of 'bricolage' on his work on 

subcultures (see Hebdige, 1979). Sbted briefi y, 'bricolage' is the process of taking objects, signs 

and/or practices and appropriating different meanings to the conventional ones that are attributed 

to them, and in so doing, one associates new meanings on to these objects and practices 

(O' Sullivan et al., 1994). 

As one of the more sigmficant forms of a people's cultural expression, 1 wish to explore 

both the carnival event and its music, not in the way that Alleyne-Dettrners sees it, as a 'socio- 

cultural whole' but rather in a manner which examines how both these sites, the event and the 

music demonstrate occasions in which the people use the practices of carnival to capture 

different meanings which simultaneousIy reinforce and criticize the ruling ideologies of the 

dominant elite attesting to the fact that the unified socio-cuttural whole is not so unified. 

Additionaliy 1 wish to determine if this discursive space within the practices and the music of 

carnival provides any r d  opportunity for the reforrnation of those imate cultural practices 

embedded in the Trinbagonian culture. 



THE CONCEPT OF HEGEMONY 

My approach employs Gramscian theories of culture, especially his perspective on the 

concept of hegemony, through whch 1 wiil examine my two principal points for analysis - 
authenticity versus commercialization and music as political commentary versus music as 

pleasurable commodity. 

Antonio Gramsci was a 'second-generation European Marxist' and is known for his 

revolutionary work in CulturaI Studies, specifically for developing the concept of 'hegemony' 

while in an Italian prison (Fiske, 1990, p. 176). Gramsci used 'hegemony' as a concept for 

understanding social relations and power. Hegemony was used to explain the persistence of 

oppressive, class-nddled societies where conditions existed to provoke proletarian revolution 

(Gramsci, 1973; Boxill, 1994).The concept of hegemony refers to the ability of the dominant 

classes to exercise and achieve a form of negotiated control, whether it be sociaily, cultwally, 

politically or economically over the subordinate classes. This control is not absolute or 

unchallenged. It is a process whereby 'consent is seemingly won' by a dominant group over a 

less dominant group, not through coercive measures overtly applied to the subordinate classes, 

but rather through ways which make the people acquiesce and choose interests which seem to 

coincide with their own 'well being'. The reality, however, is that these interests serve largely to 

promote, strengthen and proliferate the ideology and welfare of the dominant classes in this 

relationship. 

There are several ways in which the concept of hegemony can be described. Not al1 

definitions would concur with the one offered above but in my estimation, that is the one that 

fits most appropriately with Cultural Studies. Nevertheless, one can observe three main features 



of this concept: an establishment of a common sense; the idea of 'wining consent' and finaIly 

the idea of leadership which advocates that people consent to allow others to make decisions for 

themselves. 

Many theorists have discussed and debated this concept of hegemony. The foliowing is 

an encapsulation of the perspectives of a few of these researchers on 'hegemony'. Andrew Ross 

(1 989) argues that in order for a relationship to be begemonic there must be a few prerequisites. 

The first must be that power is possessed not by one class or one race of people but rather by one 

cohesive group which may consist of a diverse number of social factors. Second, there must be a 

successfid containment and incorporation of the interests of the subordinate classes. 

Additionally, the interests of the power-bloc are also incorporated with those of the less 

ernpowered classes in a manner that is presented as, 'popular', cohesive and 'unified' 

(establishment of a cornmon sense). Third Ross notes that 'Traditional Intellectuals' who are 

associated with 'rising' classes or groups, who have become 'independent,' are sought afier to 

legitimate the popular consent of these interests due to the cultural authority embodied in those 

individuals. It should be noted however, that ofien times these persons are unaware of the role 

that they perform in articulating and promulgating the beliefs of the dominant power-bloc6. 

FinalIy and perhaps most importantly is the perceived image of 'wiming consent' in order to 

achieve and maintain cohesion and containment (Ross, 1989). 

Additionally, other cntics (Boxill, 1994; Bennett, 1986) hold similar views on what 

constitutes Gramsci's theory of hegemony. Stuart Hall sees hegernony as, "a condition of social 

'One can see this as one of the many functions performed by some calypsonians and soca 
artists in the Tnnidadian culture. 



stscendancy, of cultural, moral, plitical Ieadership by a particdar social bloc" (in Bennett 1986, 

p. 47). Tony Bennett describes society as king defined by the relation between two antagonistic 

classes. This relation is less fociased on domination of one group over another but consists more 

of the 'mggle for hegemony'. This hegemony is obtained via the power-bloc's ability to 

'accommodate' or 'find space for opposing ciass cultures and values' (Bennett, 1986)- Bennett 

continues: 

A bourgeois hegemony is secured not via the obliteration of working-class 
cdture, but via its arricularion in bourgeois culture and ideology . . . 
. . . As a consequence of its accomrnodating elements of opposing class 
cultures. 'bourgeois culture' ceases to be purely or entirely bourgeois and 
becomes, instead, a mobile combination of cuitural and ideological eiements 
derived h m  different class locations . . . (1986, pp. xiv- xv). 

Consequently, the ideology that is obtained by both 'antagonistic classes' at this point 1s not one 

consisting of purely ruling-class beliefs, nor is it comprised of purely working-class values. 

Rather, what is achieved is a mutable, negotiated version of buth. Robert Gray suggests that: 

Class hegemony is a dynamic and shifhng relationship of socjal subordination 
which operates in two directions. Certain aspects of the behaviour and consciousness 
of the subordinate classes may reproduce a version of the values of the ruiing class. 
But in the process value systerns are modifie4 throw theh necessary adaptation to 
diverse conditions of existence; the subordinate classes thus follow a 'negotiated 
version' of d i n g  class values. On the other han4 structures of ideological hegemony 
transform and incorporate dissident values, so as effectively to prevent the working 
ttirough of their fuil implications ( in Bennett, 1986, p. xv). 

Having been grven a rnyriad of perspectives on this definition of Gramsci's concept of 

hegemony, I will now show how it can be used to best examine the two main points of 

contention concerning the ambivalefit ci;aracteristic of carniva1 music. The first point to be 

examined in this thesis deals with the issue of authenticity versus commerciaIization within 

calypso and soca music. Advocates of calypso (the mure traditional style of the two) beiieve that 

this is an art fom that has retained its role in the Trinidadian culture and as such, is considered 
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to be the more 'authentic' form of the two genres of camivat music. By contrast, soca is seen as 

having 'sold out' as it has becorne a more comrnercialized version of Trinbagonian music. The 

debate is concemed with the dichotomy of music for art, supposedly engendered by calypso and 

music for money, charactenzing soca (Ali, 1997a; BoxiIl, 1994; Sankeralli, 1997; SC, 1997). 

This binary of authenticity versus commercialization as it is imposed on both forms of 

carnival music relates to hegemony in the following manner. It is seen as a movement which 

identifies the 'authentic' art fom, calypso, as rooted in and embodying the ideals of the people. 

This is seen in direct opposition to the music's commodified counterpart, soca, which is 

considered to have relinquished its ties to the commentary of the people's social and political 

Iives, and instead focuses on purely monetary gains in a capitaiist society. The question that begs 

to be asked is, how is the establishment of this 'taken for granteci' knowledge about the 

'rootedness' or 'authenticity' of calypso as opposed to the 'inauthentic' or commercialization of 

soca, empioyed in a way that altows for the achievement of a negotiated control of the ruling 

ideology. 

The second point to be examined deals with the divide in which on the one hanci, calypso 

is considered a vehicle for political commentaxy due to its innate characteristic of criticizing the 

actions of the niling power-bloc, and on the other, soca is seen as advocating a movement away 

from the interests of the working-cIass through its focus on notions of 'harmony' 'unity' and 

feelings of equal cornraderie, notions which coincide with and perpetuate the ideology of the 

ruling elite. 

This second divide examining the music as political commentary and pleasurable 

comrnodity relates to hegemony in that, calypso is seen as preserving the platform of the people 
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to question and criticise the ruling ideology of the dominant elite by serving as a forum for social 

and political commentary (Hill, 1972; Rohlehr, 1992a; Sankeralli, 1997). Soca, on the other 

han& due to its emphasis on unity, cornraderie and the carefree ambience of camival (what I cal1 

the carnival aesthetic) is seen as overlooking or masking the bue goings-un of the social and 

political injustices that calypso sings about, in favour of perpetuating the illusion of 

togethemess, that works to the advantage of the dominant elites. 

1 rnust reiterate that hegemony play a pivota1 role within both these illustrations due to 

the fact that there exists an accommodating space for the articulation of contradictory ideologies 

in the music. However, to examine calypso or soca music by themselves makes little sense. It is 

more meaninal  to immerse them in their cultural background, specifically within the context 

of the Trinidad carnival. My focus here will be to explore the observation: since carnival is a 

specific p e n d  in which the order of life is somewhat suspended and inverted, it can be looked 

at as a discursive space in which the concept of hegemony is perhaps challenged andor 

reinforced via the cultural texts of its music component. 

My approach cornes from a perspectwe seeking to analyse music as a cultural practice. 1 

am exarnining one of the more popular forms of culturaI expression i.e carnival and its musical 

components fiom an insider's position as a member of the Trinidadian society. 1 believe that my 

identification as an educated, female member of the middle-upper class within this society is of 

vital significance if only to clariQ the perspectives that 1 bring to this analytical exercise. In my 

estimation this personal location is essential because it helps to determine the way in which this 

analysis will be shaped as opposed to if this thesis were attempted by another individual fiom a 

di fferent socio-cul tural locus. 
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in Chapter Two, I discuss cultural theory and popular music offering a background 

overview to ths interdisciplinary approach to communication study. 1 explore the politics of 

culture and the ideology of cultural practice. 1 aIso outline some of the key concepts that 1 will 

be using and discuss the more germane wx-itings as they apply to my topic. I explore some of the 

works on popdar music and its contexts including those which deive into the semantic 

relationships between music, politics and society. I also detail the rnethodology that I employ in 

this thesis. 

In Chapter Three, 1 examine and critique how the theoretical material of Chapter Two 

specifically applies to calypso and soca. 1 look at what has been written about carnival music as 

it relates to the concept of hegemony and I attempt to identie any inconsistencies andlor 

shortcomings in the Iiterature offering alternative critical analyses. 1 begin with a brief history of 

the origm of carnival and then proceed to examine the Iiterature specifically dealing with my 

two sites for analysis: the construction of binaries Le. authenticity versus commercialization, or 

folk versus mass and finally music's role as political commentary versus its role as a pleasurable 

commodity. 

In Chapter Four, 1 introduce my case study with what Clifford Geertz calls a 'thick 

description'of the practices of carnival (see Geertz, 1973). My insight gained fiom being a 

member of this culture and a participantiibserver of the T&T carnival, for over twelve years will 

be used and analysed to present a complete picture of this national celebration while locating 

calypso and soca in its most showcased context. 

In Chapter Five, I continue somewhat with the 'thick description' of Chapter Four, but I 

examine carnival and its musical components from a perspective which provides an insight into 
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some of the underlying structures of this event. 1 also introduce and develop my analysis of how 

the concept of hegemony is incorporated into and m m i t t e d  through the practices and music of 

the Trinbagonian carnival. 

FinalIy, in the conclusion 1 point to a reiteration of the position taken in this thesis to 

provide a descriptive and critical account of T&T's camival music, rather than offer a 

conclusive treatise on this subject. 1 also acknowledge the fact that more work can and should be 

done in this area, specifically on the implications of hegemony on Trinidadian camival music. 

This topic dealing with hegemony and Trinbagonian carnival music is not one which has 

been examined in great detail. Most of the literature on Trinidad carnival, calypso and soca tends 

to either emphasize an historical approach, rnost dealing with an earlier time p e n d  fiom the 

1950s to the 1980s, or it tends toward a more aesthetic description describing the music in a 

marner parallelling a portraya1 in a tourist brochure (Hill, 1972; Ottley, 1995; Ali, 1997a; Lee, 

1997). There seemed to be a dearth of insightfûl information on modernday camival music 

dealing with hegemony and the compiex issues that such a subject can arouse . Even though this 

work is not meant to be conclusive in any way, 1 feel that the path that 1 have chosen from which 

to examine this cultural practice is one that wiil bring a much needed critical perspective. At the 

very least, 1 hope that this thesis will act as a worthy document that will do justice to my 

research question and be viewed as a stepping Stone to a thorough, albeit humble, addition to the 

numerous works on Caribbean music and culture. 
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Chapter 2: CULTURAL THEORY AND POPULAR MUSIC 

This chapter will review culturaI theories on popular music. First, it will examine what is 

meant by Cultural Studies. Second, it wilI draw reference to one of the founding institutions 

dedicated to the developrnent of Cultural Studies and briefly discuss some of the key figures in 

this field. Third, it will examine proposed definitions for the term culture and outline one of the 

more salient limitations of cuIturaC analysis. The concepts of popular culture and hegemony will 

be explored and their reIation to one another will be discussed, From there 1 will look at some of 

the works on popular music theory paying particular attention to the concepts of lyrical realism, 

crossover and hidden transcripts. The objective is to examine what has been written and provide 

some critical analysis of the material. Finally a brief outline on methodology will be given. 

CULTURAL STUDIES 

Stuart Hall ( 1  980) States that the discovexy of absolute begimings in matters of an 

intellectual nature is somewhat rare. The pursuit and study of intellectual matters is instead more 

accurately described as k i n g  defined by 'continuities and breaks'(lbid, p. 16). These times are 

marked by a reformdation of ideas and a reconfiguration of questions. Re-structuring of 

information introduces new ways of examining knowledge and thus different points of departure 

are established. According to Hall, 'Cultural Studies, in its institutional manifestation, was the 

result of such a break in the 1960s' (Ibid, p. 16 j. 

Richard Johnson poses the question, 'what is cultural studies anyway'?( 1986f87, p. 38). 

The answer to this comes not fiom any single definition of what Cultural Studies is, but rather 

may be found in what it does. Cultural studies is a process of assembling knowledge about lived 



practices and the connection ttiat they have to the construction of Society. For Johnson, Cultural 

Studies deals with: 

. . .the historical fomis of consciousness or subjectivity, or the 
subjective fonns we Iive by, or, in a rather perilous compression, 
perhaps a reduction, the subjective side of social relations (Ibid, p. 43). 

He cites three principal features of Cultural Studies. First, there is an openness and theoretical 

versatiIity to this field of snidy. Cdtural Studies is not a traditional academic discipline such as 

Physics or Biology. Instead it is interdisciplinary as it draws from a number of different 

academic areas such as Literary studies, Sociology and Mstory (O'Sullivan et al., 1994). Second 

Cultural Studies is characteriseci by a 'reflexive and self-conscious mood'(Johnson 1986187, p. 

38). It examines individuaI and coIIective identities and explores the questions of 'who 1 am ' or 

'who we are' of cuIture (Ibid, p. 44). Thrd, Johnson states that the aspect of critique is importan 

to the field of cultural studies [Ibid, p. 38). This critique is regarded not as simple criticism of 

that which is being stuched, but rather it entails a widening of scope to draw from several 

disciplines in order to attain a more compIete understanding of the subject of study. Johnson 

states: 

. . . not criticism merely . . . but procedures by which other traditions 
are approached lm& for what they rnay yield and for what they inhibit. 
Critique involves stealing away the more useful elements and rejecting 
the rest (ibid, p. 38). 

Cultural Studies therefore examines the relation between texts, practices and social relations. It 

kvas the approach taken to study and develop communication studies in Britain. 
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THE CENTRE for CONTEMPORARY CULTURAL STUDIES 

As previously mentioned, Cultural Studies as an institutional manifestation, that is, as the 

Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) arose out of a break in the 1960s. However 

the impetus for such an undertaking can be traced to the 1950s. In this period of a post-war 

boom, Britain was experiencing social, political and economic changes. With the rise of 

television, public discussion of the threat of Americanization, an observation of the new 

conservatisrn of the working class and a realization that old models cf understanding politics 

were no longer adequate, new approaches for comprehending these social changes were being 

put in motion. These approaches were manifested through the pioneering texts of three 

individuals in particular: Richard Hoggart's The Uses ofLireracy, Raymond Williams' Culture 

andSociety and The Long Revolution and E.P.  Thompson's The Making of the English Working 

Cfass (Hall et al., 1980, p. 16). 

These works sought to understand the social, political.and economic upheaval that 

British society was experiencing at the time. More significantly Hoggart, Williams and 

Thompson (in their own way) attempted to answer and assess certain germane questions 

concerning these shifts in the social, cultural, political and economic spheres of British society at 

that time, such as, 'what type of social formation was now in the making ? What type of social 

and cultural shifts would this transformation bring ? How were these histoncal processes to be 

qualitatively understood and assessed ?'(fiid, p. 17). These questions along with others would 

corne to be the focus of not only these particular individuals, but would become a key objective 

for the Centre of Contemporary Cultwal Studies, almost a decade later. 



The Centre of Contemporary Cultural Studies was established in 1964 and began as a 

pst  graduate research centre at the University of Birmingham. Under the Directorship of 

Richard Hoggart who at the time was a Professor of Modem English Literature, the centre would 

aim to 'begin research on contemporary culture and society, studying cultural forms, practices, 

institutions, their relation to society and social change' (&id, p. 7). Reflecting Cultural Studies' 

interdisciplinary characteristic, the centre would employ works from Williams and Hoggart in 

the field of Literary studies; Thompson from History; Ha11 from Sociology and later on, Tony 

Bennett, Simon Fnth, Howard Becker, Paul Willis and Dick Hebdige on aspects of popular 

culture. The work of these researchers in examining subcultures, youth cultures and other 

'unconventional' aspects of culture would revise the traditional notion of what was deemed 

appropriate for the focus of study, thereby advocating a more serious attitude towards the study 

of popular culture. 

CULTURE- WFUT IS IT? 

The term 'culture' seems deceptively simple at first glance. When asked to define this 

elusive word, most people th& about the factors that comprise a culture: language, food, dress, 

customs, attitudes, religion and so forth. This is not an incorrect response, but culture consists of 

al1 of these aspects and much more. Ben Agger captures the enormity of the study of culture by 

saying, ' . . . Cultural Studies addresses farniliar scenes, taken for granted knowledge, the 

quotidian. It is virtually a study of iife . . .' ( 1992, p. 6). Raymond Williams ( 1983) is less vague 

in his description of culture and offers three broad definitions. The first is used to refer to a 

general process of intellectual, spiritual and aesthetic development. The second suggests a 
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people's particular way of life: for example, the practices of people within the celebration of 

carnival. The third definition looks at those texts and practices of inteilectual and especially 

artistic activity, whose principal fiinction is to sipi@ and bring meaning to people, as examples 

of culture. This would allow one to refer to television, popular music and soap operas as cultural 

texts (Williams, 1983). 

However, Clifford Geertz argues that '. . . culture is not a power, something to which 

social events, behaviours, institutions, or processes can be causally attributed; it is a context, 

something within which they can be inteIIigibly described' (1973, p. 14). From the nurnerous 

interpretations of ths one idea, it would seem that saying culture is a deceptively simpte term is 

a grave understatement. It would a p p x  that this t em denies any single, linear definition 

(Agger, 1992; Dunn, 1986; Geertz, 1973). For al1 intents and purposes of this paper, 1 shall 

define culture as a people's living index which embodies their practices and expenences as weH 

as representing a site for contention, negotiation and change. 1 will now discuss what it means to 

study culture by doing cuitural analysis and examine one of the more prominent limitations of 

this mode of analysis. 

CULTURAL ANALYSIS 

According to Geertz, cultural analysis is ' guessing at meanings, assessing the guesses, 

and drawing explanatory conclusions fiom the better guesses'( 1973, p. 20). There are, however, 

limitations to this method of cultural analysis. Perhaps the most overlooked of these stems from 

the central idea of -culture' or 'Cuitural Studies': it is never finite, there always seems to be 

another revelation to be discovered. Geertz acknowledges this resmction of cultural analysis by 



noting its innate incompleteness, 'And worse than that, the more deeply it goes, the Iess 

compIete it is - It is a Strange science whose worst telling assertions are its m m  trernousty 

based, in which to get somewhere with the matter at hand is to intensie the suspicion, both your 

own and that of others, that you are not quite gemng it right' (1973, p. 29). Tony Dunn also 

recognises this inadequacy by saying, 'Cultural Studies is a project whose realization . . . is 

forever deferred' (1  986, p. 7 1 ). 

The question that remains now is, with the innumerable notions of culture and the blatant 

limitations of its method of cultural andysis, how does one attempt to efflciently address ths 

subject of study. The answer to this may corne from realising that t h e  is no single efficient way 

fiom which to açcurately capture the enormity of culture. Atternpts are made in the hope that 

intelligent hypotheses are offered, tested and proven. There is always room for new points of 

exploration and analyses, corroborative instances and discrepanciw. ConsequentIy the strength 

of this approach cornes from the realization thaI one's howledge on rnatters such as these, 

which are highly interpretive is 'marked less by a perfection of consensus than by a refinement 

of debate . . .' (Geertz, 1973, p. Si). With this having ken  said, 1 begn the next task of 

distinguishing and examining popular culture with the objective of demonstrating how the 

concept of hegernony can be! used to eficiently analyse one of its facets: popular music. 

POPULAR CULTURE 

Tony Bennett acknowIedges the definition of the t e m  'popular culture' as one 

characteriseci less by any straightforward formula and identified more through its exclusion of 

those iomis and practices of 'high culture*: 



The term had previously been used quite loosely to refer to a miscellaneous 
collection of culturai forms and practices having little in common beyond 
the fact of their exclusion fkom the accepted canon of 'hi& culture' (1986. p. xi). 

In the past, popular culture for cntics such as F.R. Leavis, Theodore Adorno and Herbert 

Marcuse, typically focussed on its moraily compting influences and its supposeci dearth of 

aesthetic nchness as compared to its antithesis, high culture (Ibid, p. xi). Today, however, with 

the significant strides that have been made towards the development of this corpus of Ilterature, 

popular culture, has come into its own right as a legitimate subject, worthy of impartial and 

elaborate study (ibid, p. xi). 

In the 1970s Cultural Studies was informed by two ofien conflicting perspectives: 

stnicturalism and culturalism. As such popular culture was defined differently by both. On the 

one han4 stnicturalism viewed popular culture in a way that emphasized the stnictural elements 

of cultural texts and regarded these as the primary force behind the organization and 

construction of meaning, with Iittle importance being placed on additional contributing factors 

used in the production and the reception of those cultural texts. This perspective had a tendency 

to focus on areas of popular culture such as cinema, television and popuiar writings. Bennett 

Focusing particuiarly on the analysis of textual fom,  stmcturalist anaiysis 
was concemed to reveal the way in which texnial structures mi& be said 
to organise reading or spectating practices, often with scmt regard to the 
conditions reguiating either the production or the reception of those textua1 
foms ( 1986, p. xi). 

Culturalism, on the other hand, was criticized for adopting a largely essentialist view of popdar 

culture, as it exarnined it fiom an almost uncritical and romanticized perspective regarding it as 

a manifestation of authentic working class values and beliefs. Not unlike saucturalism, 



culturalism aIso had its stronghold but, in areas of history, sociology and studies focusing on 

working class 'lived cultures' or 'ways of life' (Ibid, p. xii). As previously noteci, both 

perspectives were at an impasse as they no longer provided a satisfactory paradigrn from which 

to discuss unfolding and more complex issues. This was another 'break' period fiom which a 

new point of analytical departure was needed. The turn would now move towards the direction 

of Gramsci's work on hegemony (Bennett, 1986). As Bennett rernarks: 

Gramsci's concept avoids and disqualifies the bipolar alternatives 
of both stnicturalism and culturalism. He saw popuiar culture neither 
as a site of rhe people's culturai deformation nor as that of their cultural 
self-anirmation or . . . of their own self-making; rather [popular culture] 
is viewed as a force field of relations shaped by these contradictory 
pressures and tendencies - a perspective which enables a significant 
reformulation of both the theoretical and political issues at stake in the 
study of popuiar culture (1986, p. xiii). 

The term 'popular' is one which denies any fixed delineation. John Fiske sees culture 

not as any specific, concrete object but rather, as he states in his book Reading the Popular, 

'Culture making (and culture is always in process, never achieved) is a social process' (1989% p. 

1 ). Like Raymond Williams, Fiske views this process of culture making as une which 

encompasses several meanings and relations: those of the self, those of the social system to 

which one betongs, and those rneanings and relations that ensue out of the numerous discourses 

and texts with which one interacts on a daily basis (1  989a). 

Fiske adds an additional element to this process of culture making. He states that the 

resources used to create this popular culture are made fiom resources obtained fiom the sarne 

social structures that are supposed to disempower the masses and fortiS, the power-bloc. 

Consequently, the cultural texts (music, television, cinema et al.,) that ensue fiom these 

resources provided by the said social structures will always possess an ambivalent nature: 



Popular culture is made by various formations of subordinaie or 
disempowered people out of the resources, both discursive and 
materiai, h t  are provided by the social system chat disempowen them. 
It is therefore contradictory and coaflictual at its core. The resources - 
television, records, cloihes. video games, language - carry the interests 
of the economicalIy and the idedogicaliy dominant; they have lines of 
force within them that are hegernonic and work in favour of the statu quo. 
But hegemonic power is necessary, or even possible, oniy because of 
resistance, so these resources must aIso carry coniradictory h e s  of force 
that are taken up and activated differentiy by people situated difFerently 
within the social system (1989% p. 2). 

Fiske's analysis accurately describes the duality which exists specifically within 

Trinbagonian carnival music. It is a cuItural text woven out of the ideological coIlision of both 

the dominant power-bloc and the dominated classes. It can be seen as a vehicle which seemingly 

holds contradictory lines of support and contention for the ruling ideals of the power-bloc and 

those of the people. 

However, despite this ambivalent nature ingrained in these culturai texts or resources, 

Fiske achowledges that when these resources are used by 'the peopIe' and in contexts different 

from those in which they were origindly placecl, different meanings are aîtributed to them. His 

justification for this is due to the fact that meanings are not obtained from the texts in and of 

themselves, but rather, meanings are obtained when these texts are placed within a social 

context. In other words, meanings are achieved when the reading of the text is jwrtaposed with 

its placement in a social andfor cultural relationship: 

Popular culture is dways in process; its meanings can never be 
identified in a text for texts are activated. or made meaningful, 
only in social relations and in intertextual relations. This activation 
of the meaning potential of a text can occur only in the social and 
cultural relationships into which it enten. The social relationships 
of texts occur at their moment of reading as they are inserted into 
the everyday lives of the readen (1989% p. 3). 
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Therefore, by the very nature of the term 'popular,' popular culture acquires its meaning 

when situated in the context of the people and their social and cultural relations. It is important 

to note also that these meanings are not fixed. There is no single rneaning. Meanings vary 

according to context: so social acts such as drinking coffee, wearing clothes or listening to music 

may not carry with thern any significant meaning in and of themselves, but when they are placed 

in specific contexts, they become imbued with many socially and culturally laden messages. 

This is what Hebdige calls 'bricolage'(see 1979). To restate, the term 'bricolage' refers to the 

process of taking objects, signs andlor practices and appropriating different meanings to the 

conventional ones that are attributed to them, and in so doing, one associates new meanings on 

to these objects and practices (O'Sullivan et al., 1994). So whether it be North Amencans 

wearing ripped-up denim jeans as a sign of rebellion, or Cuban viejos (old men) drinking 

cortaditos de cafe cubano ( small shots of Cuban coffee) at their favourite cafe signifjmg a 

sharing and strengthening of social and communal ties, or even Trinidadians liming (hanging 

out) on the beach listening to some good soca and calypso reflecting their carefree attitude about 

life, forms of popular culture al1 perpetuate certain meanings as they are acted out in everyday 

life by those who belong to the realm of the masses, i.e the people. However, the group of 

persons to which the term 'popular' refers is just as abstract. This arnbiguity is validated in 

Stuart Hall's interpretation of the concept of 'popular culture': 

But the term 'popular' and even more, the collective subject to which 
it must refer - 'the people' - is highly problematic. . . . Just as there is no 
fixed content to the category of 'popular culture', so there is no fixed 
subject to attach to it - 'the people'(l981, pp. 238-239). 

This 'fickle' nature is evident when one sees that what is considered to be 'popular culture' does 

not necessarily include al1 aspects of the masses or the 'people' nor does it exclude aspects 



belongmg to the dominant classes. It is instead a negotiation to c m p t  and incorporate aspects 

and idedoges of both antagonistic groups. 

With regards to the Trinidadian carnival and the music styles which are associated with 

iî, one can readily see the handiwork of the 'masses' or the people. Mirroring Fiske's definition 

in his book, U n d e w n g  Po~ular  Culturg, 1 employ the term 'the people' interchangeably with 

the term 'the masses' to signifi not a specific class, race or gender but rather the term is used 

here to embody those who feeI that sense of 'we' as opposed to 'them' and ascribe to a 

'communal ideology' upholding its various goals and beliefs, for the well being of the 

unempowered'. This is seen in direct opposition to the power-bloc which can be a constantly- 

changing group of persons cornprising the political and economic elite who benefit from the 

dominant ideology and whose main objective is to safeguard and proliferate their own interests 

and those of their kmd. 

However, this definition of the people or the masses is fiirther complicated when one 

realizes that 'the people' are not bound by or fixed to any one particular category. They are not 

found among an ali white, al1 black, or al1 male population. They can, however, and do 

encornpass a mobile conglomeration of individuais of differing demographic backgrounds: 

" The People'' is not a stable sociological categov ; it cannot be identified and 
subjected to empirical shidy, for it does not exist in objective reality . . . By 
'die people', then, I mean this shifting set of social allegiances, which are described 
better in t m s  of people's feit collectiviry than in t m s  of extemal sociological 
factors such as class, gender. age, race, religion or what have you (Fiske, 1989b. p. 24). 

1 Even though not ait 'masses' ascribe to 'grassroots ideology', and can in fact operate 
with a sense of 'otherness' as opposed to the communal 'we', these groups can still be connected 
under the banner of 'masses, if only by their daims of distinctiveness and separateness from 
those in power, Le. the power-bloc. 
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With respect to these shifting alliances characterizing 'the people', it should be noted that this is 

not only limited to the compositiona1 categories of the people2. Members belonging to this 

group, can modiQ their positions and move across to the side of the power-bloc when the latter's 

ideology fin& an accommodating space amid those of the masses. For example, a calypsonian or 

soca artist in singing about racial inequality in the Trinidadian society can identie the problems 

stemming from the perceived notions of East indians having more social, political and economic 

clout than Afncans. The calypsonian is said to belong to the realm of the masses or the people, 

in as much as helshe is supposed to advocate their views and identiQ with their dilemmas. The 

artist may caustically criticize those individuais he/she sees as the cause of these unjust 

circumstances. However, if and d e n  Wshe sings about issues in a rnanner which perpetuates 

this same dilemma and is consistent with the power-bloc's ideology on issues of racial 

inequality, (such as is the case of calypsonian Gypsy) he/she traverses ( if only temporarily) to 

the side of the power-bloc, by hisiher adherence to those dominant beliefs and consequently 

becomes a supporter of select aspects of the dominant class 3. Herein lies the music's 

ambivalence of simultaneously protesting and perpetuating the hegemonic ideals of the 

dominant elite. 

Like Stuart Hdl, Tony Bennett offers a similar definition of this somewhat elusive 

concept 'the people' by suggesting that it should be viewed as a theoretical site devoid of any 

concrete or fixed structure or altiance. In other words, those elements that constitute and 

' ~ y  compositionaI categories, I am referring to those social labels such as ethnicity, class 
gender, religion and the Iike, in which people are placed. 

3 ~ h i s  illustration wili be further developed and clarified in chapter 5 .  



comprise 'the people' now, may indeed categorize a different alliance, tomorrow. Change, then, 

is indeed possible and perhaps even inevitable: 

1 s k i 1  argue in favour of an approach which keeps these terms 
[the people and the popular] definitionally empty - or, at leasi. 
reIatively so - in the interest of f i h g  them polirically in varying 
ways as changing circumstances may require. According to such a 
view, popular culture can be defined only absaactly as a site - 
aiways changing and variable in its constitution and organisation - 
which, since it provides one of the key terrains for the struggle over 
the political production of 'the people' and 'the pop,dar'. cannot be more 
precisely specified in tems of tiiese concepts (Bennett et al.. 1986, p. 8). 

It is precisely because of these variations of shifting alliances that makes the concept of 

hegemony such an interesting and fitting framework fiom which to examine the duality as it 

exists within carnival music. Since an outiine of these dualities has been previously stated in 

Chapter One, 1 will now examine a few theories of popuiar music describing specific key 

concepts, such as 'fyrica1 realism', 'crossover' and 'hidden transcripts' as they demonstrate the 

manner in which the ambivalence of boîh calypso and soca c m  be seen. 

LYRICAL REALISM 

It has &en ken stated that music attempts to minor social realities. H.F. Mooney argues 

that the lyncs of pop songs reflect the emotional needs of their time (in Frith, 1988, p. 106). 

While acknowledging the fact that there are flaws in the method of content analysis, Simon 

Frith, "retains the assurnption that popular songs are significant because they have a 'real 

closeness' with their consumers'"'(1988, p. 108). Frith ad& that this 'real closeness' can be 

4 'Real closeness' is a term used by Richard Hoggart to distinguish authentic working- 
class ballads from commercial ones. 



found in forms of 'folk' music and 1 would add that camival music, too, specifically calypso and 

soca also embociy t h i s  s o c i d  relatedness: 

Only in country music, blues, sou1 and the right strands of rock, 
can we take lyrics to be the authentic expression of popdar 
experiences and needs (l'bid, p. 108). 

This division between folk music, as seen as an authentic form of music and 

commodified music as seen as inauthentic music, is worth clarifying. Frith says that forms of 

folk music have within them an intensification of reflection theory: this music is assumed to 

reflect or mirror the consciousness of the people (lbid, p. 108). So how is this dichotomy 

between authentic or folk music and inauthentic or commodified music manifested? Frith 

believes that it emanates fiom the modes of production of the respective music styles, in whaî he 

terms as folk 'consolation' and pop 'escapism'(Ibid, p. 1 12). Accordingly, folk music is seen as 

authentic expressions of the people because this music originates 'from the people' themselves. 

Whereas cornmodified music is deemed inauthentic by the fact that it has become 

cornmercialized and has in effect moved away fiorn the 'rootedness' of the people. 

However there is an on-going problem that arises with the construction of these binaties 

into folWmass or authentic/commodified music split. The fact is that these are al1 assumptions or 

superficial labels that are imposed upon the field of music in order to achieve a sense of 

structure. In other words, folk music is authentically connected to 'the people' and commodified 

or mass- produced music is sornewhat less so. Frith States however, that this mode1 becomes less 

accurate once one begins to deconstruct these binaries. So while he acknowledges the existence 

of authenticity in folk music, Frith continues by saying that this notion becomes problematised 

in that one cannot fully daim to identi@ what constitutes foms of purely folk or purely 
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commercialized music, because people cm stilI make music for money and retain a sense of 

rootedness in 'the peopleY(1988). This idea is a catalyst for discussion on a whole host of 

questions, perhaps with the most saiient ones asking is this folk realism, via its manifestation in 

calypso and soca, as 'authentic' as it is portrayed to be? Can there tnily be a musical art form 

that purely ascribes to the people's ideology? Just as this category of 'the people' is denied any 

fixed delineation and is always shitling can the music also be reflective of this varying 

'consciousness of the people'? And finally, how can its origin 'fiom the people' be identified? 

This brings us to the theory of lyrical realisrn. Zn its most rudimentary definition, lyrical 

realisrn describes the relation between a song7s Iyrics and the emotional or social state of &airs 

that it portrays and represents. Frith raises an important question: he wonders whether lyrical 

realism is defined merely by presenting an 'accurate surface description' or does ths  theory 

invite a more profound reading through delving beneath the superficial exterior to expose any 

hidden messages andlor ideologies? Therefore the question that needs to be asked is, is the 

'realness' captured by rnerely mirronng what is out there and by expressing this through song's 

lyrics or is it defined by 'going behind the words7 to obtain the messages and meanings that lie 

beneath the surface description? 

:n response to the above questions, Jenny Taylor and Dave Laing argue that 'cultural 

production occurs always in relation to ideology and not to the "real world'(in Frith, 1988, p. 

1 13). 1 wish to expand on this idea. I believe that it is essential that we not separate 'ideology' 

and 'the real world' into two distinct camps. The reason for this is because 1 see ideology as 

being embedded in the events of everyday life. In other words, ideology is concretized through 

actual events and actions that take place in real life. I propose that not only cultural production, 



but also lyical realism, as it is produced within cultural texts such as popuiar music occur in 

relation to ideology and consequently to the 'real world'. 

To better illustrate this point, let us look at the Iyrics of a 1996 calypso by caiypsonian 

David Rudder entitied, Chanr of a Mad Man: 

Votefor we and we wiii ser youfiee. anywhere you ntrn someboch, 
chanîing ro we; someboày promising job for ail. some reniing gun to 
make orher people bawl; bur somebo* promising more police car. 
somebocfy going ro rak  the country fur: somebocjr putthtg al1 ihe 
bondifs awv, we sqt' if they do the crime. rhey going 10 damn well pqv. 
But somebody promising more humun rjghts, whiie somebody rhreorening 
ro put oui your lights. The mortuay fiIl with litrle Trinidad boys. A 
bullet starr IO wine and p i  an end ro their joy. N m  rhq lying cold for 
their marna to moum. Their Nike gone, their gold reerh gone. You see fhey 
wunt their pocker fil1 with blue, blue siik Thqy won rheir srarufe drinking 
fiil crem milk The litrie red si/& is not rheir m e  friend, rhe blue one have 
two extra noughts on rhe end So a rag on their tue is nonf a ticket ro heil, 
but look where we reach. well weil well weil well well. 
Chonrs: 1 heur a mad man brml. as he spread out on a wall; he say 
"This is it, this is if. this is if ,  I've been hir ". No rime ro give a brorher. 
no rime ro quit. Ir was a chont of a mad mon. in this raie from a strunge 
land Cive me the chant of a mad man, if's the only solvanon . . . 

Through a surface reading of this calypso one can tel 1 that the Song deals with political and 

economic corruption and the ramifications that this corruption has on the lower echelons or 

strata of society as compared to those of the eIite. Not oniy cm ths  information be gleaned via a 

surface reading, but also, this reading itself is laden with social, political and economic 

ideologies rendering a more profound insight as being equally obtainable. Here, then, it is 

evident that lyricai realism can occur concurrently in direct relation to both the happenings of 

the real world and to the imbedded ideologies. Simply stated, the words of this calypso 

poignantly capture something recognizable in the reality of life events in the Trinidadian society 

while simultaneously depicting the ideologies that underlie these events. The question that 

should be asked now is as follows: is the purpose of this 'reaIity' as expressed via the music's 



lyrics, to bring about any real sociaI and political change or is it merely creative verbal ski11 

which m e s  to reinforce the socio-political stasis to the power-bloc's advantage? 

Simon Frith States that: 

popular music becornes more valuable the more independent it is of 
the social forces that organise the popular process in the first place; 
popular value is dependent on something outside pop, is rooted in the 
person, the auteur, the commimity or the subculture îhat lies behind it. 
I f  good music is authentic music, then critical judgernent means 
measuring the performers' 'miih' to the experiences or feelings they are 
describing (1987, p. 136). 

In other words, popular music in its entirety is more than the sum of its parts. Its essence and 

validity corne fiom the culturai context in which it is rooted i.e. the experiences of the artist, the 

experiences of relatedness to the audience and its ability to bring both these areas together as 

close as possible to a collective experience. 

Frith then says of rock music, " . . . the reality is that rock, like al1 twentieth cenniry pop 

music, is a commercial form, music produced as a commodity, for a profit, distributed through 

mass media as mass culture" (Ibid, p. 136). The question to be asked therefore is, are these two 

perspectives contradictory? Can they exist simultaneously? Can they be lwked at as two 

different parts that comprise the same whole? 1 believe as do Frith and many others, that they are 

different facets, but they do indeed belong to the same whole. 

Just as Frith uses the example of rock music as an illustration of music produced for 

commoditv, similar arguments can be made for soca music. This is one of the lines of inquiry 

that 1 have cuncerning the dualistic nature of camival music. On the one hand, the question of 

preserving a closeness to the realities of the people is of paramount significance for those who 

support the calypso art form. Then there are those people who believe that the direction in which 
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both modem calypso and soca music have taken, Le., one which focuses on the commercialized 

aspect of music is inevitable and should be viewed more positiveîy. The argument is seemingly 

split down the middle with cultural investment on one side and financial gain on the other. 

However, as I shdl demonstrate, those advocating their position of retaining the music's role of 

'social consciousness' as opposed to those who view the music for profit and pleasure are also 

accused of seiling out for financial gain. This aspect will be more thoroughly examined in 

chapter five. Far now, I wiII examine the concept of crossover and ttie various implications that 

it poses to music. 

CROSSOVER: POWER & ECONOMICS 

The term 'crossover' refers to the movement of music from one music category to 

another. As Reebee Garofalo rernarks: 

In pupuiar music history, the term 'crossover' refers to that process 
whereby an artist or a recording from a 'secondary' marketing 
category Iike country and western Latin or rhythm and blues, achieves 
hit status in the mainsueam or 'pop' market. . . . the terni's most 
common usage in popular music history clearly connotes movement 
fiom margin to mainseeam (1993, p. 23 1). 

The 'crossover debate' is concemed with the issues of what is Iost andior gained via this process. 

This concept is gemme to this thesis because it encapsulates another facet of the 'dilemma' 

facing both calypso and soca today. The crossover movement in carnival music is particulariy 

evident in categories of race and gender appropriation. However for the scope of this thesis, 1 

will focus on only those implications of race. There are two principle perspectives of this debate. 

One reflects a 'liberal or integrationist' point of view, while the other, ongrnates from a 

'nationalist' standpoint (Ibid, p. 23 1). 
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Garofalo describes the former viewpoint of the integrationist perspective as the position 

advocated by Steve Perry . Perry believes that there is much to be gained from 'crossing over'. In 

typicaI integrationist style, he advocates building bridges and closing culture gaps. He ascribes to 

the ideology that, 'integration is quivalent to equality'(Ibid, p. 248). 

The opposing 'black nationaiist' standpoint is held by Nelson George. George maintains 

that, 'something is lost culturalIy in the process of crossing over7(Ibid, p. 232). He believes that 

when artists crossover they inevibbly relinquish any and al1 traces of their racial identity in 

order to 'fit in' with the image of the new market: an image which is more conducive to this 

market's audience and one which usually entails a 'whitening' of the music's previous self. This 

'whitening' of the music usually refers to 'an abandonment of the perfonner's racial identity, 

which leads to senous African-American cultural compromise'(Ibid, p. 244). 

M i l e  1 do not doubt George's daim, 1 do not believe that this 'whitening' of today's 

calypso and soca relates so much to a loss of raciai identity or a compromise of Trinidadian 

cultural values as much as it translates into a greater emphasis on the consequences of 

commercialization from exposure to a wider international market. In other words, 1 do not 

beIieve that on entering an international market, calypso or soca music will necessarily be 

robbed of its shared cultural experience or its Trinbagonian rootedness, but changes wil1 occur 

due to this wider exposure and increased commercialization. 

This nationalist standpoint of the 'crossover debate' can also be applied to the carnival 

music of Trinidad and Tobago, specifically to the genre of soca. This upbeat musical style has 

been accused of demonstrating the effects of 'crossing over' due to its concentration on not 

soleiy the local market but rather on its increasing investment into the international or global 
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arena (Muller, 1997; SC, 1997). For many this movement translates into simply a matter of 

either preserving an 'authentic' artistic tradition at the local level or selling out the art form for a 

mass-produced commodity at the international level (SC, 1997; Duke- Weçtfield, 1997). 

Additionally some see this desire to crossover into the international arena as a step toward the 

relinquishing of the music's identity as a Trinidadian art form, especially when the products of 

this 'crossover' hope to embody different strains and styles of other musical rhythms running the 

gamut from reggae and rock to Afro-Iatino rhythms (MuIler, 1997). 

From the integrationist perspective this change would be viewed not in a negative 

manner, but rather in a more positive Iight, because this process of crossing over makes this 

indigenous music accessible to a wider audience and thus promotes culture sharing. It is seen as 

an equalizing trend, because of the fact that for decades culture 'sharing' among the territories 01 

the Caribbean had been characterised as a one-way bipolar relationship. With the buIk of the 

'sharing' ( if one can cal1 it that ) originating fiom the 'civilized' culture of the metropole 

(Bntain, Spain, France and more recently, North Arnerica ) to build up and cultivate the 'dearth' 

of culture in the colonies. Even though this may harken back to a time long past, the realities of 

being bombarded by North American pop culture are a much more recent memory. 

In the nationalist context, however, this tendency would raise the question of what price 

is being paid for this acquisition of international acknowledgernent (for acceptance is not always 

guaranteed). From this perspective, this debate and its ramifications for the Trinidadian Society 

may easily be seen as being one which reeks of 'selling out'. This is a well-founded 

counterpoint, and it also introduces a number of other substantial questions and dilemmas. For 

example, what is one to do when faced with questions and decisions such as: either remain at the 



local level and maybe eke out a living, but staying true to the original style and intent of this art 

fom, or partially abandon the music's style and intent in order to embrace a wider market, 

reaping the materiaUfinancia1 benefits that such a line of action may bring? 1s it mly a question 

of either retaining and protecting cultural autonomy or liberalking one's views so as to build 

cultural bridges instead of erecting cultural walls? 1s it necessary to have to choose between bot1 

these positions? Have there k e n  occasions and individuals who have been abte to bring the two 

opposing sides of this debate together in a productive, CO-existing relationship? Or is it reaIly a 

matter that cannot have a middIe ground and must be resolved by taking a stance, whether it be 

one position or another? 

These sets of questions clearly depicts the intricacies involved conceming the aspect of 

authenticity within ths  musical art form. Despite the fact that relevant issues are raised 

acknowledging the advantages for retaining carnival music's 'authenticity' as a folk form and 

also outiining the advantages of the crossing-over of camival music, the more sipifcant point 

lies in not determining which is more advantageous, because, whether we approve of it or not, 

this movement would have already begun. Instead, our primary focus should be on how 

'meaning' is built into this dichotomy of calypso and soca as perceived authentic and inauthentic 

forms of carnival music and secondly, what will the implications of this movement mean for the 

Trinbagonian society? 

Andrew Ross also recognises this quandary, but addresses the situation from a less 

definitive approach. He acknowledges that, 

Because of the fundamental contribution of Afro-American music to popular taste, 
any cultural historian of that relationship cannot avoid comrnenting on the ways in 
which a discourse about colour ("whitcned" music) is spliced with a discourse about 
commercialization ("alienated music). And yet it is ofien assumed that . . . 



commerciaiized music = whitened music, that the black performance of 
uncommercialized and therefore black music constitutes the only irue genuine form 
of protest or resistance agiimt the white culture industry and its controlling interests. 
and that black music which submits to that industry automatically loses its autonomous 
power. But to subscribe to this equation is to imagine a very mechanical process indeed 
whereby a music. which is authenticaiiy black constitutes an initiai raw material 
which is then appropriated and reduced in cultural force and mcaning by contact with 
a white industry. Accurdtngly, music is never "made", and only ever exploiteci, in this 
process of indusbialization (1989. p. 69). 

This insight raises a host of interesting points that deal with the notion of ownership. Whose 

music is it anyway? Are we not all guilty of the same usurpation that we fear might occur when 

our music gets into contact with a 'white' industry? Did we as Trinidadians not appropriate this 

music from our diverse heritages? Was the origin of this music not of Afncan, Indian and 

countless other 'overseas' influences? And did we not take different elements fiom these 

musical cultures and refashion them to achieve something totaily unique to be called our own? 1s 

this not what Alleyne-Dettmers means when she talks of us 'meta-masking', that is 'borrowing, 

shaping, re-shaping and eventuaily indigenising' cultural forms? (1993, p. 134). 

Popular culture is an amalgamation of a myriad of elernents. It presumes a relation to 

'the people', a category itself denied of any fixed categorisation, it cm never be homogenous in 

form or content. Though the feeling experienced by one society of the fear of cultural loss that 

can occur when their indigenous culture becomes exposed in the greater global arena is real, 

these exposing questions may be regarded as extreme, since Trinbagonian camival music was, is 

and will continue to be, a composite of many different ethnic influences that have undergone 

and will continue to undergo multiple stages of development and refinement. 

The significance of raising such questions cornes not so much from their individual, 

isolated responses, but rather lies in how the implications of such questions can help to constnict 
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a common sense of this society on issues of authenticity, international culture and 

commerciaiized or whitened music. So, for example, cari we say that caniivd music will no 

longer be considered an 'authentic' art form because it has an increasing tendençy to focus on 

the international sphere? DCKs crossing over into other international cultures and 'whitening' of 

one's music necessady indicate a loss of authenticity or can one examine this movement fiom 

another perspective by seeing ttus as simply another stage in the developmental process of this 

music? Additionally, how will t h ~ s  movement affect the dualistic treatment of supporting and 

challenging the hegemonic beliefs of the power-bloc? To answer these questions, we have to 

move beyond the bipolar relation of music and commerciaIimion and examine the connection 

or 'play' between power, ethnicity and class as they are manifested fkom within the 'hidden 

transcripts' of these cultural discourses. 

EIDDEN TRANSClUPTS 

Tncia Rose (1994) sheds a positive, new light in Black music as she discusses the 

elements of rap music, graffiti and break dancing as part of the Larger context of the hp hop 

culture. Her analysis is such that it can aiso be used to describe and explain other frameworks 

such as Caribbean music. Her mcdel is useful here not oniy because the music of the Caribbean 

also originates out of the Afkican cultural diaspora, but also because Caribbean music echoes 

similar issues is faced with similar problems and struggles for similar ideals. 

However, one must consider that genres of rnusic that may have analogous roots cari also 

follow variegated trajectories. So, despite the fact that Caribbean music rnay owe its beginnings 

to Afncan cultures, today, Caribbean music, or more specificaily, carnival music in Trinidad and 
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Tobago is a mellifluous and diverse pastiche of musical cultures and heritages which reflect the 

equally nch and various influences of its cosmopolitan s~c ie ty .~  

For Rose, hip hop has corne to be used as an indicator to examine and profess the 

participants' (both the artist and the audience) realities and identities. Furthemore, it provides a 

critical analysis of the issues germane to the hip hop community and to society at large. 

. . . Hip bop produced interna1 and cxternai dialogues that affinned 
the expxiences and identities of the participants and at the same 
time of fmd critiques of larger sociev that were directed to both the 
hip hop communiry and society in generai (1994, p. 60). 

These functions can also be likened on to the roles of calypsonians and soca anists in their 

societies as being the 'contemporary conscience of their cultures, voices that speak from the 

margins about things that the dominant discourse silences'(Bakhtin in Robinson et al., 199 1). 

Rose also focuses on the fact that people, when faced with Iess than perfect situations be 

they social, economic or political tend to use forms of expression over which they have creative 

control, such as language, dance or music, in order to give voice to their feelings and 

experiences. Most times this is done in a subversive manner, or if not subversive, then at least in 

a coded or metaphoncal form. Furthemore, Rose opposes the idea that such cultural reactions 

are simply a safety mechanism which is used to buffer situations of oppression while 

maintaining the same structures which are the source of this oppression. On the contrary, she 

advocates that this genre of cultural expression is used as a cohesive, communaI device which 

'The music of Trinidad and Tobago owes its distinct charmer to a blend of ethnic 
backgrounds, incIuding, African, East Indian, Latin and European, just to name some of the 
more prominent influences. 
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previously existed: 

Under social conditions in which susrained frontai attacks on 
powerfiil groups are sîrategically unwise or successfidly contained, 
oppressed people use language, dance and music to mock those 
in power, express rage and produce fmrasies of subversion. 
These cultural forms are especially rich and pleasurable places 
where oppositionai transcripts or the 'unofficial truths' are developed 
refined and rehearsed. These cuitllral responses to oppression are 
not safety valves that protect and sustain the machines of oppression. 
Quite to the conwary, these dances, languages and music produce 
communal bases of knowledge about social conditions, communal 
interpretations of them and quite ofren serve as the culnirzil glue that 
fosters communal resistance (1994, p. 99). 

Similar aspects to Rose's description of rap music can also be found within the genres 01 

calypso and soca music. The artists of both styles of music do indeed use the double-entendre in 

their Iyncs. James Scott refers to this as 'hidden transcnpts'. Scott introduces two types of 

transcripts: the hidden transcript and the public transcript. These two concepts play a pivotal role 

in understanding the intricacies of the roles of subordinate factions versus the dominant groups 

in society. Simply stated, a 'transcript' cm be both verbal or non-verbal communication usuali y 

practised by people: so for example, talking, gesturing and even acting would be considered 

'mnscripts.' By itself the term is quite ordinary. It takes on a different meaning though, when 

coupled with other terms such as 'hidden' and 'public'. 

The hidden transcript is essentialiy a critique of the power structures and relations that 

are made 'behind the back' of the dominant group(s) in society. This hidden transcript is not 

limited to society's subordinate factions. The dominant too, also create their own hidden 

transcripts which they camouflage so that it may not be openly admitted to. The public 

transcript, on the other hand, is its fundamental opposite. It is 'open interaction between 



subordinates and those who dominate' (Scott, 1990, p. 4). To further illustrate this, songs would 

be the musicians' public transcripts if they were accessible to any and everyone. However, the 

underlying messages within the songs i-e., the covert meanings, would be the musicians' hidden 

transcripts. These musicians use this medium (through which their veiled messages are carried) 

to offer a critique of power while at the same time maintaining an image of being a mere 

entertainer within the larger hegemonic fiamework. Scott illustrates this by suggesting how one 

can view 'the gestures, nunours, gossip, songs of the powerless as vehcles by which, arnong 

other things, they insinuate a critique of power while hiding behind anonymity or behind 

innocuous understandings of their conduct7(Ibià, p. 2). 

When Rose talks of the hidden messages within the lyncs of rap songs, it seems to me 

that there is a distinct dichotomy of 'them' versus 'us'. With this in minci, then, it is quite logical 

h t  she also believes that hidden transcripts would serve as an appropriate medium through 

which messages are sent to examine, discuss, and even mock those dominant structures and 

discourses. However, even though he agrees up to a point with Rose, who sees music as a vesse1 

which can both advocate and deny real social change, " . . . the idea of rap music both 

legitimising and challenging social oppressionW(Rose, p. 104), Scott takes this observation one 

step firrther. He says that because of the ambivalent positions taken up within the public 

transcripts by those that are dubbed 'less powerfirl,' (in this case it would be the musicians) they 

themselves contribute to reinforcing their own subordination: 

The public transcript is systematically skewed in the direction of 
the discourse represented by the dominant. In ideological tems 
the public transcript will typically, by its accomodaiionist tone. 
provide convincing evidence for the hegemony of dominant values, 
for the hegemony of dominant discourse. It is in precisely this pubIic 
domain where the effects of power relations are most rnanifest and 
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to conclude that subordinate groups endorse the terms of theu 
subordination and are willing, even enthmiastic partners in that 
subordination (1990, p. 4). 

Both Rose and Scott raise valid observations with regard to the consequences of the 

'pIay' or relationship between the hidden and the public transcripts within music. This 

ambivalent 'play' is also mirrored in carnival music and foms the core of this argument, that of 

the duality of meaning ever-present within calypso and soca. It is precisely this aspect within this 

music i-e., the problem and ramifications of living inside contradiction, that offers such a 

potential for constructive criticism. indeed, it is the main line of inquiry into this thesis: calypso 

and soca whle criticizing the structures which proliferate social, political and economic 

inequalities, simdtaneously reinforce other inequalities. In other words, while the music 

advocates the abolishment of some injustices, it also sanctions the perpetuation of others. Scott 

describes the dilemma that could occur as a result of ths  duality as he says with an ominous air: 

Those obliged by domination to act a mask will eventually find 
that their faces have grown to fit that mask. The practice of 
subordination produces in t h e ,  its own legitimation (1990, p. 10). 

Having been given a background description on the key concepts of 'lyrical realism', 

'crossover' and 'hidden trarscnpts', I will briefly outline the methodolgy employed in this thesis 

and then move on to examine specific works on calypso and soca music to detemine if and how 

the concepts discussed here are employed in the analysis of those works. 
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METHODOLOGY - BACKGROUND 

Cultural Studies methodology is not limited to one particular research method, but rather 

is charactensed and enriched by the incorporation of a number of difirent approaches. Since the 

early 1960s and 1970s, there has been an ongoing debate on the validity of qualitative 

rnethodology as opposed to quantitative methodology in the field of social science research 

(Jensen & Jankowski, 199 1 ; Neuman, 1994; Alasuutari, 1995). Each method of analysis had its 

own advocates who viewed their approach as the more genuine for scientific research. However, 

since this time, both approaches have corne to demonstrate their respective strengths and have 

corne to be seen as valid means of obtaining scientific data, Having acknowledged this, the 

methodological approach taken in this thesis is qualitative in nature. 

Klaus Bruhn Jensen States, 'the relevance of each medium depends on the purpose and 

area of inquiry' ( 199 1 a, p. 7). The attempt to explicate one of the facets of the Trinbagonian 

culture, that is, the Trinidadian carnival, required an approach -that would be able to capture the 

event and its music in as representative a marner as possible. I felt that this objective wouid not 

be realised had a quantitative approach been employed. As Jensen reiterates: 

Where quantitative analysis would focus on the concrete. delimited 
products of the media's rneaning production qualitative approaches 
examine meaning production as a process which is contextualized 
and inexmcably integrated with wider social and cultural practices 
(1991a p. 4) 

This analysis therefore falls under the rubric of qualitative research by the very fact that it: is 

concemed with aspects of the Trinbagonian culture; employs extensive participant observation 

as one of the research methods used in compiling data with the researcher being the prima- 

instmment of inquiry; and finally it uses a 'triangulation' of data-collection methods, including 



the previously stated participant observation, 'thick description' on a case study of the 

Trinbagonian carnival and textual analysis on carnival music (see Jankowski & Wester, 199 1 ). 

More specifically, however, this thesis should be viewed as a form of humanistic 

scholarship within qualitative science as opposed to social science research because it is a study 

based on literary analysis and interpretation which additionaIly focuses on 'extratex-ual fiame- 

works of explanation' (Jensen, 199 1 b, p.28): 

The analytical practice of cultural studies is rooted in literary analysis-cum-interpretation 
but it ernphasizes extratextual fiameworks of explanation. Nevertheless, while the categories 
of analysis are thus grounded in theories of subjectivity and social context the primary 
medium of the research remains the interpreting scholar. Furthermore. the focus has tended 
to be placed on the overarching discourses of culrue, rather than their locai. empiricai 
producers and recipients. Consequently, although cuImral studies refer to the genre in 
question, its implied reader positions, and associated social uses. the tradition is still 
preoccupied with the message or discourse of communication (&id p. 28). 

The objective of this work hos not only been to extrapolate on how specific dualities that exist 

within the Trinidadian culture are manifested through the music and actions of these people 

(during the camival season) in a manner which serves to simultaneously criticize and reinforce 

the ideology of the ruling elite in a hegemonic relationship; it additionafly seeks to determine if 

this discursive space provides any real opportunity for the refomation of those innate cultural 

practices embedded in the Trinbagonian culture. 

1 beiieve that the work in this thesis borders on an interpretive and criticai approach to 

qualitative research. One of the reasons for this is because I have ernployed idiographic elements 

such as 'thick description' which involves detailed and multi-dimensional descriptions of 

meaningful experiences of the people k i n g  studied. These are elements of the interpretive 

approach. This work can also be seen from a serni-critical approach in as much as it aims to 

demysti@ illusions of the Trinidad carnival by elucidating underlying structures of the event and 
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its music. However, this thesis cannot fully ciaiin to adopt a critical perspective because I do not 

explain how change can be achieved nor do 1 offer a possible alternative. 1 do not view this as a 

shortcoming of the thesis because this was never its intent. Its objective was to merely validate 

the theoretical framework fiom which this analysis cornes and to provide a different perspective 

on one of the national festivals of the Trinbagonian culture. It does not purport to any tenet of 

the politics of research which is 'the degree to which the research is seen as emancipatory or 

action oriented and whose purpose is to change an inequitable state of affairs (Mies in 

Jankowski & Wester, 199 1, p. 57). 

RESEARCH METHODS - PROCEDURE 

As previously noted, the theoretical framework from which this thesis is examined deals 

with the accommodating space (found in both the practices and the music) of the Trinidad 

carnival, in which the hegemonic ideology of the niling elite are sirnultaneously attacked and 

reinforced through lyrical and thematic representation. 

The research rnethods employed in t h s  study can be grouped into the three categories of 

participant observation, thick description and textual analysis. Additionally, the material used in 

this thesis was obtained from sources such as newspaper and periodical coverage of both the 

carnival event and interviews with calypsonians and soca artists, a televised documentary 

dealing with the thernes of race and class relations as manifested within calypso music, the 

collection of concrete artefacts such as entry tickets to fetes, photographs of some of the 

practices of the carnival event and audio sampies of the carnival music. 1 used a number of 

approaches so that the data obtained could be verified and further validated against each method. 



The advantages of this multiple approach at data gathering, known as 'triangulation' has been 

advocated by Denzin who states: 

Trianguiation, or the use of multiple methods. is a plan of action 
that will raise sociologists above the persondistic biases that stem 
from singie rnethodologies ( in Jankowski & Wester, 1991, p.62). 

The primary mechanism used to collect data was participant observation. Participant 

observation is not a single tool of inquiry but raîher is a collection of varied research methods 

used to study a subject: 

It is probably misleading to regard participant observation as a single 
method . . . It refers to a characteristic blenci or combination of rnethods 
and techniques that is employed in studying certain types of subject matter 
. . . It involves some amount of genuinely social interaction in the field 
with the subject of study, some direct observation of relevant events, some 
formal and a great deal of informal interviewing. some systematic counting, 
some collection of documents and artefacts and openendness in the direction 
the study takes ( McCall& Sùnmons in Jankowski & Wester, 199 1 ). 

Being a member of this Trinidadian society and having both witnessed and participated in the 

annual carnival event for over twelve years, I was able to take advantage of this member s tms 

and the knowledge that it brings, to this thesis. 1 was able to both observe and take part in the 

events in a natural setting. 1 was also able to fully comprehend the underlying structures 

embedded in such a cultural aspect to an extent that may not be as easily achieved by an 

outsider. Given my position as an inteltectual and as a researcher as opposed to a layperson, I 

was also able to examine this object of study from a less patnotic and more academic 

perspective, resulting in what I believe to be genuine research. 

As previously noted, 1 have the advantage of over twelve years in the field of study in 

participating and examining this cultural event. More specifica1ly for the pwpose of this thesis, 1 

attended twenty five carnival fetes over the course of a two year period. While at these fetes, 1 
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would observe the reveIlers, both old and Young, male and female. The criteria by which I 

examined these people woutd be how they reacted in the context of a fete while iistening to both 

calypso and soca music as opposed to their reaction in a more forma1 setting such as at the many 

carnival shows that occur during the season. To illustrate, at a fete I would observe how people 

reacted when soca music was playing as opposed to when calypso was played? How did they 

react in another setting, such as at the Dimanche Gras where both calypso and soca are 

showcased? Did their reactions and/or behaviour modi@ when topical songs were played as 

opposed to sociaUpolitica1 commentary songs? At times my notes took the form of 'jottings' on 

cocktail napkins, only to be expanded at a iater time (usually in a more conducive setting) or 

more ofien, the observations made were mental and then transcribed at a later time6. One may 

thid- that this manner of observation and note-taking to be inadequate, but 1 believe that due to 

my mernber position in this society wfiich affords me a greater degree of familiarity with these 

cultural practices and consequently a faster and more accurate recollection, this method proved 

to be more than suffiçient. 

The locus of this participation observation was not limited to fetes. I also utilized this 

method in examininç the many practices within the carnival event itself, such as: in 'playing 

mas' on the streets of Port-of-Spain on J'ouvert morning, on carnival Monday night mas' and on 

6The style of note taking was usually dependent on the setting that 1 was in. For example, 
at fetes, 1 would use cochmil napkins to 'jot' down my observations. As this was the most 
convenient and least conspicuous method. However, in a setting such as in a calypso tent or at 
the carnival shows, in which the arnbience is comparatively more conducive ie., one is actually 
able to sit down and wi te  one's observations as they occur, at these tirnes, 1 would make notes 
in a pocket book, to be transcribed and expanded at a later time. 
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carnival Tuesday; within the activities of the many 'mas camps'; at the many shows held during 

the carnival season and within the nwnerous calypso tents. 

The data collected were then transcribed in the form of ideographic or 'thick description' 

in which a rich, detailed description of the event, its practices and the music were given. 

Supplementary matenal was ais0 included in the form of extensive italicized narratives which 

are personal accounts detailing actual events and practices of the Trinidadian carnival. The 

objective of this type of 'thick description7 is to provide the reader with a holistic and an in- 

depth representation of the object of study. Additionally, it offers the reader an insight into both 

explicit and tacit cuituraI knowledge. These descriptions then served as a point of access frorn 

which I explored other social and political dimensions of the wider Trinbagonian culture. 1 

exarnined structures of the carnival practices and its musical component in an attempt to show 

how these said structures were emblematic of the hegemonic relationship existing within the 

Trinidadian society which sirnultaneously attacked and reinforced the ideology of the ntfing 

elite. 

The third research method empioyed in this study cornes under the rubric of content or 

textual analysis of lyrics of calypsos and soca tunes. The 'convenience' sampling procedure (as 

opposed to random sarnpling) consisted in the selection of calypsos chosen for their social and 

political comrnentary. The criteria used in the selection process of these songs was based on: 

thematic representation on issues of racial inequality and class injustices; the degree of 

controversy and the level of popularity. This was not an especially dificult task owing to the fact 

that at carnival, both the cornpetition grounds and the airwaves are inundated by acerbic 

social/political comrnentary calypsos and popular soca tunes. Even though the selection sample 
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may be criticized as being relatively small in number (7), it was iimited in order to avoid being 

repetitious and redundant. In my estimation this music seiection was representative of the 

majority of carnival music performed within the 1997 Carnival season. AI1 the season's songs 

dealt with similar issues of fnistration of the present governmental regime, racial discord, class 

inequality, for calypso and inversely, racial harmony, sexual innuendo and the whoie carnival 

aesthetic theme, for soca. Therefore, the choice of songs was dependent on which were the more 

Frequently played and which aroused more controversy. 

After selecting the songs, 1 offered a lyrical analysis from which germane themes were 

detemined. These themes were then arranged into categories of either advocating or rejecting 

elitist ideoiogies. This selection was determined through such criteria as subject portrayal, 

political position held on the subject matter and the degree of blatancy in the presentation. These 

said variables were then used to discuss dimensions of power stnictures and race and ciass 

factors as they are embedded in the larger Trinbagonian society and as they were employed to 

either validate or refute the theoretical tiamework of this thesis. 

The methods of in-depth interviewing and the use of questionnaires were not part of my 

research methods because 1 felt that the opportunity for bias would be heightened had these 

methods been employed. Many times, in wanting to present a positive image of one's culture, 

selected information is released to the researcher by the informant. 1 felt that these methods 

would provide more of an occasion for this type of subjectivity. As Deutscher demonstrates: 

There is often a discrepancy between reports of 
attitudes gained through interviews and observations 
of the behaviour related to those attitudes 
(in Jankowski & Wester, 199 1, p. 61). 
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Instead of relying on stnictured interviews or questionnaires where the responses are already 

outlined and there is some degree of 'guidance' by the researcher concerning the direction that 

the interview will take, 1 chose to rely on the wealth of knowledge that cornes not only fiom 

k ing  a member of this culture, but perhaps more importantly, due to rny status as an informed 

academic in pursuit of genuine research, 1 believed that any patriotic biases would be kept to a 

minimum. As Pertti Alasuutari suggests: 

I f  you study structures of meaning. the way in which people conceive of 
and classify things, the material has to consist of texts where they speak 
about things in their own words, not of questionnaires where they have to 
answer predefined questions by choosing predetermined alternatives 
( 1995, p. 42). 

VALiDATION OF METHODOLOGY 

The literature employed in this study is largely based on the works of Gordon Rohlehr 

( I!WOa; 1 WOb; l9Wa; 1 W b )  and Louis Regis ( 1993). Additional 1 iterature was obtained Eiom 

the studies of other researchers such as Ian Boxill ( 19941, En01 Hill ( 19721, Dick Hebdige 

(1979), Tricia Rose (1994) and Clifford Geertz (1973). 

The methodological approaches used by these researchers included participant 

observation, ideographic description, and textuai analysis. For example, in Rohlehr's study on 

calypso and society in Pre-Independence Trinidad, he employed both 'thick description' of 

earlier carnivals coupled with in-depth iyrical analysis in order to explicate the social and 

political structures of the Trinbagonian society in this era. Hi11 also employed idmgraphic 

description on his study of the Trinidad carnival, but focused on all aspects of the event itself, as 

opposed to limiting his research to the musical component of the festival. 
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Both Hebdige and Boxill utilized lyrical analysis and participant observation to study 

Jamaican Reggae music and its precursors such as Ska and Rock Steady and its new musical 

versions of Dance Hall and Dub. Their studies focused on one of the numerous uses of this 

music as a tool for cultural revolution. Boxill additionally examined the genre of calypso in this 

regard. 

Rose used rnethods of participant observation, 'thick description,' and lyncal analysis in 

her study of Arnerican Hip Hop. She analysed the lyrics of a number of American rap songs, 

focusing on different themes on issues of racial tension, social and cdtural survival and female 

representation, to name a few. Also included in her study k v a s  a 'thick description' of several 

Black communities in select Arnerican cities. From this, she proposed several social and 

political theories concerning the wider subculture of Arnerican rappers and hip hop music. 

In my estimation, some of the problems encountered by these researchers can be likened 

to those arising out of my own study in that in a study of this nature that is so much 'people- 

oriented', one wonders if the culture or that specific aspect of the culture that one is studymg, is 

accurately captured due to the enormity and complexity of the culture itself. 

Another concern regarding the approaches used by these researchers is realising that this 

research having been seen as interpretive as opposed to positivist, results in facts which are 

highly context specific. Even though interpretivists agree that meaning can be assigned only if 

the social context is taken into account, thus legitimising the approaches used in this type of 

research, there are few positivists who view this type of interpretive research as truly scientific 

(Neuman, 1994). 
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FinalIy, the Iiabilities of this study and the research methods employed can be 

summarised as follows. The research results obtained rnay not coincide with the opinion of the 

entire Trinbagonian population. Many Trinbagonians surrounded by the euphoria of the carnival 

season, would rattier 'turn a blind eye' to the social and political realities that exist concerning 

their beloved national festival. In addition to this, when recognition of these realities and 

injustices are observeci, there is no substantial action taken to rectifi these said situations. Thus 

validating the point that any beneficial social change would be difficult to obtain. 

Another shortcoming deals with my statu as a member of this society. Even though 

conscious efforts are made to be as impartial and as objective as possible, there can never be a 

complete detachment fiom the subject of study, especially if one is a member of that subject of 

study. Consequently, there is a great deal of personal pressure on the researcher to pursue and 

obtain genuine research material, on the one hand, and yet on the other, there is always that 

sentiment of 'no1 doing justice' to one's culture, by exposing such data and draMng such 

conclusions (as are offered in this work ) of the most celebrated festivals of one's homeland. 



Cbapter 3: CARNWAL MUSIC - FROM PAST TO PRESENT 

It has been said that we iive in a sound scape. Ln fact, it has b e n  ofien stated by 

innumerable musical artists and academics alike, ttrat music is the universal language of 

hurnankind. Theodore Adorno explored popuiar culture only in so much as it wouid validate the 

more worthy status of high culture. As much as 1 believe his opinion to be ludicrous, he does 

raise a valid point when he considers music to be the 'social cernent' that binds peoples, 

cultures and civiliiations together (Adorno, 1992, p. 220). Music 1s perhaps one of the most 

significant mediurns, more so than any other cultural fom, that can effectively and 

instantaneously arouse sentiments of shared beIongmg. in Frith's words: 

Music can stand for, symbolise and offer the immediate experience 
of cokctive identity. Other cultural forms - pain* literanire, design - 
can articulate and show off shared vaiues and pride, but only music can 
make you feel them ( 1987, p. 140). 

Roger Wallis and Knster Malm also acknowledge that, ''Music in any civilization exists as a 

social and cultural necessityn( in Regis, 1993, p. 2), while Alan Merriam views music as "a 

creative aspect of cuime that can lead to an understanding of basic human problems of creative 

Iife, as well as the values, goals and meanings of the culture in which it hctions" 

(in Regis, 1993, p. 2). 

In this chapter, 1 explore the polymorphous characteristic of Trinidad carnival music by 

exarnining relevant research on both calypso and soca. 1 will determine how it applies to rny 

proposed research question: that Trinidad's carnival music possesses an ambivalent nature 

whereby it simultaneously reinforces and challenges the ideologies of the dominant elite in a 

hegemonic relationship, through its Iyncs. It should be noted that this chapter merely introduces 



points of contention within the germane body of literature and further devetopment of argumen 

will be addtessed in Chapter Five on the analysis of power and various social indices. 

TBE ORIGIN OF CALYPSO 

Within the early literature on carnival music, the music of calypso has been the genre mostl 

written upon as opposed to other forms of carnival music such as 'chutney', 'ragga soca' 'rapso 

and 'soca'. This stems fiom the fact that in carnivals pst ,  the sounds of the calypso or kaiso 

were the earliest forms of carnival music and thus more likely to be discussed. 

The origin of the word 'calypso' is surrounded by a myriad of conflicting debates. In 

light of Trinidad's Afhcan heritage, some authorities contend that the word originated fiom 

'Kaiso', a Hausa word for 'bravo'(Sea1y & Malm, 1983; Rohlehr, 1990; Hill, 1993; Dewitt & 

Wilan, 1993). Others believe that the word was denved from the island's European ancestry and 

thus assume that it originated fiom either the French'carrousseaux' meaning a drinking party: or 

the Spanish 'calliso' meaning a topical song (Dewitt &Wilan, 1993). And still others, tracing th€ 

word back to the first inhabitants of these islands, the Caribs believe the word to mean the same 

as the Spanish 'topical song', but being derived from the Carib word, 'caneto'(Ali, 1997% p. 

21). 

However, despite these confiicting debates on the word's origin, most 'authorities' woula 

agree that the calypso was once used, and perhaps still is, to an extent, as the poor man's 

newspaper: it was a seen as a vehicle which sought to expose the injustices of the upper classes 

towards the lower classes in terminology that the layrnan could identify with (Ali, I997a; 

Rohlehr, 1990). Also accepted is the notion of the music's Afiican Roots: the calypso originated 



as 'improvised songs of self-praise and scorn for others' brought to Trinidad by enslaved peoples 

(Hill, 1972; Rohlehr, 1990; Dewitt &Wilan, 1993; Ni, 1997a). As Errol Hill States: 

. . . the antecedents of calypso are the praise songs of derision 
of West Af5can natives captured as slaves and brou@ to the 
West M i e s  ( 1972, p. 58). 

Calypso finally evolved into a dance, a genre of music and a cultural musical almanac of events. 

This musical genre codd be used for a variety of different purposes, long surpassing but not 

excluding the inchoate fünctions of the earlier 'work-song' or 'plantation-song': the role of 

calypso, as it was manifesteci in these 'plantation songs' or 'work songs' in the era of slavery 

was used as a rnechanism to make the slaves work more efficiently in the fields and on the 

sugar-cane plantations. Singing while working fostered p a t e r  productivity as it somehow 

seemed to cause the hours to go by even more quickly, while toiling in the scorching heat under 

a blazing sun. Dewitt and Wilan observed that, 'the Amcan slaves organised into work gangs 

were encouraged by the plantation owners to compte against each other in the cutting of su@- 

cane. They sang Kaiso-style work songs to increase productivity'( Dewitt & Wilan, 1993, p. 10). 

Calypso is no longer used as a fom of 'work song' but still retains its role as the 

'people's forum' in which their views are voiced, usually in opposition to those in power. What 

it has become is a cultural text coloured by conflict, censorshp and a dualistic nature which 

would corne to be i ts hallmark honing it into an intricate cuttural tool employed to scrutinize, 

cnticize, reinforce and unie a11 facets of the fabric of this society: 

Ln Trinidad, the calypso emerged out of this complex of Song and 
dance, social conflict and censorship which had pervaded the 
colonies fkom their incephon. It is related to al1 Black diaspora 
music. regardless of ianguage and shares with them naditional 
Afncan functîons of affirmation celebranon, protest satire. praise, 
blame and conflict of al1 varieties ... ( Rohlehr, 1990, p. 5) .  



CALYPSO - FROM THE 1940s TO 1990s 

The reason for beginning with a chronological account of the development of this art 

form is to give the reader an historical reference of calypso so that hdshe may be better able to 

identiQ with the dualities existing within the two genres of carnival music that 1 will explore 

later on. 

The melody, style and tone of the calypsos of yesteryear were indeed of a different 

calibre to the ones being heard across the airwaves today. In the 1940s and 1950s, the first wave 

of professional calypsonians, known as the Old Brigade, including artists such as, Growling 

Tiger, Lord Beginner, Atilla the Hm, the Roaring Lion and Lord Pretender, to name but a few 

would sing of the social ills and the political injustices that would be occurring within this twin 

island republic (Dewitt & Wilan, 1993; Ali, 1997a). It was at this time (during the war years) 

that calypso became increasingly influenced by the presence of US military troops in Trinidad 

and Tobago. Many caiypsonians sang about grave issues such as the social and political effects 

of the war, prostitution and other societal scourges. 

By 1945, a greater dernand for songs with a more entertaining appeal (as opposed to those 

which were purely satirical or wholly full of socio-political cornmentary) would be requested, 

and a new breed of singers would rise to rneet this challenge. This demand for fresh, creative 

and innovative material perhps was due to several factors: there was a marked change in 

attitude towards calypso music; the music had become more sophisticated and Trinbagonians 

were discovering a newfound pnde in and respect for their culture (Dewitt & Wilan, 1993). 

These new calypsonians, suitably called the Young Brigade, included artists such as the Mighty 

Sparrow, Lord Wonder and the Mighty Dictator (Ali, 1997a). Their material ran the garnut from 
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entertainment songs which dealt with aesthetically pleasing social topics, to the more serious 

issues of race, politics and economicsl. 

During the 1960s and the 1 WOs, this pattern of socio-political commentary continued to 

colour the lyrical content of most of the calypsos of that time: with the Black Power marches of 

the 1 WOs, a growing rate of unemployment and feelings of deep discontent due to perceived 

racism (Ibid, p. 2 1). Once again, a new generation of singers such as Black Stalin, Brother 

Valentino, Shadow and Explainer wouId corne to express their views on the delinquent state of 

affairs of their country. 

In the 1980s, there was another upsurge in the music world of T&T. One of the artists who 

attracted much attention at this time was David Rudder. Hailed as "a prophet, an upstart, a 

quack, the next Bob Marley of Caribbean music, Rudder was everything that the 'typicai' 

calypsonian was not"(Ottley, 1995, p. 233). Xis was a style of biting criticism assuaged by the 

sweet melody of the calypso kat. His work, always contemplative and full of bitter-sweet truths, 

would act as his hallmark both at the local level, at which he was greatly admire& and at the 

international level to which he further exposed calypso music, 

Today in the 1990s, one witnesses yet another variation on the indigenous musical art form 

of this facet of the Trinbagonian cultural amalgam. Shereen Ali, a writer for the popular 

periodica1, Roud Works has cornpiled a comprehensive exposition on the unification of sounds 

which now characterize Trinidadian carnival music: 

"Aesthetically pleasing' topics would include issues conceming continuous partying, the 
joy of life on the islands and basicaIly the pleasures derived from the carnival in general. 



Among the leading calypsonians of the 1990s are the new 
wave fusion bands wtrich experiment with fonn to produce 
infecuous rhythms. Their lyrics are somebmes trite and 
muidlessly rabid, but at other times, can rise to be witty, 
thoughtiÙl and incisively cuthng . . . 
. . . As a younger generation leaves the schoolyards and 
mtws a contracting job market, the rtrythms of chanting, 
protestsriented rapso2 dong with tabla3 and harmonium-driven 
chutney4, are today finding new converts and carrying 
the mande for a different kïnd of discourse (1997% p. 21). 

The diverse trajectory aIong which cmival music has evoived has been outlined. Its 

development fiom the early 1940s to the present noting the waves of change that have occurred 

throughout this time M e  has been traced. Yet there seems to be a cornmon thread within the 

previous decades that still can be observed today: the lyncal content, of not only the social 

calypsos but especially the politicai calypsos, would in large part remain the sarne. As Gordon 

Rohlehr says of the calypso, "the blending of poiitics with gossip would remain a cardinal 

feanire of Tnnidad's political life for decades, and would influence the shape of a significant 

number of political calypsos in the years that were to cornem(l 990, p. 92). 

What is interesting however is the point made in the last line of Ali's commentary where 

she alludes to the emergence of a 'different kind of discourse' coming forth fiom the newer 

sounds of carnival music. Although Ali's meaning is not explaine4 this 'different discourse' 

2~apso- a form of music derived h m  the blending of Caribbean rap and soca rhythms. 

'Tabla- a percussion instrument resembling a drum is used in mostiy East Indian or 
chutney music in Trinidad. 

'Chutney music is an infectious blend of East Indian rhythms rnouided into a musicaI 
fom that is uniquely Trinidadian. The lyrics, sung in both colioquial English and Indian are 
accompanied by musical instruments like the tabla, the tassa dnrm, Indian flutes, bras gongs 
and bells. 



may provide a new way to examine the various genres of camival music. ln effect, my research 

question can be describecl as such an undertaking. 

As 1 have stated in previous chapes, my concern is with the dualistic nature existing 

within calypso and soca. For this thesis, the 'different kind of discouse' emerges when one sees 

evidence of the ambivalent characteristic of both calypso and soca manifested in the debates of 

authenticity versus commercialization and music seen as a vehicIe for political commentary 

versus music viewed as a p1easurabIe commodity5. This ambivalence is then used to validate the 

claim that both styles of music are employed to simultaneously support and challenge the 

ideological hegemony of the power-bIoc. 

What 1 have presented up until this point has been an historical narrative of calypso and 

soca music of the ps t .  1 will now examine what has been written about camival music in 

present-day society. 

THE POLITICAL / AESTHETIC DIVIDE IN CALYPSO AND SOCA. 

Errol Hill, author and authority on the Trinidad carnival advocates that the legacy 

of the calypso is intricately linked to the evoivement of its indigenous culture. It is a living 

Iegacy that is forever unfolding, refashioning and modifjing itself to minor and maintain as 

authentic a cohesion to the changing lives of its people and its culture: 

5 These two dichotomies are not necessarily isoiated debates. On the contrary, they should 
be examined as another consequential dimension stemming fhm the calypso venus soca 
dilemma, as the ramifications of these divides usualiy overlap. They are listed separately only 
for clarification. 



In Trinidad, the history of the calypso is iiaked with the 
developmcnt of the indigcnous culhue to an extent rivalled only 
by the annual masquerade. Also the calypso has not become an 
archaic type of folksong fit only for archives. Like the masquerade 
it has kept abrcast of changing conditions and remaius a contemporary 
cultural expression o f  the people (1972. p. 56). 

This undeniable insight, still holds true a quarter of a century later. The musical art form and its 

denvatives have functioned well as a means of effective communication, as a device (both m i t  

and blatant) of social and political cornmentary and as a forum used by its many proponents to 

indulge in the 'aesthetic escapisrn' that underlies its more up-beat, carefiee counterpart, soca. 

Aesthetic escapism is used here to signiQ the main focus of the upbeat, party t u e s  of soca 

music. It refers to the effect that soca has on the individual permitting an ambience of pure 

festivity, fnvolity and unadulterated fun to reign supreme in the context of carnival, as  compared 

to the more serious social and political content, tone and slower-paced melody of the calypso. In 

short, the individual is transported through soca's pulsating rhythm and infectious tempos, to a 

time and place where sheihe rnetaphorically, aibeit temporarily escapes the graveness of life's 

realities. 

However, as the times change, so do the contexts in which Trinbagonian carnival music 

is placed. The very idea that calypso and soca are living indices of the cultural heritage of the 

Trinidadian people would legitimate the fact that as the livcs and experiences of this culture 

grows and modifies, so too will the art forms change to accommodate and accurateIy refleçt new 

and unfolding realities. The salient point to be remembered however, given the dualistic nature 

of this music fom is that the ramifications for representing the various realities in existence, 

would give way to contradictory public reaction. 



So, for example, whereas many Trinbagonians proudly consider the calypsonian to be th1 

champion defender of the man in the street, or 'street pets', today, opposing opinions taking a 

more critical position of this artiste cm also be observed: 

Calypsonians. except a minority, have been agents of 
ignorance and stupidity. Their political comments are 
biased with immahirity, flowing fiom tribal hysteria 
and insecurity (Job, 1997, p. 7). 

These acerbic comments aimai at specific persons who belong to the treasure trove of one of 

Trinidad's cultural riches is indeed 'a sIap in the face'. In other words, these criticisms directed 

to these artists in this manner can appear to be drnost a cultural heresy. Yet the caustic criticism 

of the authorfradio host, Dr. Morgan Job, accurately depicts the nature of the duaiity or 

ambivalence which exists within the genre of the politid calypso and by extension, within the 

group of calypsonians who sing them. 

Job's argument is a straigtitforward one which comrnents on the calypsonians' focus on 

irrationaI and nonsensical solutions as opposed to intelligent and logical strategies for dealing 

with the social and polirical scourges running rampant in the Trinidadian society today: 

A few devoted their Iives to destroying Robinson 
(One of T&T's former Prime Ministen). Not one 
single calypsonian created a sensible verse about 
smctural adjusment, NIC, VAT. privatisatiom 
praductivicy or education refom6 (1997. p. 7). 

6MC- National Investrnent Company was a project set up by the National Alliance for 
Reconstruction (NAR) goverment which proposed a pooling of resources from the private 
sector, but would be jointly controlled by both the govcmment and the public sector. The aim of 
this initiative was to provide funding for speciaIised projects in the national interest. The VAT- 
Value Added Tax - amounting to I5%, became effective January 1, 1990. 



Job refers to some calypsonians as, 'the most evil, dangerous and destructive forces in 

T&T7(lbid, p. 7). He cornments on the calypsonians' well known penchant for defming 

members of the current political regime by resorting to rumeur, gossip and partial prejudices. 

"Some reinforce ignorance and dotishness and some gleefùlly indulge in their racist, tribal 

wildness and stupidity"(ibid, p. 7). The hanh tone and abrasive words spewed forth by this 

commentator does hold elements of truth. As his illustrations go on to explain, these said 

calypsonians would feverishIy criticize the political regime but focus more on character 

assassination than on enlightening means of st-uctural reformation. 

Likewise, in the Trinidadian televised docurnentary series Issues Live, Mr. Samarine 

Maharaj, the Secretary General of the Hindu religious organisation, the Maha Sabha, ais0 

expressed similar views as those held by Dr. Morgan Job. Maharaj achowledges that caIypso is 

a Iegitimate art form, but is concerned about the offensive nature of some of the music. He is 

disgruntled about the unbridled, vociferous license that the calypsonian has, not only to defame 

the governent but more so to slander private citizens. He says, "you maintain *dom of 

speech, but no freedom is absolute. It is always circumscribed by other people's rights"fT?T, 

1997). Maharaj argues that, ''the law can7t give calypsonians rights that other citizens do not 

have"(1bid). An iIlusmtion of what both Maharaj and Job are refemng to and what some cal1 the 

calypsonian's petic ticense can be found in the following lines: 

Iwer George. expressed disappointment that Robinson was not 
murdered. He sang: "Lf Abu had shot and wiped out the whole 
Cabinet. he would have been here tonight!" 
Sugar Aloes preached: "We wanted the system changed ... not 
for someone to start sornething then do the job halfway ... when 
1 see so much people lost their lives in vain. while the real culprits 
alive ro give more people more strain!" (Job, 1997, p. 7). 
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What is being examined here is the idea that calypsonians li ke Iwer George and Sugar 

Aloes, through the medium of calypso are promulgating their opinions about what would have 

been the ideal scenario concerning the events of the attempted July 1990 coup d'etat by an 

Islamic Fundamentalist group in Trinidad and Tobago. Through the lyrics of both songs, it is 

evident that both artists would have preferred that Abu Bakr's attempt on the life of the then 

Prime Minister, would have been a successfiii one7. They see Robinson and his regime as the 

'real culprits' who caused the dilemma of the 1990 coup on themselves and who would continue 

to stifle the growth of the Trinbagonian nation by having their lives spared through the final 

surrender of the perpetrators. Their tone is a regretfbi one as  they ironically feel more empathy 

towards the would-be assassins than they do for the govemrnent oficials. Job quotes one 

university professor's remarks on a calypso enritted "Positive Vibrations": "It suggests 

assassination as a modest proposal to end the NAR regimen8 (Job, 1997, p. 7). 

Added to this, in Job's opinion, calypsonians are too often found swinging on the 

political pendulum when it cornes to the lyrical content of their songs: 

While Robinson was Prime Minister. we heard DeFosto groaning 
a lament about "we patrimony". Patrick Manning promptly sold 
dl. DeFosto remained silent! (1997, p. 7). 

'Imam Yasin Abu Bakr, the head of the BIack Islamic Movement in Trinidad and 
Tobago was the leader of a group of perscm who collectively engineered this homfic plan 
because of the perceived inundation of social, economic and political injustices occurring in this 
nation. 

8NAR- the political party headed by the then Prime Minister, ANR Robinson. 



In other words, in his calypso, 'we patrimony', DeFosto, a well known calypsonian voiced 

his concern about the actions of a former frime Minister, ANR Robinson, who he believed to be 

acting in his own self-interest and not in the interest of the country. However, when Robinson's 

successor, Patrick Manning came into power and proceeded to 'sel1 all' making DeFosto's 

previous allegation a reality, the said calypsonian voiced no opinion, thus concretizing Job's 

observation that some calypsonians' critical abiiity are replete with hypocrisy and ambivalence. 

Other writers such as Ruth Finnegan and Gordon Rohletir also observe the seemingly 

ineffective-criticism characteristic typical of the Trinidadian political calypso, but theirs is an 

explanation less acrid and is grounded in a more culturally based reasoning. Ruth Finnegan sees 

stnictural elements of West Afhcan Song performance as k ing readily observable in the modem 

political calypso (in Regis, 1993, p. 4). While, Rohlehr sees calypso's trademark of "'permirting 

criticism of one's leaders at specific times, in particular contexts, and through the medium of 

Song and story" as a possible explanation of the pressure- release function of the political 

calypso'(in Regs, 1993, p. 6). They both concur that this quality in calypso is linked to aspects 

rooted in a West African tradition. Rohiehr rem&: 

An understanding of this wise West African convention rnight help 
us to understand the mixture of astringency and ineffectuality which 
exists even today in Trinidad's caiypso tents, where political calypsos 
annually perform a fùnction similar to what must have obtained in the 
satirical songs of various West African societies (1990, p. 2). 

So, whereas Dr. Morgan Job views some calypsonians and their material in a distasteful 

light, other commentators such as Dr. Hollis Liverpool, Leroi Clarke and Louis Regs, see this 



same picture through a more positive, culture-specific lens9. What Job classifies as a dearth of 

artistic responsibility, Regis, Liverpool and Clarke recognise as a salient elernent of calypso's 

'alI-important immunity' whch is still obtained in the performance of this musical genre, thus 

reinforcing the duality, within this music: 

This licence (artistic irnmunity) is reinforced by the historical Trinidadian 
attitude to authoriîy figures who exist, in the public mind, to be praised, 
lobbied hectored and "put in their place". Therefore. the relationship 
between calypso and politics is defined by popular tradition and guaranteed 
by the special immunity enjoyed by the calypsonian in performance. 
The enormous divide between defuiition and guarantee is mediated in 
practice by the calypsonian's projection as artist, his sensitivities to the 
relatedness of political direction and the quality of life, and his determination 
of the bounds of propriecy. These social variables plus the individual qualities 
of talent, intelligence, experience and exposure make for differences in the 
way in which calypsonians respond to political happenings and in so doing 
ensure a wide range of opinion and style in the political calypso (Regis, 1993, p. 6). 

Additionally, both Liverpool and Clarke share similar sentiments to those of Regis, on this 

poetic license of the calypsonian. In his capacity as a calypsonian, Liverpool reinforces the 

calypsonian's right to sing. He perceives this right to be 'part of the tradition of calypso'. 

However, he raises a significant point: the erosion of the art within this art form. He believes that 

this is largely due to the demand for public recognition: 

. . . A lot of people have lost the art of calypso. Many people in hoping 
to reach the Savannah, have focused on calypsos which are distastefui 
[as opposed to being artfül]. Some caiypsonians believe that if they sing 
in puns and double entendre, rather than in the straightforward way that 
is increasingly becoming the norm, the society will not 'get itl(TTT, 1997). 

9Dr. Hollis Liverpool and Leroi Clarke, together with Mr. Satnarine Maharaj comprised 
the panel discussing the topic, 'Calypso- divider or not' on the Trinidadian documentary, Zssues 
Livr. Dr. Liverpool, is a Director of Culture at the Ministry of Culture in T&T; an historian and 
he is also the calypsonian known as Chalkdust. Leroi Clarke is an artist and an authority on the 
calypso art form. 
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Leroi Clarke a h  is noted as saying, "we should not take a linear or cycloptic view of things, We 

have to look at the wider nature or larger picture. Calypso is a valid voice rooted in the Afncan 

Experience. It is a way of expressing yourself "(TTT, 1997). 

Both sides of this debate can clairn validity on some levels. What is more important a 

concem for this thesis is Chalkdust's observation. His acknowledgement of, and reasons for the 

move away from the double-entendre art that typified calypso in the past, to the calypsonian's 

tendency to be increasingly straightfoward and brazen in their political cornrnentary is not 

unfounded. 1 agree with his justification that calypsonians sing in this fashion, perhaps to mirror 

their interpretation of the social and politicai realities of the nation, but also 'getting to the 

Savannah' to be eligible to compte for the title of Calypso Monarch and to receive the many 

matenal and financial prizes, additionally plays a key role in infiuencing the topicality of the 

songs. Chalkdust remarks that "thjs is the type of thing that people want to heu. They want to 

hear the calypsonian lambaste the governent and those in power"(1bid). in other words, these 

types of calypsos gain popularity and are consequently more commercially viable. 

What is interesting is that in wanting to distinguish the authenticity of their art form, 

many calypsonians accuse soca artistes of 'selling out' by being consumed with the financial 

gains to be made from performing aesthetically pleasing material. It would seem, however, that 

these same calypsonians can be described as being guilty of the same crime. An examination of 

this and other aspects of the ambivalence of the music will be dealt with later on. For now, we 

will briefly discuss the dilemma occumng within soca music. 



SOCA- CONSEQUENCES OF COMMERCIALIZATION 

The core of this discussion on soca versus calypso music continues largely along the 

same divide of political commentary versus pleasurable cornmodity, but focuses more on the 

ramifications of cornmercialization in soca music. Advocates of old-time calypso (earlier foms 

of calypso) nostalgically reflect upon the essence of their older calypsos. They relish the idea 

that calypso was meant to remain as it was in the p s t :  soothing melodies, cool tones, something 

that could be listened to in a relaxing manner. Advocates of soca, believe that this is the music 

of Trinidad's future. Exploding with a vibrancy parallel to that of an energetic samba, puisating 

with Alto-Caribbean beats and more recently, blending with the infectious rhythm of an 

Indo-Trinidadian sound. 

Louis Regis notes these two positions in his thesis on Trinidadian popular music: 

. . . the calypsonians of conscience and consciousness have crystaibd 
their cornmitment as guardians of an authentic tradition of popular 
education and social responsibility, an argument that the adherents of 
apolitical dance calypso [soca] have reburted in a spirit of fiiendly ri* 
(1993, p. 5).  

Even the older generation of calypsonians hold confiicting views on this debate. Some believe 

that 'calypso, Trinidad and Tobago's vintage art form, is being lost in the hour- glass of time' 

(SC, 1997, p. 36). Samuel Abraham, age 56, better hown by his stage name as calypsonian 

Brigo can attest to sharing this opinion. in an interview with one of the local newspapers, he 

says, "the vintage in calypso is dying a miserable deatK9(Ibid, p. 26). He believes that this sad 

state of affairs is occurring due to the fact that there is a greater demand for 'party tunes' and 

less of a demand for the older style of the musical art form. Even though this is debatable, there 

does seem to be a trend towards soca's wide acceptance on not only a local level, but also in an 



international arena as well. Consequently, it is the soca acts and records that are k ing  requestec 

and fiom which the money is being made on a wider scope, as opposed to its comparatively 

dwindling couterpart, calypso: 

The partying m e s  belong to carnival, and foreigners 
are employing party-cdypsonians [ and soca artistes ] 
îo make rnoney (SC, 1997, p. 26). 

This is due in large measure to calypso's specific topicality: the meanings captured by the 

calypsonians in the lyrics escape the Iistener if they are ignorant to the local narratives in the 

Trinidadian society. Comparatively, it is not necessary to understand the meaningç of the lyncs 

of soca, because it is its infectious beat that lures one to appreciate this genre of camival music. 

Added to this is the undisputed fact that soca has a more luring appeal to the younger generaticin 

in a letter to the editor in another newspaper, it was observed that: 

... CaIypsonians over forty years of age no longer have a 
strong Muence on pany music. Just recently Baron, Cray 
Duke, Aloes, Kitch and S p a r r ~ w ' ~  were in control, but not any 
more. Even the radio deejays over forty are having problems 
relating to this new. fresh sound of youth. 
For the first time in Caribbean histoiy the young generation 
has a preference for iheir own over North Amencan music. 
Stand ta11 youths of the Caribbean (Dore, 1997, p. 9). 

The implications of Dore's observation is that the upcoming generation of music makers and 

music listeners are indeed challenging the ideas of what they consider to be their preferred 

music. These ideas are even critiquing the styles of older calypsonians who were once the 

innovators and rebels of camival music. Perhaps this trend can be seen as a manifestation of the 

'Qaron, Crazy, Duke, Aloes, Kitch and Sparrow are al1 stage names for some of the 
talented calypsonians in T&T. 
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younger generations' opposition against conventional ideas of what should constitute carnival 

music. Maybe these youth are now the ones criticizing what were the accepted and dominant 

notions of carnival music, which are the ideas of calypso music perceived by and expounded 

upon by some of the older generation of calypsonians. 

Yet, despite this, there are those Iike the world-renowned Mighty Sparrow (Slinger 

Francisco), who even though belonging to the older generation cm examine the perpetual 

confIict between soca and calypso, from a more pragmatic approach. In an interview with 

another local periodical, this calypsonian remarks, "this thing about party tune and senous 

calypso will dways be around, but you cannot expect people to dance in a fete to a serious 

calypso. These guys are [sic] writing tunes for a market. This is a business, you know" (Duke- 

Westfield, 1997, p. 2). Though it may be more complex than this on M e r  examination, the 

argument is simplified as it is perceived to be a 'toss-up' between music for art or music for 

money . 

What one sees now is another set of significant questions raised in Sparrow's comment: 

he is convinced that the debate between calypso and soca is not necessary as they each serve 

specific functions for the society. Calypso is used as the medium for social and political 

commentary and soca is used as the genre to inddge in that aesthetic escapism. 1 agree with 

Sparrow's distinction in so much that it justifies the existence of specific hct ions  of these 

musical genres. However, 1 believe that a more involved analysis can be extracted from carnival 

music, specifically dealing with the vaqing ways in Hiiich it is rnanipulated to arnbivalently 

critique the dominant ideology of the ruling power-bloc. 
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In this chapter 1 have tried to lay the foundation of some of the intricacies that surround 

the on-going discussion of and reactions toward the two genres of carnival music that will be 

examined in this thesis. 1 have presented this information in the form of an historical narrative 

and will now proceed to my case study which is a 'thick description' of the Trinidadian carnivai. 

The reason for this transition fiom an historical description of the development of carnival music 

to a detailed description of the Trinbagonian carnival is to provide the reader with a background 

knowledge of the context in which both calypso and soca are deeply rooted. Carnival and its 

music are demonsirative of the Trinidadian culture. John Fiske (1 989a) notes that the meanings 

of cultural texts are activated when they are placed in a soçiaUcultural relationship. By 

examining the carnival event, the practices within it and its musical component, 1 h o p  to 

demonstrate how they are used as different sites at which the development of meaning can be 

achieved. Finally, this developrnent of meaning is examined within the context of hegemony. 

Hegemony aims to examine the cornmon sense or the 'taken for grantedness' of things. My 

objective is to analyse calypso and soca as sites of struggle between different ideologies 

resulting in the ambivalent characteristic of this music. 
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Chapter 4: THE TRINIDAD CARNIVAL 

In this chapter, 1 am presenting a 'thick description of the Trinbagonian -val, a term 

borrowed fiom Gilbert Ryle as is used in n I n t n  of Cul- by Clifford Geertz. 

'Thick description' is used as a simile for ethnography (Geertz, 1973). According to Geertz, the 

ethnographer's objective is an attempt to grasp and then decipher the innumerable intricacies of 

a specific aspect of culture: it is a look at distinguishing facets of a cultural practice and an 

attempt to capture the meanings behind them. This is a formidable task due to the manifold 

layers of complex structures of meaning that are woven together to form a single cultural 

elernent. Geertz States: 

What the ethnographer is in fact faced wiîh . . . is a multiplicity of complex 
conceptual structures, many of them superimposed upon or hotted into one 
another, which are at once saange, irreguiar and inexplkit and which he must 
conaive somehow to &st grasp and then to render ( 1  973, p. 10). 

There are four main characteristics of 'thick description': it is interpretive; it interpets the flow 

of social discourse; it concretizes things that are said and done'by writing thern down, and 

finaily, it tends to examine aspects of a micro-level rather than of a macro-ievel (Ibid, p. 20 j. 

The methodology employed in the data gathering of ethnographie research can be: 

establishing rapport, interviewing infomants, taking genealogies, observing rituals, transcribing 

te-, writing in a journal etc. (ibid, p. 10). As previously stated, the methods of data gathering 

employed in this thesis were, o b s e ~ n g  rituais, transcribing texts and interviewing informants. 

However, the actions of utilizing these techniques are not as important in 'thick description' as  

is the principal question that an ethnographer asks and answers: if human behaviour is seen as 

symbolic action, then what is it that is getting said through its agency and through its occurrence. 

In other words, the aim of attempting a thick description is to clariQ what goes on in such 



foreign places, to reduce the puzzlement of issues that are at first glance, uxûamiliar and strange 

(lbid, p. 10). 

1 hope that this attempt at a first-order anthropological writing i.e., an interpretation 

made by a 'native', helps to illuminate the goings-on that occur within the carnival period in 

Trinidad and Tobago. As Geertz reminds us: 

If anthropological interpretation is constnicting a reading of what happens, 
then to divorce it f?om what happens- kom what, in this time or that place, 
specifk people say, what they do, what is done to them &orn the whole vast 
business of the world- is to divorce it from its applications and render it 
vacant (1973, p. 18). 

1 have emphasized the happenings in Trinidad as compared to Tobago because most, if 

not all, of the major events occw on this half of the twin Island Republic. This is a look at the 

Trinidad carnival in al1 its lively splendeur and glory, but also following in the tradition of 'thick 

description', 1 hope to achieve a more cornplete and critical portrayal of a national's outlook on 

what is said and done in this that they cal1 'the greatest show' on earth - Carnival, Trini Style! 

SETTLNG THE STAGE 

The carnival celebrations in Trinidad and Tobago begin fiom December 26 of the 

preceding year and continue for approximately the next two months only to climax with the 

dawn of Ash Wednesday when the Christian season of Lent commences. This time frame 

spanning two months is known as the carnival season. The actual carnival week-end consists of 

the weekend pnor to and including, the Cmival Monday and Shrove Tuesday, before Ash 

Wednesday. 
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There are three salient aspects of the Trinbagonian culhue. m e  Ers1 is the roles of 

gossip, humour or picong as ernployed within the Trinidadian context; the second deals with the 

Trinbagonian's characteristic carefiee outlook on life, which for many espouse the ideal that 

feting and partying takes precedence over al1 else. This stems partly fiom the Trinidadian's tacit 

conceptualization of time or lack thereof, especially during, but not limited to, the carnival 

season; the îhird is the Trinbagonian's zeal for 'liming'. 

The art of gossip, together with humour and picong are an intricate part of the 

Trinidadian lifestyle. Although at the local level, many tend to vilifi the tendencies towards 

gossiping, as evidenced by the pejorative terms used to describe it such as: 'mauvais-langue'; 

'bad-rnouthing' and 'bad-talking', it remains a tremendously popular pastime (Ballantyne, 

1997). The word 'picong' comes from the french word 'piquant' which means cutting or 

stinging. In its local usage, it means 'a tease'. It is the hallmark of the Trinbagonian to hurl jokes 

at one another al1 in good nature . . . most of the tirne, anyway. It is these pastimes perfected to 

an art, that play a pivotal role in many of the calypsos and soca tunes, as they are employed to 

both criticize and defend the mling social and politicai regmes of the country. 

The second characteristic code of the Tnnbagonian Iifestyle manifests itself in their 

carefiee and laid-back attitude towards life. Many of them exempIify this attitude especially 

during the carnival season. So well-known is this sentiment that there is a local saying that goes 

'Sunday could fall on a Monday but they don't care'. Added to this nonchalant way of looking at 

things is the Trini's conceptualization of time: mle number one in these paradise ides, especially 

in this season is to pay littfe attention to time. The emphasis is placed instead on relaxing, letting 

al1 one's cares drift away and allowing oneself to be consumed by a11 that is the camival 
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ambience. As poet and playwnght Derek Walcott explains, "carnival is a11 that is claimed for it. 

It is exultation of the mass will, its hedonism is so sacred that to withdraw frorn it, not to jump 

up, to be a contemplative outside of its frenzy is a heresy "(in Dewitt & Wilan, 1993 p. 20). 

The final code that one should be familiar with is the obsession that Trinidadians and 

Tobagonians have for 'liming'. This is locally referred to as the greatest of the Trinbagonian's 

pastimes. To 'lime' is to spend tirne talking, laughmg, drinking, watching the women go by or 

doing any other activity in the Company of fnends. II originally referred to men spending tsme 

doing al1 of these things in the environment of the local bars or 'nun shops'. Today, liming is 

done by women and men at the clubs, at fetes (parties), in the rum shops, wtiile playmg sports, a 

the beach, down the islands, at home, everywhere. However, the connotation can still have 

pejorative meanings as it cm also be associated with unfettered idleness. 

These can be seen as the three most ruchmenîary concepts in the Trinbagonian lifestyle. 

From the above description, one can fornulate a set of interesting questions to keep in mind as 

one looks beyond the curtain of pageantry and merriment to uncover ambivalent meanings in the 

structures of the practices and musical component of the Trinidadian carnival. However, the two 

most significant of these questions would ask is carnival wholly a manifestation of the masses or 

are there underlying structures indicating othemise? Through the various customs and 

conventions of this season can one identie aspects of the dominant ideology being co-opted and 

incorporated into the ideology of the masses or the unsuspecting reveilers? Keeping these issues 

in mind, 1 will now proceed to examine an extensive account of what occurs within the 

practices of ths carnival celebration. 
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THE TRINBAGONIAN FETE 

The origin of carnival is a debatable one. Some Say that carnivai can be traced to the rites 

of Bacchus, the god of mischief, in mcient Greece. Others Say that it was derived fiom its 

position in the Christian calendar, for the word itself means 'farewell to the flesh' and marks the 

approach of Lent and its sober disciplines (Rhythm and Release, 1996). Still others allude to its 

French mots in the bals masques introduced by the Roman Catholic French planters at the end of 

the 18th century (Lee, 1997, p. 18). However, whatever its ongrn, camival today is a colourful 

expression of a nation's collective, cosmopolitan identity. As they say in Trinidad and Tobago, 

"is we ting". 

As mentioned in previous chapters, there are certain events or practices that are 

recommended that one attends or in which one should participate in order to tmly conceptualise 

of the nature of carniva1. Perhaps the most obvious of these would be to experience the 

nurnerous carnival fetes that occur at this time. They comprise of both private parties at private 

residences or at rented clubs, for which tickets are distributed beforehand to a select crowd. 

There are also public fetes hosted at specific venues to which anyone can attend. 

The carnival fete is a large party thai can either be held in the daytime or at night, in the 

open-air or indoors. Usually there is a wide sampling of many local foods; another local pastirne 

that is feverishly practised here is the art of consuming. in this nation anyone cm consume 

alcohol alrnost anywhere: on the beach, on the streets, outside one's home and so on. At the 

fetes, there is both live performances by bands and calypsonians and also by DJs who play an 

enjoyable blend of the most popular carnivai tunes of the season and those of carnivals past. 



The ambience at a carnival fete is one which exuâes pure festivity and frivolity. Men and 

women drink, %ne' ( to dance in a sexy, gyrating manner) and 'fiee up' or 'get on bad' 

(basically enjoy oneself by shedding one's inhibitions). A typical evening at a fete rnay unfold as 

. . . Final!v. @er k i n g  been in line for a short while. you enrer rhe gares ar the fere S enrrance. 
Immediateiy you are mer with a blosr of soca music blaringfiom one ofrhe numerou speakers. 
Graa'ually, al/ the worries ofiour realiry seern ro slowly fade moy, even lf rhey are merely suspended fur 
rhis period of guiery. The pulsaring rhythm beckons you to the dance fioor, ro join the orher menpakers 
in their carefree world Your boljt cannor help but be overcome by rhe exoric. elecrnfiing and 
inioxicaring sounds rhar is camival music: from rhe cool, rhyhmic beur of the calypso, to the hot. up-beur 
runes ofsoca. to the distinctive blend of the Easr Indian contribution, chrney music. fo the more youth- 
orienred ragga soca, rhey al1 do rheir part in presenring a symphonie b l ed  that is undoubtedly singular 
IO any other musical experience thar you will mer have ihe plemure of being enveioped by. 

Ajïer having a couple of Caribs (the national beer of Tnnidad and Tobago) IO 'loosen " you up. 
 OU gradually make your way to the donce floor. The W hm begun ro work the crowd now. He plays 
popular mixes of soca and calypso tunes rhat seem IO get the crowd going. A group of young people seem 
to be enjoying rhemselves rremendously m rhey bump and grind on each orher IO the bear of rhis 
captivaring music. This seems a bit Iewd arfirsr. but onfirher observation you realise rhar almosr 
evevone dances Iike rhis and if is indeed an accepred code ofbehaviour. So, you join in the memmenr 
and are mare rhat for you and p u r  compony, rhis is jusi the Triniahdian's wqy cf Yreeing-up ' or k i n g  
a good time. 

Yer rhere is another side ro the cornival fere: one fhor is nor sofiil of gaiey. Within the con$nes 
of the fete, where there are peopie galore (mrmerous) ihere is aiso an environmenr which con be a dmg- 
dealer S b e n  or a prosrime 's rendezvous. People atiend rhese feres for a myriaa' of reasons: the 
majorip use ir as a meam ofsocioiising, meefing nent people, spending rime ruirh friends. etc, during 
carnival rime. 

There are ihose however. who, as previously menrioned, use the carefree umbience and mass- 
concenrrarion ofpersom ro rhe besr of rheir a&nrage to peddle ~heir dmgs and se// rheir bodies. In facl, 
ir is mosr common ro detecr rhe smell of marijuam or hemp in the air or observe local women seductively 
enricing borh local and foreign men wirh the aim of 'coquering' rhem before the night is rhrough. 
Houpever. rhose who are no! involved in parralnng of such vices, pay iirrle heed IO it and conrinue tu drink. 
dance and he mern: a rejlection of the rnre Trinbagonran 's artirude of 'norhing gers ln the uqv of a good 
fele ' or enjqving oneself: 

As rhe sqing goes, 'rime parses quickly when y i r  are having fin ' and before you real~se, SIX 

hours have passed since you first enrered the fete. Reluctantly, people are beginning ro filrer our of the 
par&. Their shirts drenched. rheir feer aching. /indicarors of a goodfere) some sober. some nor. bur al1 
are 'high ' on the grear rime rhey have jusr exper~enced. Yoir leave roo. tired bur rejuvenared rn the 

1 To 'loosen up' means to relax oneself. 



fhoughf fhat rhis is jusr rhe beginning of the carnival season and rhere are 3res-a-pleny ' fo orrend nof 
tu menfion al/ the orher specracular events you have yef to wirness '. 

From this account there are several things that need to be clarified. Firstly, the 

consumption of alcohol is not regulated as strictly as it is in North Arnenca. There are no legal 

restrictions for or enforcement of people under the age of twenty one or nineteen to consume 

alcoholic beverages like there are in both the United States and in Cana&. There can be no 

suspension of laws conceming alcohol consumption, during carnival or at any other time, 

because it is the responsibility of the people, specifically farnilies, rather than the state's to 

determine the regulations of aIcohol consumption. 

Secondly, conceming the wide availability of illegal substances, especially in 

surroundings like fetes: Even though some party-goers choose to inddge in smoking marijuana, 

hemp or 'weed', this does not indicate social acceptance by al1 of society. hg-peddling and 

drug use is illegal, regardless of whether it is carnival or not, and is punishable by incarceration 

' ~ h e  nurnber of fetes that an individual attends varies according to innumerable factors. 
Attending a fete is indeed part of the carnival experience, but it is not compulsory in any way. 
This is a party and as such, one's presence there is circumscribed by such critena as personal 
mood- do you feel like partying, availability of funds- do you have the money to spend on a night 
out, who are the other people going, who are the DJs, etc. The number of fetes are innumerable, 
when considering al1 the different types of fetes that there are: public, private, fetes at hotels, 
restaurants, band launchings, etc. Perhaps the best indicator that 1 can give concerning the 
nurnber of fetes that one may typically attend during the carnival season is to Say, as many as 
you can go to, until you become saturated with partying. 

'This italicized narrative and those that follow are an attempt to provide the reader with 
an idea of an actual setting of specific events and practices dunng the carnival season. These 
narratives are a compilation of personal experiences and observations of the writer. These 
illustrations are presented fiom a distinctly separate perspective (that of a national), employing 
the use of colloquial language and elaborate descriptions in order to effectively capture and 
eficiently portray a realistic depiction of what occurs at this time. 
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and fines. However, it should be noted that adherence to and enforcement of these laws are not 

al ways pursued 

BAND LAUNCHINGS 

Band launchings are anoîher type of fete. A band is a group of people or masqueraders 

who corne together for the carnival season to play mas, i-e., Wear costumes and have an 

enjoyable time by dancing, singing in the streets and on stage and basicalty doing whatever else 

they desire, in this season of total abandonment so characteristic of the T&T carnival. 

Most band launchings start taking place just before Christmas and are basically another 

type of party, but the difference cornes fiom the fact that it is here that al1 the masqueraders 

(people who will dance in the streets wearing costumes on carnival Monday and Tuesday, i.e., 

plw mm) within that particular band congregate to meet each other, see the costumes that they 

will choose to Wear, meet the band leader and their respective section leaders, eat, drink and 

once again, dance and have fun together. 

Band launchings can also be seen as an event which showcases what that particular band 

is offenng, by way of thematic presentation, costumes, accompanying musical performances by 

music artists, who for the carnival season will play for that band in particular. In e v e l  other 

way, band launchings are exactly like fetes. They are just another opportunity to get energized 

and prepare oneself for the corning weeks of non-stop feting, liming and unchecked 

uninhibitedness. 
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MAS CAMPS' 

One significant factor contributing to the spectacle of T&T's carnival is that it spnngs 

directly fiom the people and is not controlled by the governent or private industry (Dewitt & 

Wilan, 1993). Rather thirty to forty clubs devote themselves to the desigmng and creating of the 

thousands of carnival costumes used in the respective bands. These are Mas Camps. Mas camps 

can be found scattered across the country but are usually concentrated in the nation's capital, 

Port-of-Spain. Each camp has hundredç of loyal members and the r d s  swell up to as many as 

three thousand people dunng carnival when fiiends and tourists sign up to play m m  and the club 

becomes a band (Ibid, p. 19). 

The carnival process begins with research. After the subject or theme is decided, the mas 

camp must research their costume designs to ensure that they are authentic representations (ibid, 

p. 19). The camps are open nightly and many months before the actual carnival fever hi& the 

nation, one can see a vast array of people working diligently on costumes. These 'artists' corne 

from al1 walks of life and are there pnmarily on a volunteer basis: they are tailors, carpenters, 

wire-benders, welders, bankers, doctors, lawyers and just about anyone else who loves and 

appreciates the art of making mas (creating costumes). The atmosphere during the carnival 

period can only be described as a whirlwind of chaotic excitement, high spirits and an explosion 

of colour and music and nowhere is this more evident than in the mas camp itself. A night at the 

mas camp during the carnival season may unfold as follows: 

Ir ts 9-00 pm and the mas camp is srill a beehive of activiry. People are worhng feverishlv on the 
cosrumes thar have io al1 be completed within rhe nexr 72 hours. They are occupied wtth the glueing of the 
~housandr of iridescent sequin. rhat will adorn each and eve- ourfir. Some last-minute costumes are now 

"'Mas' is the contracted form for Masquerade. 



being sown together. A group ofmen are putfing lhejinol touches on whar appears IO be the coslume fur 
the 'King' of their band. There are several rables scarrered taif around the building. Each is covered wirh 
stfls. clofh. jinished costumes. bea& feahers. etc. ail of an unifhn colour which indirares the secrion 
tu which rhey belong. As you look upwardr, sornefhing grabs your ailention: ir is the beautful[v omore 
headpieces and matching boors thar hang from a make-shifr line s p n i n g  the entire length of the camp. 
You want to enquire about one of the costumes. but the soca music is so loud, you can barely hear 
yourself rhink! 

You look around for lhe people thor yozi came with and yozr see them gathered aroud a group of 
four men n'ho seem IO be plving a game ofcar&. As you approach, you hear one ofthe men shout out. 
"Ah hang p h  jack. " and he slaps a high-fve tu fhe guy opposire him f his piaying partner). The game, 
'all-fours ' is a well-loved pastime here in Trinidad. especialiy among the men, who sometimes becomr 
overfypassiona!e about il. Your friench ofer you an ice-cold Carib, (+vhose raie o i t  have grown 
particularly fond ofl and invire you to parlake of some of the food fhat someone hm voluntarily prepared. 
You grab a chair (one of thefew no[ covered with costume paraphanelia) and ear and drink. d l  the while 
listening ro the calypso that seerns to be the major stimulant keeping rhese people awake, as thcy work 
well into the eariy hours of the morning. 

The carnival bands sometimes Vary in size depending on the category to which they 

belong: small, medium or large. This is determined by the nurnber of people who wilI actually be 

playing in the band i.e., dancing through the streets in costume on Carnival Monday and 

Tuesday. There are approxirnately thirty-five or more carnival bands in Trinidad and Tobago. 

Ai1 bands are divided into sections, the technical term used to signiQ the supporting themes for 

the band's main concept for that year. There can be one or two sections consisting of a hundred 

persons (for the smaller bands) or several sections comprising three thousand persons (for the 

larger bands). Each section represents a single facet of the main theme of the band. For example, 

one of the larger and more popular bands for the 1996 carnival was calted 'Poison'. Its 

presentation was entitled, 'Utropia7. This band was comprised of fourteen sections as well as 

three special additions. The names of some of the sections were: Feathered Frenzy; This Illusion; 

Papillon; Showers of Gold and Water Nymphs. 

Another important factor conceming carnival masquerade bands such as the one 

belonging to the world- renowned, 'Peter Minshall,' 'Poison' and 'Barbarossa,' to name only a 



few is the fact that al1 these bands have their select DJs and live music bands. For example, 

music for the band Barbarossa cornes h m  groups like Massive Shandiieer, Trafik and DJ 

Hunicane George, whereas Poison prefers the sounds of the groups, Second imij and Xtatik as 

well as DJs Rene, Hunicane George, Simply Smooth and Wendell. The choice of the musical 

bands is also calcuiated into the cost of 'playing mas': in other words, to play mas with the more 

popular masquerade bands rnay be more costly because you are also paying to 'play mas' to the 

accompanirnent of some of the more popular DJs and music bands. These music bands have 

their loyal followin$ and some carnival bands continually have the same DJs and music groups 

year after year, while other bands prefer to sample the wide selection of extraordrnarily talented 

people who perform out there. 

The mas camp is the site at which al1 the desigrmg and creating of the beautifirl 

costumes occurs. The costumes are exceptionally elaborate and are made fiom wire, brilIiantIy 

hued feathers, lots of brightly coloured sequins, recyclable plastic, explosive shades of coloured 

cloth, beads, inexpensive leather, wheels, barnboo and anythmg else that the artists' imagination 

can c~aceive of to ensure a spectacular visual effect. The average cost for a carnival costume 

ranges fiom approximately 200 doIIars tu 800 dollars in the local currency, approximately 40 to 

150 U.S. dollars. This cost is calculatecl on the six of the band and its popularity and it is 

perhaps the single most costly expense that one would incur for the festivities. 

'A music or masquerade band's 'loyal following' is that group of people who wiIl not 
play with any other mas camp because they may feel a sense of obligation to the band that they 
have played with for many years. Perhaps they is due to the high standard of creative artistry in 
the band's presentation, or maybe because one's fhends and family play with a particular band 
or for any other personal preferences. Likewise, music bands or music groups such as Xtatik or 
Chinese Laundry also have their loyal followïng, largely for similar reasons. 
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There are three main categories of costumes: there are the Kings and Queens costumes, 

the individual costumes and finally, the masqueraders' costumes. Each band has a Kmg and 

Queen (some bands have two each) which are the symbolic leaders of the entire band. Both 

costumes reflect the main theme of the band and are much larger in size and greater in creative 

elaboration than the other types of costumes. They are always mobile as they have to be paraded 

on stage by one individual in each. The entire construction must be comparatively light-weight 

as it is not an easy task to play mas with anything heavy on one's body. 

The 'individual costume' is larger than the costumes that the masqueraders Wear, but it is 

smaller than the King's or Queen's costume. This costume cornpetes for the Best lndividual 

presentation and is often sponsored by other individuals who wish to compete for this title in the 

aforementioned category. It is also mobile as its fiame is supported by wheels, thus enabling the 

wearer to move to the musical rhythms more eficiently. 

Finally, there are those costumes worn by the thousands of masqueraders themseives. 

These are light-weight and are multi-coloured. The costume itself is usually comprised of one or 

two pieces, not unlike a swimsuit. The suits are embellished with beautifully decorated beads, 

multi-coloured netting, intricate trimming feathers, sequins and other paraphanelia. 

Accompanying these costumes are exquisite and elaborate head-pieces and cornfortable boots or 

sneakers that have been previously spray-painted to match the entire ensemble. To complete the 

outfit, there are 'staffs,' which are taIl poles that are also decorated and used to jump and wave. 

However, not al1 costumes are required to have this element. 



OTHER AITRACTIONS: CALYPSO TENTS, COMFETITIONS & STEELPAE;. 

Calypso tents are not tents at al1 (even though in the early days they were, simply because 

that was al1 that could be aEorded by the owner at h t  tirne) but rather, they are hall-like 

structures. Calypso tents, such as Calypso Spektakula, Calypso Revue, Kaiso House and Calypso 

Showcase stage shows nightly throughout the carnival season and sometirnes you can see up to 

twenty calypso and soca artistes perform in one evening. The atmosphere is a reiaxed one in 

which friend1y banter and entertaining commentary by the performers is expected. During the 

carnivai season, a visit to any of the calypso tents rnay be descrïbed as follows: 

As you enter the tent you t a k  your seat in one of the chairs armnged in a concert sgle 
formation Everyone seems ro be eagerly awaiting the show 's commencement. The air is filled with norsy 
chatter ofexciredpatrons, and by now, familiar tunes of the season 's most popular calypsos. The moment 
has arrived! Everyone has faken rheir searr excepifor a few late-corners who scurry in to occupy the I a r  
fm* vacant ones. 

As the MC (marrer of ceremonies) walks onstage. the ambience becomes even more convivial. 
The hosr for rhis evening is rhe charmingly jocular, Tommy Joseph: cornediun extra ordinaire. His 
reputarion for brtngrng alive any gathering wirh his sryle of spicy aduir corne& tempered wiih ~ h e  local 
art of mamagqing (talking of sweet nothings usualiy but not exclusively ro the women) precedes him. He 
peg5otm.s his repertoire ofiokes and thruws good-heurted picong ru his regular victims: members of the 
government, bofh local and inremarional: prominenf persons in the econornic sector and anvone or 
anyihing else which has been newsworthy in the recenl pas!. The crawd hus a 'jield h y  ' (a great timej 
with his acr: Tornmy never fails ro m u s e  rhem. However. as is spical in T&T, nothing sram on-rime. and 
he contjnues his petjotmancefor a while longer. Finaily the MC inrroduces the first peiformer and the 
crowd gets up from fhetr chairs, clapping and rooting for one of their favourire artistes, who ampers  io 
the narne of Baron . . 

Several hours have passed since the show 's commencement . . . The nighr hm been an enjoyablc 
one indeed. You have witnessed some of the more truditional pracririoners of the art o fca~p.w and 
perhaps, become more acquainied wirh the manner in which humour is used ro mirigare the daily goings- 
on in this Trinidadian culture. Artistes like. David Ruder, Stalin Sparrow. Cro-Cro, Chalkdusi and 
Shadow have al/ done iheir part in afordingyou a glimpse into the sou1 of the Trinidadian here ionight. 

Carnival is not only about enjoyment and unchecked fnvolity. There is amid al1 the 

gaiety and fun-filled excitement, a state of serious competition for a nurnber of impressive Mes. 

There are numerous competitions: the Calypso Monarch corn petition, the Calypso Queen 

competition, the Soca Monarch, the Extempo King competition. There are also chutney-soca 



competitions throughout the weeks before carnival. There is also judging for the Junior Calypso 

Cornpetition, Young Kings competition, Kiddies Camival, Junior Carnival King and Queen, 

Panorama and other steelband events, Old Time Carnival, which includes the stick fighting 

cornpetition and the Traditional Characters competition, titles for the Road March, Best of the 

J'ouvert bands, Band of the Year and finaIly, the Best Individual, King and Queen of the 

masquerade bands. 

Each competition has its particular judging requisites and goes through stages of 

preliminaries, quarter-finals, semi-finals and finals, both at the junior and national levels. The 

final stages of most of these competitions occur within the last weekend before carnival. The 

only exceptions to this are the Calypso Monarch competition, the Best Individual and King and 

Queen of the Masquerade bands, which take place on the Sunday before Carnival Monday and 

Tuesday, known as Dimanche Gras (literally French for 'fat Sunday ' ). 

A panyard is usually an outdoor locale where the steelband players rehearse and perfect 

the art of 'playmg pan'. These musical bands, such as, Renegades, Desperadoes, or Exodus, to 

name just a few can be comprised of up to 130 pannists whose main goal is to triumph at the 

year's most prestigious and keenly-fou& musical contest, the national steelband competition, 

called 'Panorama'. which is held throughout the carnival season. The instrument itself, the 

steelpan has been hailed as the only new acoustic musical instrument invented in this cenhuy: 

Rhythm and percussion were always a part of caniivai. Formerly, these needs 
were saiisfied by f f ican drums, md by 'Tamboo Bamboo' - the practice of 
beating various lengths of bamboo against each other, or on the roadway to 
produce different resonances. When Afr-ican drums were banned . during 
World War Two, they were fmt replaced by large, (loud!) biscuit tins. But a 
ready supply of discarded o i l -dms soon made this the instnnnent of choice. 
Once again, a varïety of notes was demande4 this time achieved by heating 
and distorîing the dm-ends, and thus the principle of steelpan was bom. 



And so, fiom the eady two-note basses, known as 'doo-doops'. a wondef i  
artistry hu now evolved tenor pans with up to 25 crystd clear notes. Where 
once all pans were cmied around the neck nowadays, (since the 1960s). an 
entire steelband, up to 130 strong, is transported on wheels, pushed to gloty 
by its a d o ~ g  supporters (Rhythm +& Release, 19%). 

As typical of the various competitions during camival tirne, the Panorama competition 

also has several stages, the 'finals' of which are held at the Queen's Park Savannah. The 

'Panorama finals' falls on the Saturday of the camival weekend and offers the onlooker an 

inimitable celebration of sound and sight as the pannists perform their rendition of a 

contemporary calypso or an uniquely composed tune, with both rhythm and dynamics at fever 

pitch. it is at this time when the most skilled steelbands vie in an epic struggle to daim the 

prestigious title of that carnival's Panorama champiom. 

Within the last few weeks before the carnival weekend, the rnajority of the competitions 

go through their respective phases at varying venues. Some competitions are held in Pon-of- 

Spain, the country's capital city, while others are held in the Southern part of the island at 

another site called, S k l ~ e r  Park. 

In the eariy 1990s, a new and interesting event was added to the ranks of the numerous 

carnival competitions which judge music. These are the 'chutney-soca' competitions which take 

place throughout the carnival season. 'Chutney' music possesses East Indian mots but is 

moulded into something uniquely Trinidadian. 'Chutney-soca' is a blend of music with both 

Indian undertones and rhythms characteristic of up-beat soca music. The instruments used are 

'tassa cirums' (large dnims that emit a distinct sound usually associated with Indo-Trinidadian 

music), bells, brass gongs, indian flutes, steelpans and other conventional instruments. The lyncs 

of these melodies are also a mixture of both English and colloquial Indian words. However, 
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those who do not understand the meaning of the songs are usually not too concerne4 for it is the 

energetic beat that makes this music universally pleasing. 

No one is excluded fiom the festivities of camival. On Saturday morning, the streets of 

Port-of-Spain are fiiled with children's masquerade bands. They dance and sway to the energetic 

melodies Mile paradmg under the hot sun in brilliantly designed costumes and strutting their 

young national pride in al1 its kaleidoscopic pageantry. These bands are sirnilar to their adult 

couterparts in that they too must compete for the tities of Junior Carnival King and Queen and 

Best Kiddies Carnival Band of the Year. Likewise, with respect to the musical facet of carnival, 

there is also that competition which judges the young talent of Trinidad and Tobago as they sing, 

perfonn and ultimately compete for the Junior Calypso King and Queen titles. 

DIMANCHE GRAS 

On Dimanche Gras an allday event takes place at the Queen's Park Savannah. This 

Dimanche Gras show inctudes cornpetitions for the titles of Calypso Monarch, Carnival King 

and Queen and Best Individual costume. 

Throughout the entire camival season, each masquerade band's King and Queen 

costumes would have been entering the preliminary, quarter-final: and semi-final stages of the 

Carnival King and Queen competition. Those costumes that would have successfidly cornpleted 

the respective stages and have thus made it this far will now go on to compete in the final stage 

at the Dimanche Gras Show. The following illustration portrays what occurs at the Dimanche 

Gras show: 



. . . Tonighr. the air is cool. The stanrls (temporav srating construction rrrclrd specflcal!~ for 
the carnivat semon) are full of restless Trinrs andeager touriszs, al1 auwifing the appearance of rhejrst 
of the conrestants in the Carnival King k categoty. As you wait. yorr enjoy the rhyrhm of the vurious music 
samples of calypso, socu, churney, r q s o  and ragga-soca: tonight, everyrhing gels represenied. Ail af rhrs 
rime spnr waiting makes you feel hungs. und who can blame yuu, gzer all. it is neard'y 7100 pm. So -von 
Ieave your sear and decide to explore the various vendors scartered around the park hoping ro indrtlge 
both your curiosiry andyour hunger crmings. 

The frrst fml people you encounier are selling rmty local wares: freshiy roerfed peanuts from an 
apparenly popufar 'mirs-man : narned Jumbo. He asks you, "salt or fresh. " indicating ihat he hm both 
salied and umaltedpeanuts. You decide ro go for something a bit more substanrial. so you follow the line 
of 'jiood-shoch ' lirrered about the grozïnclr. Ah yes, ihese aromus are familiar to yoit by noir: the-v are the 
popfur  Zndian delicacies of 'mri and 'doubles '- Or perhaps you rnqv sample the weet  confecr~ons 
wiih names like, plab jamoon, jelaby and k u m  or try a cocomr [ce- called a ChipChip Sugar cake or 
jinely grated cocomt boiled with molasses, rolled znto bulls. called 'Tullum : Ail arc greaf energizers. 

You also see a woman seiiing peiau : (the Trinidad version of p i f a  made with rice, meut and a 
p a s  mixiure, simmered and sfeamed in coconur mifk with many herbs and spices) or roasred and boiled 
corn, You srnell ihe wajiing green scenr of euriander or shado-bene, ident~fiing a temprmg c o n  soup. II 
is the pan-pfayer 's staple. With dumplings and spiif peas, Creom of Wheai and segments of corn. If's 
instanr groti,fication or muybe you feel like trying 'Crab and callaloo ' - a soup made from the leaves of 
the dasheen-bush, simmered in cocomt mil& wirh okra, purnpkin, various season~ngs and crab. What a 
vas! a r r q  of tantalizing morsels. Ir 's d~f lmlr  fo choose brrl you opr fur the pelai. 

Now al1 you need is something cold fo drink: choose frorn a selecrion ofcitms juices, orange, 
grapefmir, tangerine. Tk re  is rum and coke. wine coolers. beers, ales and stouts. Rums of red, gold and 
white. But nothing quenches the thirsr berter in Trinidad, especially during Carnival time fhan an ice-cofd 
'coconut-waler'flfle-Juid in afibre-packing), soid by the inmmerabie 'cocomi-vendors ' dong the srde 
of the road The vendor chooses a large mrlfrom his carr brimming with yeflow and green coconufs. He 
then v e y  defrly sliu the [op open wirh his mflass or machete, and oflers ir tu you. You realise thut rhere 
are no cups or straws rn sighr and wonder how to consume the fruit. He imimcts you to place the nur 
itselfto your Iips and drink. The tarte is heavenly and refeshingiy cool. Ger the nui split open and spoon 
oirt the qrtivering, giisrening, siiJeet. white p h m a  or jelly. S~,vallo~~ with a g11p Delicious.' (Rastapha 1. 
1997, p.10) 

Now that you have thorougtily satisfied your baser needs, you re-enter the stands and take 

your seat as the first King's costume from Peter Minshall's 1996 band's portrayai of 'Song of  the 

Earth' begins to parade across the stage in a vibrant display of explosive colour and dance. The 

'Roti is a food of East Indian origin. However it has become Trinidad's most popular 
indigenous fast food. BasicaIly it is a meaf that consists of curried vegetables and m a t s  wrapped 
in a soft casing of dough. 

7 Doubles is another local snack. It too is made of soft dough, usual iy fiied unti l golden. 
The dough, also known as 'bara' is served in two halves and is used to 'sandwich' a deIicious 
mixture of spices and c h e d  gartianzo beans or -channa'. 



night continues with many more detailed and expressive Kings' and Queens' costumes. The next 

segment of this pageant offers the audience undoubtedly amusing and caustic commentary on a 

wide selection of topics as the winner of the 'Extempo competition', which took place the Fnday 

before takes the stage and induiges in a display of witty, entertaining and spontaneous socio- 

political commentary. The Extempo competition is the arena in which calypsonians attempt to 

outmanoeuvre one another as they musically engage in a battle of words in order to become that 

year's reigning Extempo Monanch. 

During the carnival season, the calypso tents house and display the taients of some of the 

most popular calypsonians and soca artistes. This is their forum fiom which they are able to send 

their message via song, to the public. From the many caîypso tents scattered across the island, 

twenty four artists are selected to vie for the title of that year's Calypso Monarch. From these 

twenty four artists, ten are chosen to compete in the finals which are held tonight at the 

Dimanche Gras Show. These ten calypsonians will challenge the reigning Calypso Monarch and 

vie for his title. They are expected to perform two songs each, which wiIl then eliminate them 

one by one and finally, just one contender will remain to compete with the existing Calypso 

Monarch for his title. The Dimanche Gras is coming to an end and with the dam cornes the 

commencement of another stage of this festival: 

The show has corne to on end. You follow the humirech of people al/ irying to exil rhe Savannah. 
Some are going to conrinue the festiviiries: drinking ar the local 'mm shops ' mosr ofwhich are open 
nirenry four hours during Carnival, or 'liming ' a: an unofficial, local landmark, a bar called Smokcy & 
Buntey in SI. James. one of the parishes close fo down-iown, where rhe people never seem to sleep. Orhers 
are going to join one of the monvferes. already in progress, ro dance the nighr away andfinal&, rhere 
are ihose who will head home ro catch a fmj hours of resr before the celebraiions of J'ouveri begins. 



J'OUVERT, CARNIVAL MONDAY, CARNIVAL TUESDAY & LAS' LAp 

M e r  the comparatively sober cornpetitions on Dimanche Gras most of the revellers go 

home to rest for the few remaining hours of that Sunday. It has been reported that in the early 

1940s, those belonging to the upper echelons of the Trinidadian society at the time fiowned on 

the practice of playing mas on Sunday because it desecrated the Sabbath and so in 1943 the 

practice was resûicted to the Monday and Tuesday. In the absence of any precise official 

statement as to time, the people began the festivities as early as possible, immediately after 

midnight on Sunday. Consequently, the &val fienzy re-awakens at approximately 2 a.m. on 

the Carnival Monday. This is known as J'ouverr (a contraction of the French 'jour ouvert' 

meaning the 'dawn' or '&y begun'). It is at this time, in the early hours of Carnival Monday, 

that the mie, die-hard camival revellers take to the streets and go into the night, jumping, 

dancing, drinking and singmg to the melodic nuies of the steelband and to the famiiiar sound of 

the 'bottle and s p ~ o n ' . ~  

Ttiere are also j'ouvert bands which traverse the streets at this time of the early morning, 

but compareci to the 'pretty mas' that one would see in the later hours on Carnival Monday, 

these j'ouvert bands celebrate the darker side of human life: Here in the ethereal light, abound 

8Please see Appendices A & B. These are depictions of the J'oiivert celebrations and 
Carnival Monday & Tuesday 'Mas, respectively. Appendix A demonstrates the transgression of 
racial and class divides due to the masking of bodies and faces. Identities are temporarily 
obscured. Yet afier the celebrations, the lines of racial and class divides are re-established. 
Appendix B depicts the superficial joining of people regardless of demographic labels. Yet this 
h m o n y  is also fleeting for it too disappears once the dawn of Ash Wednesday amves. 

Qottle and spoon is a home-made musical accompaniment (if one can caI1 it that) to the 
music one hears throughout the carnival season. It is literaily a bottle and a spoon and quite 
simply, its rhythm comes from knocking the spoon against the bottle. It is a favourite 
'insimment'in T&T. 



bats, demons, îransvestites, a man sporting the head of a cow, a woman with enormous angel 

wings perched on her back, young men dressed ody in ioincloths, white-faced minstrels 

strurnrning and singing, imitations of policemen, priests, nuns, goverment ministers, high- 

society socialites et al., (Pantin, 1997). People also dress- up as Jab Jabs (from the French 

'chable' meaning devils), human donkeys called Burrokeets, bandits called Midnighr Robbers, 

clowns known as Pierrot Grenade and giants on stilts called Moko Jumbies. Revellers cover 

themsehes in mud and oil and run through the streets with pointed tails, homs on their heads 

and any other bits and pieces of material that can be made into a make-shift costume. Social 

labels such as people's identities and even their genders become less detectable: 

Men don floppy baby bonnets and nappies, in search of an etenid 
suck at a nippled baby bottie of white nim. A lawyet may disguise 
hirnself as a vagrant; a sober businessman may don mascara, lipstick 
and false breasts and dance with another man, but still be able to go to 
work the next day with his respectability intact. Women rnay dance 
with three, four and five men at a time, or even four women and no 
one pays much attention . . .after d. role reversais of ail kinds is 
socially accepted on J'ouvert morning (Ah, 1997b. p. 23). 

J'ouvert is the time for 'dirty or oie (old) mas'. The satisfaction of these revellers comes fiom 

catching a clean onlooker only to cover hm or her in their cloak of ochre and blackness! 

J'cuvert is indeed a poetic, satiric expression of carnival's 'darker' side. This is the rime of the 

festival devoted to the comic and the satincal; the grotesque, the double entendre, the ribald and 

occasionally the obscene (Dewitt & Wilan, 1993, p. 20). J'ouvert can oniy be described as total 

l i  beration. As Raoul Pantin remarks: 

lt is a festival unshackied of d l  officiai restriction and restraint, beyond the reach 
of normal inhibition, insecurity or fear. No individuaI or subject is safe fiom parody 
or considered sacrosanct on this special morning; indeed the. more controversial the 
subject the greater the possibility for it to be lampooned, turned into a colossal or 
crude joke. because today there are no conventions or conformities. For this is the 
moment of special licence whose only censor is the limitation of the imagination. 



Nobody stops to stare or gape or wen ponder for too long unless of course 
you're an absolute newcomer to this madness. This is the riotous hour of 
bedlam, of capriciousness, of ail-heu-broken loose, of denizens fiom the 
deepest Freudian nightmares, unbridled licentiousness, a camival of the mind 
and body, beautifid and grotesque (1997, p. 12). 

It is now 8:00 am on Carnival Monday. Ths is the hour of the 'pretty mas'. It is hard to 

beIieve that only a few h~urs  ago, the bac~hanal'~ of the j'ouvert bands were parading down 

these streets. Now, the only evidence of their street jouniey are a few scraps of old, worn cloth 

and the markings of oil and mud on the roads. Camivai Monday is the first day when the 

masqueraders of the parades congregate at their band's designated areas. usually somewhere 

around the Queen's Park Savannah, in or&r to play mas and familiarize themselves with the 

route around t o m  which they will use for tomorrow's final parade across the stage. Revellers do 

not Wear their entire costume on carnival Monday. Headpieces and staffs are reserved for 

Camival Tuesàay, the big finale, when the judging murs. Today is more of a trial run or a 

practice. People concentrate on having a good time, i.e., 'fun in the sun', usually by dancing 

together in the streets in shmpy outfits, 'jumping up' to the Iive and recorded music of the huge 

music tnicks, sampling the many tasty locai dishes, dnnking etc". 

On the morning of Camival Tuesday, the masqueraders gather in full costume with their 

headpieces and staffs, at approximately ?:O0 or 7:30 am. They must gather together in their 

respective sections and wait for their tm to 'cross the stage' in order to be judged at the fint of 

the several judging venues. The main judging point is the stage. It is located in the southem end 

'OIn the Trinidadian dialect, the term 'Bacchanal' translates into rowdy, seandalous 
behaviour. 

"1s this image of collective unity punctuated by aspects of separateness and segregation? 
This aspect of the camival will be exarnined in the fdlowing chapter. 



of the Queen's Park SavannahI2. This huge expanse of greenery known as the 'lungs of Port-of- 

Spain' was donated to the city by a colonial governor in the 1820s, and is the site at which most 

of the cornpetitions during carnival take place. The stage itself is an enormous, elevated 

platform, hundreds of feet long which is erected several weeks before the actual festivities 

begin. 

For the majority of masqueraders, jumping up on stage (dancing and tiaving a great time) 

is the climax of camival. Some bands take up to several hours to cross the stage due to their size 

(number of people in each section) and also because the revellers love to prolong their time on 

stage for al1 the world to see them in this state of pure euphoria. Peter Minshall accurately 

captures this sight when he says, 

Trinidad camivai is a form of theatre except that the costume assumes 
dominance, so that what you where is no longer a costume. It becomes 
a sculpture, whether it is a Puppet or a great set of wings, and once you 
put a human being into it, it begins to dance. This is my discipline. 1 have 
the streets, the hot rnidday Sun. 1 have two to tbree thousand people moving 
to music. And 1 put colours, shapes and form on these people, and they pass 
in eont of the viewers like a visual symphony (Dewitt & Wilan, 1993, p. 20). 

After crossing the stage, the bands take to the streets to be further judged at additionai 

venues. Usually the masqueraders will rest after a while, at designated meeting places: at King 

George the Fifih's park opposite the Queen's Park Oval, the place where both national and 

international cricket matches are played; or sometimes the revellers merely rest on one of the 

many roads that are closed off during the carnival period. Here, they would rejuvenate 

themselves by relaxing their aching feet, eating, 'cooling off' with an ice-cold Carib beer or a 

I2Please see Appendix C showing the route taken by the carnival bands and the location 
of the Queen's Park Savannah. 



rum and coke, listening to the 'music tnicks' and basically 'taking a breather' in this othenvise 

vivacious and unflagging 'street-party'. Another year's carnival is approaching its end: 

The aby is now coming to a close. As thor orange sun begim to ser on our Canbbean Isle. the 
revellers are dancing along the strecrs one more lime ar they bid goodbye ro fhis year 3 Carnivai. This u 
Las' Lop, i.e. the Imt time to take to the srreers and 'gel on bad' before the carnival penod oflciaU'' en&. 
The sun has set, the air is cool. People are exhcnrstedfromjê ring (parryrnd non-stop for the pas1 fwe 
dqys. Ali the fesrivifies andpandemoniurn en& or the srroke of rnidnighr on Carnival T u c s d .  The 
unimared and boisteruus ambience of the e s  and weeks before, now gives way IO 'order ', ro the serem 
and sober atmosphere of Ash Wednesday und fo the begtnning of the Christian season of Lenr. 

The preceding 'thick description' of the Trinbagonian carnival allows for a construction 

of a cornmon sense of the practices of this society concerning one of their national celebrations. 

Many Trinidadians state that at camival time their spirits are fieed fiom the shackles of everyday 

concems. Some, believe that the chaotic ambience of the camival weekend provides a greatly 

anticipated and much needed escape-valve to release one's tension and relieve one's stress. This 

cathartic expression is indeed one justifiable interpretation of the fünction of camival. However, 

within the actual practices of camival one cm find many instances in which the depicted 

realities are not entirely applicable. For example, even though the carnival provides a much 

needed escape-valve, what does the return to the 'order* of life in the afiermath of the 

celebration mean? Additionally, if this celebration is promoted as one in which social barriers of 

ethnicity and class are of little or no importance, what does it mean when at the close of the 

carnival weekenà, these barriers are re-constructed and the fine line between harmony and 

discord between the dominated and the dominant is once again drawn? Finally, even the act of 

judging within the nurnerous cornpetitions during carnival is in itself a signifier of establishing a 

hierarchy of criteria to which the cornpetitors mut meet. This is an imposition of the hegemonic 

beliefs of those in control as these signifiers are monitored under a specific, pre-detemined 
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system. To provide answers for these questions, one must further examine the underlying 

structures within the event itself and its musical components as they become sites for analysis 

demonstrating how meanings are developed, CO-opted and incorporateci into a hegemonic 

relationship between the dominant and the dominated. 



Cbapter 5: ANALYSIS OF POWER WITaM SOCIAL, ECONOMIC & POLITICAL 

FACTORS 

This chapter details several social, economic and political variables as they are 

rnanifested through thematic representation within carnival and its music. It will examine the 

relationship between these variables and the hegemonic stntctwes of power within the 

Trinbagonian culture. The nature of this relationship is often regarded as dualistic, as it attacks 

the ideas of the dominant structures, on the one hand, while supporting these same ideologies, oi 

the other. Through the exploration of this relationship, 1 hope to uncover some of the reasons for 

and consequences of this apparently conflicting culturd phenomena. 

Gordon Rohlehr, one of the great authorities on calypso, West Indian Literature and the 

oral traditions of the Caribbean has devised a methodology for calypso research that joins 

together the approach of literary criticism to a complete and culture-specific understanding of 

the circumstances under which calypso is produced and perfunned (Rohlehr, 1990b). In other 

words, critically exarnining the lyrical content of calypsos as one would explore a literary work 

and juxtaposing this analysis to a culture-specific context in which the song's meanings are 

made more explicit. As Louis Regs States, " this multidisciplinary approach originates in a 

perception of the calypso as a complex multifaceted whole, the true value of which can only be 

apprehended within the social and literary contexts which it seeks to elucidate and illuminate" 

( 1993, p. 4). 

In addition to the 'thick description' of the practices of the Trinbagonian carnival fiom 

which further examination into the underlying structures wiil be discussed, 1 intend to also 

examine the lyrical content of both calypsos and soca tunes and situate them in the realities of 
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the social and political scenes in Trinidad and Tobago. Rohlehr's methodology wiIl therefore be 

incorpomted into my methods for analysis exploring the principal hypothesis of this thesis: that 

both calypso and soca music, which are at times highly topical and largely critical of their 

society's social and political flairs, seem nonetheless to waver between the bipolar opposites of 

attacktng, reinforcing and thereby finding space for the articulation and acceptance of some 

aspects of the hegemonic structures shaping the Trinidadian society. 

It must be duly noted here that the concept of hegemony, by its very nature is itseIf 

multifarious, in that it operates within several categorical realms such as race and economics. It 

is against the backdrop of these two categories, that I will explore the ambivalent relationships 

of hegemony and ethnicity and hegemony and class. Through the thematic exploration of 

ethnicity and class in carnival music, 1 hope to portray both the innate duality that permeates 

every aspect of this culture and explore the ramifications that such ambivalence poses upon the 

Trinbagonian society. 

in describing the practices of the carnival event in the previous chapter, my intent was to 

present a holistic picture of the cultural locus in which calypso and soca are placed. However, 

this does not mean that afier the carnival season, cornmentary calypsos and soca tunes lose their 

meaning, rather, one should view the carnival context as the site at which these meanings are 

magnifie4 moreso than at any other time of the year via the preponderant show casing of these 

musical art foms. I begin this chapter with a deconstruction of some of the practices of the 

Trinidadian carnival. First, 1 will examine the actual event itself elucidating the subtleties 

embedded within its underlying structures. Next, 1 describe how the social factors of class and 

ethnicity becorne politicized as they are manifested within carnival music. Finally, 1 wiIl discuss 
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how these factors, when used by musical artists, simultaneously serve to bolster and undermine 

the hegemonic sîmggle between the dominant power-bloc and the dominated masses. 

CARNWAL'S HIDDEN DISCOURSE 

To visualise this celebration as a time-period encapsulating an ambience of pure, 

unadulterated fun without any imaginable negatives, as any tourist brochure could lead one to 

believe, could either be attributed to falling victim to extremely convincing advertising or being 

so captivated by the camival experience that one fails to realise that this utopia may not be al1 

that it is proclairned to be. Perhaps one's carnival experience was indeed a pkasant one (which 

it is for many revellers): distress-fiee, exciting, fun-filled, etc. However, what 1 am refemng to is 

not one's personal experience of the festivities, or micro experiences, but rather, my concern is 

for those social and politicai variables t h t  occur on a macro level. 

As with most celebrations of a magnitude such as that of the Trinidad carnival, there 

usually occurs numerous societal scourges running the gamut fiom crime, prostitution and dmg- 

dealing to controversy and corruption within the judging of the competitions. These issues will 

be dealt with to the extent that they are addresseci within the lyrical content of calypsos and soca 

mes.  My main focus will deal more specificdly with those aspects that are endemic to the 

Trinbagonian culture and consequently are reflected in the music. More specifically 1 will be 

discussing issues of race and class distinctions as they are portrayed in carnival music's rote as 

political commentary versus its role as a pleasurable commodity and finally 1 will be examining 

the dichotomy of authenticity versus commercialization within this music. 



THE EUROPEAN AESTHETIC VERSUS THE AFRICAN AESTHETIC 

Burton Sankeralli, a writer for the popular 1997 Carnival periodical, Road Works, 

examines and discusses the camivaI p e n d  in a very illuminating rnanner. His observation offers 

such an enlightening explanation that 1 have chosen it as a catalyst from which 1 hope to address 

similar characteristics as they are found not only in the festival, but additionally as these said 

characteristics take root in the society itself 

Sankeralli draws a dichotomy between what he sees as the c m  behind the d u a l i ~  

ingrained in the Trinidad carnival. In his opinion, the Tnnbagonian celebration is an arena in 

which al1 'contesting' elernents corne together and are able to address each other: 

Caniival remains the tend arena where ail 
the coatesting currents of Trinidadian society 
engage and confiont each other (1997, p. 19). 

He however notes that the principal contention which so defined carnival in the past was marked 

by multifaceted issues of resistance between two primary ethnic groups: the Europeans and the 

Africans. This historical confrontation which operated on a number of levels: social, religious, 

cultural etc., would resuscitate into modern-day grievances of the present-day Trinbagonian 

society: 

. . . the key cohontation which historically defmed 
caniivai is that between Atnca and Europe. indeed 
it was out of this codontation that "mainstream" 
Caribbean society came into king. It is a confrontation 
which has political, economic. social, religious and 
aesthetic dimensions (Ibid, p. 19). 

The two principal antagonistic aesthetics that he lists originate from Europeans and 

Africans. He calls these the Eurocenfric aesthetic and the Afrocentric aesthetic, respectively. The 

former refers to an aesthetic based on "the visual" while the latter describes an aesthetic based 



on "texture". According to Sankeralli, the Eurocentric aesthetic embodies everything that 

ascnbes to the visualiy-pleasing factor of carnival: the sea of beautifid, colourful, dancing bodies 

that one witnesses thronging the streets on Carnival Monday and Tuesday; the emphasis on unity 

and comraderie, on having good, clean fun and the almost orchestrated cordiality for the benefit 

of the tourists: 

The Eurocenmc orientation is readily recognizable 
in the 'carnival is colour' school of thought. 
Mas (Le. the costumes ) should be "pretty" and 
the "festival" clean', the a i .  is to have a good tirne. 
And of course, make the (white) tourists feel welcome 
@id, p. 19). 

Sankeralli contrasts th is  with the Afrocentnc aesthetic of "texture" which includes al1 

forrns of resistance, confrontation and violence during the carnival season. He beIieves that this 

aesthetic is found in the music and in the many cornpetitions among calypsonians and soca 

bards, in which they compete or 'fight' for the various prestigious titles and in which songs' 

lyncs are useù as powerful, albeit metaphoncal weapons; in the symphonie clash of the rn-piad 

steelbands, as they too vie for impressive titles during the camival season; in the direct opposite 

of 'pretty mas' which is ole mas or dirty mas, the likes of which are embodied in the characters 

of the j 'ouvert celebraîions; and in the brown mud and black 011, paint and grease witb which the 

bodies of peopie are covered: 

The Afrocentric aesdietic of "texture" has been one of resistance, 
of confrontaiion and of violence. In this regard . . . we may mention the 
Steelband clash, the battles fought with blade and botde by the emergent 
pansides of the early days. Then there is the calypso war. the exchanges 

'The word 'clean' implies not merely the sanitation aspect of the camival, but rather it is 
used to emphasize the low levels of violence, close adherence to safety rules concerning 
dnnking and dnving, observance of safe sexual practices at a time when promiscuity is 
arnplified et cetera. 



engaged in by calypsonians, the word being the weapon. Then there are 
the mas characters which stand in direct conf?ontation with the Eurocenîric 
"pretry mas". There are the bats, the wiid indians. the moko Jumbies. the 
range of devils. The mu4 the oil, the paint and the power (Ibid, p. 19). 

The direction in which Sankeralli seeks to go with his aesthetic divide fotiows a line of 

logical conclusion (in his opinion), which lends itself to the belief that the Eurocentric 

orientation provides for the achievement of the European vision, which in today's setting 

translates into the vision of the dominant elites: as he talks about the 'pretty mas' and the 

welcoming of the (white) tourists as two key factors of this said aesthetic, he states, " . . . WelI, it 

is easy to be pretty and have a good time when you are in control. This aesthetic of 'the visual' 

has been the vision of the dominant and racist elitesm(lbid, p. 19). 

This tendentious comment made against a plethora of personal prejudices raises a set of 

interesting questions: what does this say about the relationship between ethnicity, power and 

class in this society, especially during a time when it is proclaimed that these social divisions are 

dropped? How can this European aesthetic vision embodying the 'visual' aspects of carnival be 

purely confined to the 'dominant and racist elites' when al1 classes and al1 ethmcities participate 

in perpetuating this image of 'unity' during the ceiebration? These questions will be examined in 

greater detail later on. For now it is paramount that we address some of the weakpoints in 

Sankeralli's paradigm. 

It is the general consensus among the revellers that carnival renders a shared space which 

al1ows for the temporary suspension of the quotidian practices and quandanes of their 

immediate existence. However, several facets must be clarified about Sankeralli's concern on 

the cultural clash between Ewopeans and Aficans in order to more eficiently address the 

conditions of the present-&y Trinbagonian society. 
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First, it is imperative that we understand clearly that this 'cultural clash' between 

Europeans and Afncans in the pst is just that: an atavistic description of cultural differences 

between these two particdm ethnicities. This ethnic divide would be relevant if our subject 

matter were exploring a different time period. Today, the distinction is clearl y one between two 

different ethnic groups: the Afro-Trinidadians and the Indo-Trinidadians. 

These distinctions would seem to follow the increasingly popular ethnic labels existing 

within North Amencan society and Iikewise, seem to breed similar volatile issues: one group 

thinks that the other possesses greater political, economic and social leverage thereby 

reinforcing their sentiments of racial and class injustices in the society. However, the formation 

of these ethnic differences are specific to the Trinbagonian context and may not be as easily 

recognizable to "outsiders". Ergo, one must remember that when 1 talk of racial discrimination 

in T&T, what I am referring to is a complex sentiment involving new, manifold players, namely, 

Trinidadian Blacks, Trinidadian hdians, Trinidadian Whites and a whole host of other ethnic 

groups that cornprise this 'rainbow societyY2, rather than the deceptively simple divide between 

Afncans and Europeans as  is largely focused on by Sankeralli. 

SecondIy, in order for Sankeralii's perspective to be applicable to the present-day 

Trinbagonian society, he has to acknowledge that within his 'cut and dry' outlook he has 

overlooked the very real characteristic of this culture's ambivalent or rather, dualistic 

'The use of the tems -Black', 'Indian' or 'White', is not an atternpt to be derogatory. The 
usage of these words in al1 their 'rawness' reflects the level of cornfort, with which I feel able to 
discuss such potentially explosive issues. Perhaps this is reflective of the cosmopolitan 
Trinidadian society in which 1, just as many others, define ourselves not in terrns of any specific 
ethnicity but rather as belonging to a greater and more meaningful whoie, i.e. as Trinidadians. 



tendenciesa3 It is here that one would find loopholes in his bifùrcated aesthetic model. So, for 

example, within the medium of the music which he categorises as belonging to the African 

aesthetic and whch embodies the fundamenîals of resistance, confrontation and violence, one 

can also argue a convincing case for the music's (in this case soca) ability to deviate fiom those 

stipdated requisites of the kfrican aesthetic and find within ths  musical genre, elements of 

unification that would fit more accurately with Sankeralli's European aesthetic. 

This observation having been realized fiirther emphasizes the point that very few 

meanings can be considered to be completely discrete or linear within this culture. Perhaps this 

c m  dl be smised  by the idea that whatever is known is a matter of perspective and as such, 

varying opinions are the basis for which there seerns to be such inordinate levels of ambivalence 

and duality. 

Andrew Ross comments on this composite of meaning by discussing the dearth of 

'putity' in forms of popular culture: 

. . .we cannot aîtribute any purity of political expression 
to popdar culture. aithough we can locate its power to 
identi@ ideas and desires that are relatively oppose4 
alongside those that are clearly complicit, to the official 
culture (1989, p- 10). 

It is this 'duality' that plays a pivotal role in Gramsci's development of 'hegemony'. Robert Gray 

refers to this as 'a negoriared version of niling class culture and ideology'(in Bennett, 1986 p. 

3Even though Sankeralli notes that the Eurocentric aesthetic may not necessanly lack 
texture nor that the Afiican aesthetic is visually less appealing, this mild recognition is not 
substantial enough to discredit my criticism of his argument being too clear cut, with the danger 
of ignoring the present tendencies of crossing-over of the charactenstics of one aesthetic on to 
the other. 



. . . if the Gramscian concept of hegemony refers to processes 
through which the niling class seeks to oegotiate opposing class 
cuitures onto a culturai and ideoIogical terrain which wins for it 
a position of leadership, it is aiso tme that what is thereby consented 
to is a negoriared version of ruiing class culture and ideology 
(bid p. xv). 

However, no matter what the justifications are for this cultural idiosyncrasy of a 

'negotiated version' of dominant class ideology, I must reiterate that rny objective is not to 

determine which meaning is the more correct interpretation. Rather, my aim is to provide a close 

expert reading of hegemonic power as it is manifested witlun rny two primary points of analysis: 

the divide between authenticity and commercialization in calypso and soca and the divide 

between music as political commentary versus music as a pleasurable comrnodity focusing on 

issues of class and ethnicity. I will begin with a deconstniction of some of the practices of 

carnival focusing on the way in which hegemony relates to social, political and economic 

factors. 

CARNIVAL - A FESTIVAL OF DrVIDED UNITY 

As described in Chapter Four, there are indeed two main types of fetes or parties: the 

public fetes, to which anyone can pay their money and attend and the private fetes hosted either 

at private residences or at public clubs rented out to a select crowd of patrons. There are those 

who would have one believe that Trinidadians live harmoniously in an utopian world where the 

colour of their respective skins or the class to which they belong play a negiigible role in the 

occurrence of their everyday lives. In fact this is the image and/or message that many 

Trinbagonians most ofien promote in describing the carnival experience, even though this rnay 

not be the reality. 



Gordon Rohlehr states that, 'for the researcher into camival, calypso or any other of the 

basic culhuai forms in Trinidad . . . cultural contiontation between embattled ethnicities cm be 

identified as a major feature . . .' (1990a, p. 7). Despite the fact that RohIehr used this 

observation to describe calypso and society in Pre-Independence Trinidad (as suggested by the 

titie of his book), this insight still cm be legitimised for Trinidadian socieîy today and is 

evidenced in the great number of calypsos and soca m e s  released this year which dealt with this 

topic. Before delving into the music of carnival, it is worthwhiIe to examine some of the 

practices of the actuai carnival event, as they too are sites where the struggle for hegemony is 

both challenged and reinforced. 

Too often the 'cultural confrontation' that Rohiehr describes cm be disguised, but not 

erased, under the supposed harmonious ambience of national collectivity displayed during 

camival. To illustrate, it is evident that at carniva1 time, most of the Trinidadian citizenry corne 

together to 'play mas'. Indeed it has been stated that during this period, barriers are dropped, and 

Trinbagonians no longer seem to see themselves as unequa! or antagonistic classes or ethnicities 

but instead an image is projected of unity, harmony and peacefiri co-existence: 

At camival time, something extraordinary occurs in this nation. 
Barriers fall. Rank ceases to matter. Something more fundamental 
and important s u f i e s  the warm air. It is a recognition of the human 
need to recreate. To play. To suspend the superficial world of 
commerce, gossip and politics for a tirne, and let deeper values 
predorninate (Rhythm and Release, 19%). 

A surface reading of the above description can indeed lead one to conclude that at 

carnival time, everyone in Trinidad and Tobago, both nationaIs and visitors alike, seem to be 

drawn into a transitory vortex of blissful abandon, in which every aspect of the celebration 

scems to promote an ambience of complete comradeship, co-existence and unity. This 
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illustration depicts a compeiling image for which, 'every creed and race fin& an equal place". 

Yet, against the euphoria exuding fiom within the carnival cvent, deeper, less benign and 

conflicting realities can be found through the diverse lyrics of some of the music one hears at 

this tirne. 

John Fiske ( l98Ia) states that culture is seen as an on-going social process. In thîs view, 

the indices of popular culture, such as television, clothes, language and popular music possess an 

ambivalent characteristic conceming their very nature. This is due to the fact that the resources 

producing these cu1turaI texts originate from the very social structures that work against 

ernpowerrnent and consequently towards the strengthening of the power-bloc. 

I betieve that the resources from whch these cultural texts are made can be seen as the 

social, poli tical and economic state of affairs that camival music describes. The lines of duality 

or ambivalence within the structures that shape these resources and by extension, cultural texts 

are the sarne ambivalent iines ingrained in the socio-political and economic issues of the 

Trinbagonian culture. Hence, whatever cultural products (television, music, fashion et cetera) 

that ensue fiom these structures, they will inevitably embody those dualistic characteristics of 

the structures which shaped them. 

The Trinbagonian carnival is one of those cultural texts that embodies the ambivalent 

characteristic that Fiske describes. This duality, also inherent in carnival music, may be traced IO 

factors ingrained in the Trinbagonian people themselves. it is a known fact among many 

nationals that while one's concems, womes, inhibitions and even prejudices can be suspended 

"Every creed and race finds an equal place and may God bless our nation . . .' are words 
found in the NationaI Anthem of Trinidad and Tobago. 



during the carnival period, these issues regain importance and 'justification' in the lives of these 

people once the festivities corne to a close. in his article entitled, 'This Carnival: another view', 

Raoul Pantin recognises this tendency as he acknowledges with patnotic pride: 

. . . the creative authorship diat seems to gmw and swell and, like a contagion, spread 
and fil1 the clarnorous streets wiîh a sweet camaraderie that you won't experience on 
any other occasion among so many different races and classes (1997, p. 12). 

But then he continues to defend his position for not wanting to participate in the festivities 

because he knows,-just as many others do, that, "come Ash Wednesday . . . the people will go 

back to race and class"(ibid, p. 12). 

What does this Say about the Trinidadian people and their much-adored carnival 

celebration in which they are abIe to come together for an instant in tirne only to return to the 

acrid realities of the 'next day'? To attempt an answer at these inquiries, we must first turn to 

John Fis ke's work on the meaning of 'holiday ' in, IJnderstanding Popufur Culture. 

In his chapter on 'Productive Pleasures', Fiske presents an interesting dichotomy 

between the 'official' and the 'popular' meaning of 'holiday'. The 'official' meaning of holiday 

espoused the work ethic and saw this penod of rest as one in which the members of the working 

class would recuperate in order to r e m  to the 'daily gnnd' of their respective work and life 

situations: 

The official meanings of holiday were those of "recreation" and underpinned 
the work ethic. A holiday, in this sense, was boîb eamed by the indusmous, 
an extension of the wage principle from the sphere of work to that of leisure, 
and a recreation of the workers, a penod in which they could regain their strength 
and prepare for more productive work on their r e m  ( 1989b, p. 76). 



In contrast, Fiske descnbes the 'popular' meaning of holiday as a 'release' fiom the regdations 

of work and a time to indulge in pleasures that are restrained by the responsibilities of everyday 

life: 

The popuiar rneaaings of holiday, on the other hanci, were those of carnivalesque 
release fiom the discipline of labour and a licensed indulgence in pleasures that 
the conditions of everyday life repressed. The ciifference was one beniveen recreation 
and release (Ibid, p. 76). 

From the preceding illustrations, one can conclude that for Fiske, there exists two meanings of 

'holiday'. However, 1 would venture to Say that the holiday that is the Trinbagonian camival, 

embdies both these meanings, for camival is seen both as a renewal of oneself to more 

efficientIy return to dealing with one's quotidian lifestyles and likewise, the T&T camival 

personifies the release of regular responsibilities and indulgence in pleasures not necessarily as 

visible at any other time of the year: a validation of Gray's daim that the ideals of the ruling 

ehte (the official meaning of holiday) is mixed with the ideals of 'the people' (the popular 

meaning of holiday) to produce a negotiated version of both ideologies justimng the notion of 

hegemony within the camival event. As Simon Lee remarks, 'Trinidad's carnival is a massive 

Street Party, a people's festival of f-reedom and unity, release and renewal(1997, p. 18). 

The important point here is not merely that both meanings of holiday can be justified in 

the carnival celebrations of T&T, but rather of equal significance is the transformation that 

occurs during the carnival period concerning the dissolution and then reinstatement of those 

social and racial divides. Adding to the complexity of this issue is the fact that those who partake 

of this collective space of carnival come from not only the subordinate factions of society but 

also from the dominant power-bloc. 
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During the actual carnival weekend, when thousands of revellers parade through the 

streets in the numerous masquerade bands, it may seem as though 'barriers have fallen' when 

one witnesses both the Prime Minister's wife and the Iayman playing m m  This idea is firrther 

illustrated when one experiences a sea of persons fully enjoying themselves, heedless of such 

social labels as race, class and even gender, (what Sankeralli refers to as the European aesthetic) 

Yet, despite the clairn that can be made for the creation of a s h e d  comrnon space in which 

Trinidadians as a people, for two days at least shed their inhibitions and likewise, their badges ol 

statu and become, as the familiar cliche goes, 'one people under the s u ' ,  an opposing claim 

can also be validated whereby this argument is tumed on its head. 

Despite the inviting, carefiee ambience, pockets of segregation and separateness exist 

within the carnival celebration. One can see these two factors on a number of different levels. 

For example, with regards to the masqueraders themselves, they have îheir select bands with 

whom they pl* mas. Different classes of people in the society 'play carnival' with bands that 

cater to their specific needs: budget, locale, popularity, personal appropriateness, group 

affiliations and so forth. Consequently, the more expensive bands may have masqueraders 

belonging to the middle and upper classes, while the less costly bands may attract those persons 

belonging to the lower classes of the society. It is also known, at the local level at least, that the 

'whites' usually play mas with the masquerade band, 'Hart', the 'blacks' are known to play with 

'Barbarossa', the many shades of 'browns' play with 'Poison' and those people who appreciate 

the true art form of carnival play with Peter Minshall's band. So, while everyone who 

participates in the carnival may indeed have a good time pfq ing  mas 'together', the overall 

cohesiveness of carnival is attenuated by its own aspects of unconnectedness. 



Additionally, during the J'ouvert celebrations one witnesses a transgression of racial, 

ciass and cven gender d e s .  As depicted in Chapter Four, the boundaries of these demographic 

labels are easily erased but are just as quickly re-established. This demonstrates the way in 

which oppositional ideologies find an accommodating space for their incorporation into the 'ma 

-playingY of J'ouvert but the articulation of these said ideologies is transitory since at the close 

of the celebrations there is a re-establishment of racial, class and gender divides: 

A Iawyer may disguise himself as a vagrant; a sober businessman may 
don mascara, lipstick and false breastç and dance with another man 
but still be able to go to work the next day with his respectability intact. 
Women may dance with three, four and five men at a time, or even four 
women and no one pays much attention . . .after aU, role reversais of al1 
kinds is socially accepted on J'ouvert moming (Ali, 1997b, p. 23). 

To recapitulate, this unity and cornraderie experienced while the citizenry cornes 

together to p l q  mus is temporary because after carnival, the lines of raciai, gender and class 

distinctions are drawn once more. Interestingly, despite the fact that those members belongmg to 

the dominant elite have aIso participated in the perpetuation of this illusory equality, they retum 

to their former positions of control with little or no thought as to what their involvement in the 

largely perceived staw-fiee space, signified. Herein lies the ambivalence within the practices of 

the carnival event. 

It would seem that this observation validates one of the key points in Ross' 

interpretation of hegemony, whereby the latter is achieved via a negotiated version of both 

dominant and dominated participation (Bennett, 1986; Ross, 1989). And because of this, the 

evanescent unity and strength achieved during carnival will not (at l e s t  not at this time) be able 

to represent any formidable challenge to the racial discord and class inequalities by which the 

control of those in power is sustained. 



Fiske, raises an ilIuminating point surrounding the 'safety-valve debate' of carnival. In 

brief, this debate disputes the explanation that during the carnival season, the subordinate 

factions of society exercise control in what seems to be an inverted state of 'play'. Furthemore, 

this debate views this period of chaos and disorder as a cleverly deceptive attempt at promoting 

a faIse idea of control and license to the subordinates, which only serves to strengthen their 

subjugated positions in ltfe by allowing them a 'break' period or a 'time-out' and then, just as 

quickfy bringing them 'back into Iine' by having them resume their positions and responsibilities 

within the previous order of things: 

It can be argued that because carn id 's  disniptive moment is 
licensed by the prevailing order it is haIly recuperated into 
that order. It is a strategy of containment that acts as a 
safety-valve that allows the controlled release of popular pressure. 
and thus enables the subordinate to fit more comfortably into their 
oppression. The safety valve strengthens rather than dislodges 
the apparatus of social control ( 1989b, p. 100). 

Ergo, as unaware as many reveIlex-s may be of the lines of hegemonic control that operate within 

their festivity, they succumb to these hegemonic forces when they (the revellers) return to their 

quotidian iifesîyles at the close of the festivities. One is now left with the idea that a period 

which for many is considered to be a time when the masses could 'free up' and not be 

constrained by the conventions of society, this 'free reign' is really transient, since at the 

midnight hou on Carnival Tuesday, the racial and social barricades will be reinstated allowing 

for the dominant elite to exercise hegemonic control from a more advantageous position. 

One sees therefore, that unity among the multifarious classes and ethnicities that 

comprise the Trinbagonian society can and does indeed exist on a certain level for a certain time 

however, it must also be acknowledged that discord and social prejudices simultaneously exist 



on other levels, which is openly adrnitted to wittiin the iyncs of numerous calypsos that one 

h e m  during the carnival season. As Sankeralli observes the duatity within carnival, he States : 

Carnival is often associated with fun and Party. with release and 
the escape fiom reality. However, this vision blinds one to its 
deeper cments ( 1997, p. 19). 

Additionally, this same duality which exisr within the music of these people is deeply 

embedded in the culture of this society and is consequently manifested in the daily practices of 

the people. A fine illustration can be taken from the offensive situation occumng in Trinidad 

concerning the tacit entrance policies to fetes and clubs. It has increasingly become an odious 

habit shared by dance club owners and hosts of fetes to discriminate against eiitry into their 

establishments based on such criteria as skin colour and class. Numerous accounts of this have 

been reported in the local media, (and consequently taken up by calypsonians in song) whereby 

patrons would be denied entq  into some of the more popular dance cIubs because they were not 

'white enough', 'fair enough' or 'wealthy enough'. 

In his calypso entitled, My People, the calypsonian/Iawyer 'Watchrnan' specifically says 

of this disturbing trend: 

. . . But if a nightclub refuse me enay, saying 
golliwogs can't mix with the so-caiied whites. 
ïhat white boy who kiii sure to skip the country, 
cause in local jaiL every night is golliwog night. 
(My People, by Watchman, camival 1997). 

Watchman is validating the fact that the management of some popular night clubs in Trinidad, 

which demeaningly refer to Blacks as 'golliwogs' refuse them entry because they refuse to have 

them socialize with the local 'whites' or lighter coloured persons in the society. He refers to one 

heinous incident in particular, in which an individual was killed at a club, by a white man. He 



reveals the injustices and advantages of belonging to the 'white' upper class, as he States that, in 

al1 probability, the white man would have gotten out on bail and been able to continue his life as 

a fiee man, while, in the I o d  jaiIs, one usuaIly can onIy find blacks, perhaps because they may 

not have the 'right connections' or contacts, as would an individual from a higher ranking class 

in the society. For al1 the arguments that the proprietors have given to deny such accusations, 

none can justim this blatant example of racial discrimination. 

Another similar notorious practice is the one exercised (in a more subtle way) by 

individuais who host the countless fetes during the carnival season and throughout the entire 

year. The mechanism of partiality comes under the guise of cost. Usually, the more upper-class 

fetes, such as , the University of the West Indies fete and the Moka fete held at the University 

President's residence and the Moka golf course, respectively, are smctured in such a way so as 

to accommodate a certain strata of the society. This is M e r  ensured by charging a costly sum 

for the purchase of entrance tickets5, having seIect venues to seII the tickets6 and finally, once 

entrance is gained, the price of beverages and food is also at an additional charge. 

What 1 have been examining so far has been a deconstruction of some of the practices of 

carnival in an attempt to demonstrate the way in which the struggle for hegemony is manifested 

'The entrance cost for these fetes are $200 and % 180 respectively, in the local currency. 
Compare this witb a mere $10 entrance charge at other fetes, such as, the Fireman's Ball, or the 
W.A.S.A. (Water & Sewerage Authority) fete, which usually draw a crowd comprised from the 
'lower' echelons of the society. Please see Appendix D for an example of tickets or 'invites' for 
fetes. 

'If the venue for obtaining tickets is Iocated in an upper-class, white or light coloured 
neighbourhood, such as West Moorings or Goodward Park, it is almost always the case that 
persons who belong to the comparatively lower classes of society and whose skin colouration 
may be on the darker side of the colour spectrum, would not be seen purchasing tickets at those 
locations. 



within this cultural celebration. 1 will now proceed to the musical components of this festival to 

determine how calypsonians and soca artistes perpetuate this struggie within calypso and soca. 

TWO FACES OF CARMVAL MUSIC 

The duality which we have discussed is readily demonstrated not only within the actual 

practices of carnival but also within the two genres of camival music as they are used as 

catalysts for unification and segregation through socio-poiitical commentary, and as they are 

considered to epitomize authenticity and commercialization. Both these music categories do not 

exclusively hold one or the other of the dual positions of either distempering the masses or 

fortifymg the power-bloc; rather the nature of calypso and soca are such that they are placed 

within a complex web of shifling relations which further perpetuates the notion of ambivalence. 

In this way, caiypso and soca are able to hold vacillating positions between the reinforcement of 

the ideologies of the dominant elite, in one instance and in another instance advocating the 

interests of the masses. Due to this characteristic of carnival music, the concept of hegemony is 

an ideal fiamework fiom which to address these dualities. As Bennett remarks: 

A cultural practice does not carry its politics with it. as if witten upon 
its brow for ever and a day; rather, its political functioning depends on the 
network of social and ideological relations in which it is inscribed . . . 
in suggesting that the poiitical and ideological articulations of cultural 
practices are moveable - that a practice which is articulated co bourgeois 
values today may be disconnected fiom those values and connected to socialist 
ones tomorrow- the theory of hegemony opens up the field of popular culture 
as one of enormous political possibilities (1986. p. xvi). 

This 'moveable articulation' can be recognised in the two categories dealing with 

authenticity and politics. The first index of ambivalence is seen with both the Eurocenmc and 

Afiocentric aesthetics as they play their particular roies within this carnival celebration and via 



its music. To iIlustrate. the stylistic and lyrical components of camival music, which was stated 

by lm Sankeralli as belonging to the Afrocenfric aesthetic, on the one hand can be said to 

acknowIedge the interests of the masses by presenting a harsh critique of the power-bloc. This 

characteristic is typical of calypso music. On the other hanci, soca is seen as executing the 

opposite objective: reinforcing those ideoiogies of the power-bloc through the 'masking' effect 

of this upbeat music whereby grave issues and injustices are overlooked while greater emphasis 

is placed on the 'unification' and 'fieeing up' aspects associated with camival and Sankeralli's 

European aesthetic. 

From this illustration it seems as though there can never completely be a linear function 

of this music. It is not an art form whose only objective is the promulgation of the concerns of 

any one particdar group of persons andlor ideas. There is always that 'negotiated' tendency for 

the music to expound upon one facet of a situation and then continue to explore and reveal 

opposing aspects of the same situation. This may be what Bennett is referring to when he says 

that in as much as the field of popdar culture can be looked at within the stniggle of hegemony: 

. . . it [the field of pop culture] consists not simply of an 
imposed mass culture that is coincident with dominant 
ideoIogy, nor simply of spontaneous, oppositional cultures, 
but is rather an area of negoaation between the two within 
which- in difkent  particdar types of popular culture- 
dominant, subordinate and oppositional cultural and ideological 
values and etements are 'mixed' in different permutations 
(1986, p. xvi). 

This dualistic nature of segregation versus unification as manifested in carnival music is 

a good example of these 'different permutations' as it i s  a medium that can be said to be both 

class and colour free in one sense, as well as ciass and colour conscious, in another. This daim 

is made in the Iight that Trinis, regardless of their colour, creed or class are increasingly 



listening, enjoying and appreciating the vaIue of their own music. The music's Iwcs may 

indeed explore socially charged issues that deal with ethnicity and class, but this does not act as 

a barrier which impedes most of the population fiom enjoying the music. In this manner, 

therefore, the music can be seen as an M e n g  medium. 

Yet the divisive characteristic wih in  this music is manifested through the attitudes of 

some of its listeners and fiom the ideologies to which the music ascribes. The first illustration of 

this is evidenced in the opinion of some Trinbagonians who ascribe to the belief that calypso, 

because of its African origin, and its jam ami wine7 counterpart, soca, are seen as BIack music 

and as such they do not consider these musical art forms to be as unimng or as representative a 

genre as many other Trinis describe them to be. These individuals (including the country's Prime 

Minister) believe that Trinidad and Tobago is a cosmopolitan nation comprising many diverse 

ethnic groups and as such, no singIe musical art form should take precedence over another. 

Instead many older, Indo-Trinidadians prefer to listen to their own musical art forms of East 

Indian origin, such as Gha=ais. Bhajum8 and QaseedasY compareci to calypso and soca. 

The second illustration of this 'divisiveness' is seen in the music's examination of social 

and political issues. However, within this treatment of these topics, a duality in representation 

 a am and wine' is a typical phrase often used to describe Soca music. In the local 
parlance it refers to the gyrating and grinding movements made while dancing to the hot Soca 
ka t .  

8 Bhajans' and 'Ghazals' are East Indian Hindu songs, that are Sung in Hindi, in religious 
settings or on radio or television programs usually oriented towards the East Indian population of 
T&T. 

Yt Qaseedas' are afso East Indian songs with an Islamic orientation. They are also Sung in 
religious settings and rnay be Sung in the Urdu, or Arabic languages. 



can be found withrn both genres of calypso and soca. The most significant of these dualities 

cornes fiom the debate between carnivai music as authentic music versus camival music as 

cornmercialized music. Bnefiy stated, this is where advocates of calypso music desire a return tc 

the 'authentic' form of calypso as opposed to (what they perceive as) the commerciaiized noise 

of soca. Simon Frith acknowledges the existence of this authenticity withn folk music when he 

States: 

. . . popular songs are significant because they have a 'real closeness' with 
their consumers. The implication now, though, is that this is only Pue of 
'Folk f o m ;  only in country music, blues. sou1 . . . can we take lyrics 
to be the authentic expression of popular experiences and needs. in the 
mainstream of mass music something else is going on (1988, p. 108). 

Some advocates of the calypso art form including calypsonians like Cro Cro and 

Watchman feel that theirs is the form of camival music that remains true to the happening in 

the Trinbagonian culture. These are some people who see themselves as the voice of the masses 

with a responsibility to disclose and vociferously express the injustices occurring in their society 

via music. They believe that their music is the epitome of lyrical realism. However, 1 would ask, 

who determines that theirs is an unbiased reflection of what goes on in their culture? Frith poses 

the salient but oft-forgotten question, "whose ideology is reflected in such definitions of folk 

'realisrn'?"*( 1988, p. 1 13). He continues by developing the many problems of such righteous 

claims as those held by certain catypsonians as he states: 

Authenricity is a political problem, and the history of folk music is a 
history of the struggle among folk coIlectors to c l a h  folk meanings 
for themselves. as songs are examined for theu 'tme working-class' 
view, for their expressions of 'organic comrnunity'. for their signs of 
nationdism. For a Marxist like Dave Harker, some 'folk* songs are 
unauthentic because they obviously (fiom their use of language) were 
not written or transmitted by working-class people themselves; others 
are judged unauthentic because of their idedogical content, their use 
not of bourgeois language but bourgeois ideas . . . ( h i d  p. 113). 
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Frith raises several germane points on the fact that some songs which claim to be 'of the 

people' may not necessariiy be 'authentic' folk songs, because they are written more in a manner 

which promotes beliefs of the dominant elite and less in a way that identifies with the subjugated 

masses. Additionally, the 'authenticity' c m  be invalid because the material may be transmitted 

by someone who, in rd i ty  does not belong to the dominated classes. To illustrate, the artist 

including himseif7herself with the dominated classes, may identiw with their plight and criticize 

those who he/she sees as being responsible for this state of affairs, but then hefshe surrenders to 

those very same structures of the dominant e1ite which were cnticized as being culpable for the 

social plight of the less empowered by competing for and accepting material and financial prizes 

during the camival season. 

An example of this would be, withn the Calypso Monarch competition, the calypsonians 

chastise the structures of the ruling social and political regime. However, at the end of the show 

rnonetary and matenal prizes are awarded to these same cornpetitors, who merely hours before 

were openly attacking the very said structures which would have financed their awards. This 

dualiîy of first lambasting and then surrendering to the structures of the dominant elite can be 

seen to challenge daims that folk music canies an authentic expression of subordinate classes. 

In another example one can examine the calypsonian Gypsy" who won his title as the 

1 997 Calypso Monarch with his rendi tion entitled, Little Black Boy. In this Song, Gypsy 

expounds on the pitiful social plight of 'little black boys' in Trinidad and Tobago who prefer to 

10 Gypsy is of Afican descent. This is a noteworthy fact, since his criticisrn is aimed at 
'little black boys' and he has been scourged by the local media as having 'sold out' against his 
own race. Whether this is the case or not, will be discussed 4t a Iater tirne. 



waste their lives away instead of continuing their education which would offer them a greater 

opportunity for a beaer fùture: 

There was a litde black boy, a black boy was he. 
The boy went to school and he corne out duncee. 
He never l e m  how to read, he never l e m  about math. 
He never leam how to wite, he never study about that. 
Ali he study was he speakers, he sneakers and clothes. 
He l e m  how to dress and he leam how to pose. 
He can't get no work, he can't get no job. 
He decide to steai and he decide to rob. 
But linle black boy couldn't last long at d l .  
The police put a bdet  through he duncee head skuil 
('Little Black Boy' by Gypsy - 1997) ", 

Two societal reactions are noteworthy in this il1ustration.The lines that depict the 

laziness, lack of detemination, a curtailed development in educational advancement, the 

propensity for 'little black boys' to sel1 dmgs resulting in incarceration and death can be al1 said 

to confonn to a dominant racist ideology concerning Blacks. Gypsy castigates little black boys 

by telling them "look in front, see who's the doctor and look in the back, see who's the lawyer" 

alluding to the other races that hold these positions. However, in his attempt to convey his 

observation of the social position of Trinidadian Blacks, Gypsy is perpetuating this stereotypical 

image, reinforcing negative representations of Blacks in his Song. Many Afro-Trinidadians 

interpreted Gypsy's criticism of the 'black boys' as a 'sell-out' to his own race and an adoption 

of elitist beliefs. The consensus arnong those in opposition to Gypsy's portrayal is that he fails to 

acknowledge the many cases in which Trinidadian Blacks do not fit this stereotype. 

In his estimation however, Gypsy feels he has not 'sold-out' his race, but rather by 

singing about Blacks, he has fùlfilled his objective of getting the Trinidadian society, 

"Lyrics fiom the fint verse of the calypso 'Little Black BOY' by Gypsy - 1997 Calypso 
Monarc h. 



specifically the AhTrinidadians to awaken to the realities of their surroundings. He reiterates 

his position in the following iyrics and in the chorus, respectiveiy: 

. . .when you're black, you're just black, you can't help but be black. 
But because you are bIack, you don't stay in the back. 
Be black, be black. but be conscious. 
Chorus: Little black boy, go to school and l e m .  
Little black boy, show some concem. 
Little black boy, education is the key, to get you off the sweet and off poverty 
('Little Black Boy'- by Gypy 1997). 

In an interview with a local newspaper, Gypsy talks about the way in which 'Blacks have Iost al1 

their power - political, economic and otherwise'. He States: 

. . .Our youth are going through life aimlessly because they didn't have 
anyone to sing 'Little Black Boy' to them in tbe past. We're b h p t  as 
a race and if 1 can't talk about this, who c m ?  Those who claim al1 races have 
problems with drugs, vagrancy and unemployment are merely trying to cover 
the truth of this song. People tell me white people have the same problems. But 
1 am not white. Let a white man sing about tbeir problems. 1 have to sing about the 
problems of rny people because when you walk through town the scene is a disgrace. 
. . . It's a positive message. I'm giving go04 sound advice (Jacob, 1997, p. 19). 

In this way then, Gypsy's portrayai of the plight of the 'iittle black boy' can be seen in one 

instance as reinforcing a dominant racist ideology, but it can also be seen as an attempt to 

debunk this ideology in appeaiing to young blacks to make his observation of social inequalities 

the exception rather than the rule. ïhese two readings of this Song validate the dualistic nature 

ingrained in the Trinidadian society and fwther justifies the claim that the music can be used in 

ways that both promote and resist the ideais of the dominant elite. 

H.F. Mooney argued that the lyrics of popular music reflected the emotional needs of 

their time (in Frith, 1988, p. 106). However, Frith felt that Mooney chose specific songs to 

validadate his theory rather than vice versa and additionally content analysts had many ff aws in 



their method as they seemed to treat lyrics too superficially and their conclusions were too 

simplistic: 

. . . content analysts are not innocent readers and there are obvious flaws in their 
rnethod. They neat lyrics too simply: the words of al1 songs are given e q d  value; 
the meanhg is taken to be transparent; no account is given of theu a c d  performance 
or their musical setting . . . ( 1988, p. 107). 

Frith preferred the idea that popular music and particularIy forms of 'folk' music were 

significant because they possessed a 'real closeness' to their consumers What 1 have attempted 

to do is overcome the 'flaws' of content analysis that Frith outlines by examining three 

commentary calypsos within their cultural context, in an effort to see how the ambivalence that 

I have spoken of is manifested via 'hidden transcripts' and 'Iyrical realism'. 

CALYPSO - REPRESENTATIONAL AMBIVALENCE" 

This 1996 calypso entitled, 'Bas' by Black Sage was performed in that year's carnival 

shortly after the new UNC/NAR coalition govemment assumed office. The calypsonian sought 

to congratulate the nation's first ever Indian Prime Minister, Basdeo Panday and offer him some 

advice mixed with criticism and picong. 

In the first verse, Sage expresses concern for the P.M.'s heart condition, which becarne 

known to the entire nation a few months afier he accepted his position, through his having to go 

to England for a Triple Bypass. He reminds the P.M. of those individuais who he had to 'fix up' 

in order to secure his position as Prime Minister, i.e trade unions, A.N.R. Robinson, (a former 

P.M.) without whose help he could not have become P.M., Caroni workers and one Brian Quai 

"Please refer to Appendix E for complete transcripts of these calypsos. 
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Tong, now Minister of Finance and a pre-eiection financial supporter of the UNC. h this sarne 

vein, the calypsonian appeais to the P.M. to 'fix hirn up' too. 

Sage also cautions Panday, not to negIect the small man, while 'fixing up' the big 

benefactors, as this would resuit in his govermnent's Ioss of power even before the stipulated 

five-year duration in office. The picong continues as Sage advises Pan&y to 'fix up' Abu Bakr's 

unsettled claim for some thirty million dollars awarded by the Courts, also to compensate the 

Hindus and other individuals, who as Sage believes, have backed the P.M. during his election 

campaign. 

The question of race is highlighted as Sage expresses concem at the ethnic ratio of 

Indians to Afncans in Panday's Cabinet. The P.M. is also urged to convince his 'people' that 

Indians alone do not 'nile' T&T. Reference is made to Ishwar Galbaransingh, another major 

üNC 'financier', who has to also be 'fixed up' or 'repaid', together with one Ramlogan from 

Jerningham junction. It is relevant to note that both these individuals are of East Indian descent. 

With the ominous assertion that Trinidad is not India, Mr. Panday is urged to remember 'Amca', 

perhaps alluding to the fact that if he is so keen to consider the interests of his people, he should 

be just as eager to safeguard the interests of the African sector of T&T in the sarne way as he is 

concemed about the interests of its East indian population. 

Panday is finally advised to beware of those ambitious individuals who are 'eyeing his 

power', such as Mr. Trevor Sudama, (an AbTrinidadian) who is stated as being 'angry' for not 

receiving the position of Minister of Finance and likewise, the former Prime Minister, 

Mr. Patrick Manning (also Black) who is keen to replace Panday. Sage advises Panday to hold 

his political coalition together and have a saong heart or risk a cal1 for a premature re-election. 
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In another calypso entitled 'My People', calypsonian Watchman is attempting to be non- 

partisan through his acknowledgement as not only 'an Afncan, but a West Indian and a 

Trinbagonian.' He identifies the honest, hard-working 'cornrnon folk' as his people. He scoffs at 

those individuals whose criteria for selecting 'good' people is based on cIass and colour. Early 

on in the rendition, he singles out a 'top lawyer' who could allegedly be Bruce Procope, who 

would debase himself with pe jury on behalf of his client and convicted drug dealer, Dole 

Chadee, simply for monetary gain. The calypsonian disassociates himself from persons like 

these, despite their elevated social s tatu and instead holds greater esteem for the man on the 

Street who earns his living in an honest way. 

Watchman also outlines ways by which some people seek to become wealthy, for 

example, by obsessively playing the lottery or 'lotto', despite the fact that they have Iimited 

means to do so and even 'wukking ~beah"~ .  He cautions however, that some wealthy folks have 

achieved their fortunes through money laundering, an undertaking fraught with lethal 

consequences. Additionally, Watchman States his admiration for the person who, over tirne, 

builds a humble enterprise into a lucrative business, while taking issue with those who are 'poor 

today, tich tomorrow' due to what he perceives as their involvement in the h g  trade. 

The calypso continues to expound on issues of race and segregation. Watchman cautions 

against leaders who 'talk integration, but to their children, teach segregation': a double standard 

which will only work against thern. He endorses the unifjmg aspect of inter-racial rnarriage. 

Reference is made to a controversial incident of 1996, involving racial discrimination practised 

at certain night clubs and the arrest of a white youth charged for killing a non-white youngster. 

'' 'Wukking obeah'- is a colloquial term used to mean dabbling in black magic. 



As stated previously, this offender is now out on bail. He further emphasizes the ambivalence of 

the racism problem as it exists within T&T: 

Every man is a brother and love thy neighbour, just worcls on paper. 
Yes we pay lip service. We go hug one another, but in a corner. 
we go cuss he rnudder-Yes supreme prejudice. 
Some Indians and Whites would make it theu business to hog the 
resources for their own plan. 
We Negroes will boast how we ain't mis because we always 
sleeping with indian women ('My People' by Watchman, 1997). 

Watchman finishes his rendition by alluding to a certain religious leader, who pretends to be 

righteous and a 'protector' of the less fortunate, while this said individual, who is also a weekly 

newspaper publisher is said to allegedly exploit 'pour' young women whose semi-nude 

photographs are featured regularly in his publication. 

The calypso, 'Mad Cow Disease' is another biting political satire by the calypsonian 

Black Sage to highlight what he perceives to be glaring misdeeds, contradictory actions and the 

general folly of the still relatively new, predominantly East indian government of Prime Minister 

Basdeo Panday. So perplexed is he by such govenunental blunders, bravado and inability to 

discern rational thinking therein, he convinces hmself and seeks to persuade his audience that 

the entire Panday cabinet unwittingly partook of a meal of curried beef, contarninated with the 

lethal agent that infects those who consume it with the dreaded 'Mad Cow Disease'. 

The calypsonian indicates the blatant paradox whereby the oft-repeated appeal for 

'national unity' by Mr. Panday is inconsistent with the staging of a high-powered conference by 
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the Maha Sabha" fairly early in this govement's tenure seeking to bolster and strengthen the 

awareness, teaching and greater use of Hindi in Trinidad and Tobago. 

Black Sage proceeds to criticize the govement's decision (which is now on hold) to 

sel1 to the national footbalI association a spanhng new, large block of apaments earmarked by 

the previous Government's regirne for sale or rem1 to victims of a disastrous fire some years 

ago in the 'grassroots' district of John-John. The association piamed to house our needy soccer 

stars and accommodate visiting squads in the new apartments. The bard suggests however, that 

if the P.M. is genuinely concemed about the well-being of o u  top footballers, he should instead 

secure lodgings for hem in the more upscale neighbourhood of St. Clair and grve the John-John 

apartments to those for whom they were origmally intended. 

Additionally, Sage decries a cal1 by the Maha Sabha for the establishment of an Indian- 

oriented bank and the existence of four 'Indian' radio stations as creating segregation rather than 

the much touted unity. There are indications of blatant preferential treatrnent for the indian 

population as opposed to the rest of the society. This is evidenced by the Government's 

relatively prompt financial settlement for the East Indian Sugar workers, while the nation's 

school teachers (the majority are seen as Black) are on strike because of a long and drawn out. 

unsettled pay dispute. Also mentioned is cabinet's decision to grant T&T bom, intemational 

freedorn fighter, Kwarne Ture (Stokeley Carmichael), a large sum of money to assist with his 

medical treatment for cancer during a visit to T&T in 1996. This is compared to, what Sage sees 

"The Maha Sabha is an socio-religious organisation founded by members of the East 
Indian comrnunity in T&T. It deals with concerns and issues primarily germane to the Hindu 
comrnunity and is comprised of mqinly. if not altogether, people of East Indian descent. 
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as, a total disregard to a home-based revolutionary, NJAC leader, Makandal Daaga, (Geddes 

Granger), a key figure in the civil unrest in T&T in 1970. 

Through the eyes of the calypsonian, these references validate (what he sees as being) the 

curent politicai regime's unjust attitude of neglecting the other sectors of this cosmopolitan 

society, more specificalIy the Afhcan sector, and placating the needs of the East Indian people. 

Mr. Panday's trip to lndia at the height of the Carnival season was interpreted by many as 

an overt dismissal for one of, if not the major celebration in this country. The fact that his 

destination was India, on1y served to reinforce the myriad ideas in many non-Indian mincis, that 

his was an agenda to promulgate his East Indian culture, under the guise of the Trinbagonian 

culture. This concern was voiced d e n ,  in the days leading up to his departure, when it was 

announced that a number of 'cultural ambassadors' would be accompanying the P.M. on this 

tour, many persons including a number of calypsonians, wondered why he did not take any of the 

mmy accomplished Afican Trinidadian Calypsonians, such as David Rudder, Black Salin, 

Gypsy, or Sparrow, or even the 1996 Calypso Monarch, Cro Cro, rather than choosing an East 

Indian calypsonian, Eùcky Jai? 

This is indeed a justifiabIe concem. However, the altemate perspective must also be 

voiced, in order to ful ly acknowledge the duality of which 1 speak. The advocates of the Prime 

Minister's decision to take an East Indian calypsonian rather than any of the mentioned African 

calypsonians, feel that no partiality was involved in the amval of this decision. They draw 

attention to the fact that accornpanying the P.M. was an entourage of businessmen together with 

a cultural group consisting of East Indian dancers, folk dancers, mynad artistes and pamists. 

The one representative for Calypso, however was an East Indian. Their reasoning for having 



such a concentration of East indians as cornpared to Africans, was to rectie the misconception 

people have of the Caribbean that it is a region comprised mainly of Blacks. They wanted to 

demonstrate the diverse societal composition within T&T. 

1 am not certain that this argument, given by those in favour of the govemment's policies. 

is substantial enough to warrant such justification. On the contrary, it would seem that 

attempting to prornote an image of cultural diversity, while comparatively excluding the other 

prominent ethnic category of one's country, is paralle1 to publically preaching racial unity, to 

maintain appearances whde privately ascribing to racist notions of segegation: it is an 

absolutely deceptive belief and wiII be devoid of ever attaining any genuine progress. 

What these three illustrations demonstrate via their commentary is the way in which 

calypsonians perceive the realities of their society. Calypso is used here as a medium to 

caustically criticize and challenge the ideologies and the actions of the dominant elite, both 

through its btatant criticism and via its 'hidden transcripts'. This is a typical characteristic of 

what Rohlehr ca1h 'race' calypsos: 

Race calypsos are a special variant in that they dramatize the latent or open conflict 
between identifiable ethnic groups . . . Such calypsos remind us that the process of 
Trinidad's social history has been punctuated by the fierce dialogue of colliding or 
overlzpping ethnicities, each hoping vainly for private space. 
Race calypsos trade on racial stereotyping, and ernploy caricature and humour based 
on the rnockery of accenf music or gestures of the other race. They measure, or beuay, 
the uncertainty with which the races have regarded each other; a latent atavistic mistrust, 
and the cornpetition whch bas always been taking place against the background of chronic 
unernployment, poverty and dispossession on the part of the broad masses of people and 
authoritarianism, patronage and manipulation on the part of those small elitist groups who 
controt theü destiny (1992b, p. 324). 

However, although Sage's commentary on the calypso 'Bas'demonstrates the racial and 

class inequalities existing in this society, as does Rohlehr's description on race calypsos, there 



are other calypsonians who view this same society through opposing lenses. The 1997 rendition 

of Sugar Aloes, another noted calypsonian, entitled 'One Caribbean' espouses the notion of unity 

and collective identity. In the lines: 

Our ancestors came to this land in bondage, so unity shouid be your heitage. 
Separated we'il never have a strongholà, we wouid always be known as the third world. 
Unity is strength and strength is unity. so let we corne together, one big, happy famiiy 
('One Caribbean' by Sugar Aloes - 1997). 

AIoes advocates nation building through collective unity as the only way for the advancement of 

the Caricom countries 15. However, what Aloes does is ascribe to a reductionist viewpoint which 

oversimplifies the effects of this desired unity, and whether he realizes it or not, he espouses the 

same tenets of soca music by asking that the Trinidadian people ignore the very reai inequalities 

and mask their differences and 'live as one happy family'. Perhaps this phenornena can be best 

summed up in the words of Gordon Rohlehr, as he describes a curious characteristic of the 

political culture of the Trinbagonian people, " . . . even when people have before them al1 the 

facts necessary for arriving at balanced judgements, they may prefer to live by fictions of their 

own manufacture and closer to the heart's fantasies" (1 992a, p. 32 1 ). So, within the thematic 

exploration of the genre of calypso alone, one can see the articulation and incorporation of 

opposing clstss ideologies which atternpt to both challenge and reinforce the hegemonic 

structures of the ruling elite. 

CALYPSO Br SOCA - AUTHENTlCITY VERSUS COMMERCLALIZATION 

What 1 have examined so far has dealt with the way in which the dualistic portrayai of 

social and political realities within commentary calypsos have been used to both espouse and 

''Caricorn - Caribbean Community embodying a group of nation states e.g Trinidad and 
Tobago, Jamaica, Barbados along with others. 
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attack the ideals of the power-bloc in a hegemonic relationship. Now 1 shall examine the 

ambivalences surrounding both calypso and soca music as they are presented as music for art 

and music for money, respectiveIyib. 

There are several points of contention here. The first acknowiedges the function of 

calypso as both a vesse1 for information dispersal and subject construction (Irving, 1993). The 

argument is that given the fact that soca music focuses to a greater extent on subject construction 

of social issues but fiorn a more pleasurable approach as compared to the 'serious commentary 

stylistic' of calypso, many critics of soca music see it as a medium which relinquishes the 

critiquing aspect of the roIe of music in the Trinidadian society. Consequently, there is a divide 

From which carnival music is seen as either k ing  'authentic' or 'commercialized'. 

To illustrate, some calypsonians view soca's comparatively facile treatment of issues on 

class and racial unity as a masking of the gravity of these topics in the Trinbagonian society. 

This 'maskmg'of more serious social narratives is what Burton Sankeralli refers to in his 

European aesthetic. Some calypsonians and Trinbagonians believe that this transient racial 

harmony promulgated by soca is used as a mechanism which perpetuates the ideology of the 

power-bloc in presenting such an unifie& care-free image to the outsider. This clairn has k e n  

greatly debated since it has been recognised by several authorities on carnival music that soca 

music is a completely different genre of carnival music and as such holds an equally different 

role in this society (Rohlehr, 1 990, 1 992a; Sparrow in Duke- Westfield, 1 997). They advocate 

that the element of 'physical space' is a significant determinant in ascertaining what meanings 

I6This section wi11 also examine the point concerning carnival music as a pleasurable 
commodity, as it fits more appropriately here. 



are achieved. In other words, when soca music is played in the carnival context of fetes or in the 

streets, the politicization of meanings regarding the adherence to these ideas of illusory 

cornradene is difficuit to measure since people are occupied with having a good time rather than 

anaiysing any messages in the music. Thus any politicaI meaning attributed to these songs 

become obscured and are lost in the aura of 'egalitarian colIectivism' of the Camival aesthetic 

(Bradby, 1993, p. 165). The calypsonian Chalkdust captures the absurdity of this criticism of 

soca music when he simply says, "if a11 carnival music were strictly commentary calypsos, what 

would we dance to?"'(-I-rT, 1997). 

The second point of contention continues fiom the first but deals with the viewpoint still 

held by a nurnber of calypsonians that theirs is the tme musicai art form of Trinidad and Tobago, 

which rnust be preserved at al1 costs. They see the popular form of soca as monopolizing the 

music realm as increasingiy more artists are attempting to crossover into soca music for a 

nurnber of reasons: the popularity of this art form, the financial gains to be obtained from 

increased air play on local and international radio stations and so forth. Advocates of this 

perspective see soca music as a 'sel1 out' for material gains at the cost of preserving their art 

(Ross, 1989). The position held by the 1997 carnival Road March King, Machel Montano 

justifies these calypsonians' worst fear. Machel savs of this 'new-wave soca-: 

. . . We just oy to make it more in line with the beats we hear abroad. 
Soca is very similar to dance. and it's the same tempo, the same timing . . . 
1 was always interested in making our music cross . . . These are my plans 
for soca - 1 have used house [music]. ragga dancehall. chumey and zouk, 
now 1 '11 be looking to use jazz and rock. Additionally. the Coca-cola Company 
in the UK Iiked it (soca]. and 'Corne Dig II' is being used in a campaign for one 

"Egalitarian collectivism refers to the coming together of everyone and anyone of any 
and al1 ethnicities, to be seen as equal, if only for a transitory period. 



of k i r  bmds, Lilt (Muller, 1997, p. 3). 

What this desire by the reigning Road March King of T&T means for soca music is 

obvious: He wishes to take soca music further by incorporating different musical genres and 

crossing over into the mainsiream and additionally by using it as a marketing device for matenal 

profit. The questions to be asked however are, will this soca music be a watered down version of 

its prior self so that it no longer can be seen as Trinidadian? Or should these fears of this 

transformation be quelled by the fact that soca music is and will continue to be a developing 

musical fom: with its increasing diversification ffom East Indian, African, Latin and even North 

Mer i cm influences? Additionally, the fact that Montano disregards any political repercussions 

of using Trinidadian music as a marketing tool for bis own profit demonstrates if only partially, 

the 'selling out' aspect corning to hition. He ends his newspaper interview by saying: 

1 don? care for the politicisation of the soca indusûy, 
that's why 1 stayed out of the Soca Monarch cornpetition . . . 
It's about more than the money. 1 have a vision and a sound 
for soca. and I'rn going to be the one to stake it's place in the 
World (ibid. p. 3). 

lndeed he says this, smiling as he does, al1 the way to the Bank. 

Montano's attitude reflects several interesting developments. First, one could Say that his 

idea of 'crossing over' fits appropriately with the Integrationist point of view that Reebee 

Garofalo talks about. Unlike, Nelson George who advocates the nationalist perspective in 

Garofalo's article, Montano does not believe that this movement could translate into a diluted 

version of soca music's former self, nor does he express any indication that his desire to 'cross 

over' to capture a wider international audience would entai1 an abandoning of one's racial 

identity or -whitening' of the music. The end product of this diverse cultural/musical mixing 
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proposed by one who is considered to rank arnong the many who will indeed take soca music 

global, still remains to be seen. However, suffice it to Say that the recent wave of soca 

originating fiom some of the smaller islands, such as Barbados and Antigua, locally referred to 

as the 'Bajan Invasion' has not proven to be of any threat to the dilution of Trinidadian soca 

music. On the contrary, this new music has instead added to the unique sound of carnival music. 

The next point deals with Montano's acknowledgement that the use of soca music in a 

profit-making enterprise is a positive thing. This does in fact validate the calypsonian's view that 

soca music is becoming increasingly cornrnodified and as such can be seen as supporting the 

structures within a dominant capitalist society. However, it is important to note that these said 

calypsonians who cnticize soca on this claim are also culpable of the sarne accusation througb 

the widely acknowledged fact that many calypsonians sing about subjects which will guarantee 

their placement at the Calypso Monarch cornpetition on Dimanche Gras (?TT, 1997). This 

material usually consists of chastising the structures of the ruling political regme, but veteran 

calypsonian and Minister of Cultural Affairs, Dr. Hollis Liverpool notes that these kinds of 

calypsos are also pursued because of their public recognition and financiai profitability, thus 

making any vociferous opposition and opportunity for change of secondaq importance (Ibid). 

Consequently, what remains is an accommodating space for the manifestarion of opposing 

ideologies of both the dominant classes and the masses. Aspects of these ideologies are resisted, 

co-opted and incorporated into the social structures of this culture allowing for a 'negotiated' 

version of control of one group over the other. 

This chapter has sought to examine the dualistic nature of the musical art forms of 

calypso and soca specificaliy within the context of the Trinidadian carnival. It has Iooked at the 
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existing dmlities exuding from both these musical genres in a way which validates the claim 

that while calypsonians and soca artists verbally attack "the ideological hegemony of the 

dominant elites, through the medium of carnival music, they have simultaneously reinforced 

aspects of niling class ideology and in some cases have been 'coopted' by the ruling elites" 

(BoxiII, 2994, p. 33). 
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSION 

Among al1 the hype of the much touted 'global village' and the now cliched 'shnnking 

planet', societies today are inversely creating distinct social spaces. Myiad ethnicities, cultures 

and counter-cultures, each ascribing to and promulgating their respective beliefs and values, 

attempt to carve out a niche for themselves in which the one collective objective of having their 

respective ideologies represented is of primary importance. Consequently, the inevitability of 

discovering antagonistic opinions, opposition and even confi ict fiom among al1 of these 

heterogenous voices should come as no surprise. 

This scenario exemplifies the current situation (on a nurnber of different levels, social, 

political and economic) occumng within the twin island Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. In an 

effort to establish their own social spaces and vie for their respective socio-political and 

economic survival, the various ethnic groups and social classes in T&T each believe that they 

have inevitably usurped what shodd have been the other's opportunity for advancement. This 

ornnipresent awareness traverses daily social discourse and finds for itself a prominent place 

within the popular culture of the country's musical art foms. 

In spite of an expectation of unwavering adherence to such seemingly uncompromising 

and vociferously defended sentiments, the unpredictable ambivalence and dualistic nature of the 

Trinbagonian culture manifests itself in two very contrasting ways. The first is seen in the 

practices of the carnival experience as it is embodied in the masquerade playing, or as it is 

locallv referred to in, phvin ' mas. Playing Mas is the vehicle through which the creation of that 

social space during camival in which the image of broken barriers and the beliefs of 

togethemess, equality and racial harmony are most often manifested. Yet within this same 
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coltective space employed to promote and focus on the elernent of unity, arguments can be made 

for the validation of the direct opposite effects: pockets of separateness and segregation within 

this supposed unified whole. 

The second way in which this society's contradictory nature is demonstrated is through 

another pivotal facet of the carnival experience: the music. The music caustically depicts the 

realities of segregation and grave discontent which can be too readily masked by the action of 

'togethemess' in piaying mm. This is most poignantly expressed within the lyrics of many social 

and political 'commenîary calypsos'. However, a duality exists within the music in which one 

cm also find an accornrnodating place for the promulgation of unity as is evidenced in soca 

music, which concentrates more on those aspects of the carnival aesthetic such as, comraderie, 

equaiity and hamony. 

Throughout this thesis, 1 have tried to demonstrate the ways in which these dualities 

within the music and practices of carnival are emblematic of the ideologicat hegemonic struggle 

occurring withm this culture. For it seems that every time one set of ideologies are visible, 

another set is also co-opted and articulated within this cultural text. Consequently, what this 

thesis has show is as much about the social process by which ethnicity and class are constmcted 

as it is about the issues of resistance and struggle within ths society. In other words, in the 'play' 

of carnival, where there is a formation of a national identity through a naturalization process of 

the differences of class and ethnicity, there is also that tendency to uncover and articulate an 

opposing ideology of discord and inequality as manifested through calypso music'. 

'The naturalization process refers to the way in which coming together despite race and 
cfass differences is presented as a natural element in the carnival experience. 
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In my Introductory chapter, 1 stated that mine was not a prescriptive attempt, but rather it  

would focus more on being descriptive and analytical. The objective here was to iIlurninate the 

innate intricacies of a complex culture, not only to satisQ the impartial curiosity of the outsider 

but also and perhaps more importantly to eniighten the unaware national as to one of those 

enigmas ingrained in their culture. 

Despite the fact that more research needs to be done on the role hegemony plays within 

carnival music, the most salient point that can be gleaned from this journey into the Trinidadian 

society's dudistic character is that even though there is an image of a collective, unified 

Trinbagonian soul, where everyone professes to share in the one experience of the essence of 

being Trini, they also simultaneously confirm the inequalities, social injustices and articulation 

of opposing ideologies as they exist within this society: a significant illustration depicting the 

struggle for ideological hegemonic control. In this context, one can look at this occurrence from 

two perspectives- It can be seen as an outlook on life which espouses a blatant double standard 

or it can be viewed as the actions of a people being realistic or true to life, (with al1 of the 

ramifications and complications that this entails) as compared to an orchestrated and rnisleading 

act of appearing to be one hlly harmonious and not too readily believable society. The value of 

this acknowledgement is surnmed up best by Kathy Ann Waterman who cleveriv States of the 

Trinidadian experience, ". . this is not a sanitised, gussied-up tourist version of Caribbean life: 

it is the real thing, with al1 its ups and downs"(Waterman, 1997, p. 1 1 ). 

While the motive behind this acknowledgement is genuine to the people of Trinidad and 

Tobago, I have to wonder if this too is not simply another idea that blinds us into undisputed and 
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passive acceptance of situations that in the end, once again unconsciously tilts the tables in 

favour of the dominant power-bloc and ultimately towards shifting messages of a Divided Unity. 
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APPENDIX B: CARNIVAL klONDAY AND TUESDAY MAS' DEPiCTlNG RACIAL 
UNlTY ON ONE LEVEL, BUT BEHIND THIS AURA OF 
COLLECTLVITY LIES REAL LVDiCATORS OF R4CL4L AND CLASS 
DIVISIVENESS 
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APPENDIX E: LYRICS OF CALYPSOS 

'MY PEOPLE' by WATCHMAN. 

hurz 
My people are the people who &are my values for doing good things for the society. If'you know yourself 
clap . . . if you're one of the bandits and them . . . 

bt verse; 
I'm and A6ican, I'rn a West indian, I'rn a Trinbagonian. Yes al1 these things are m e .  But I'rn a working 
man, a calypsonian, I'rn your feUow human. Yes 1 am one of you. 
But every t h e  I ask you to choose your people, you start using class and colour one d e .  
but as a man who knows how it is to stniggle, let me tell you how 1 choose mine. 

Like if a man could seii on the highway al1 day just to try and iive honestly. 
and would break he back in a quarry for midl pay. anytime he wants. he can walk with me. 
But if you caIl yourseIf a top lawyer, but go to Court and lie to Save a dmg pusher. 
if' Dole Chadee rnoney d e  you fat, whiie your conscience grow srnalL 
you're a leech and you're not my people at J I .  

izlucu& 
Rise up my people, let the wtirld lcnow you are alive. Let them see that despite al1 struggle, 
rny people are bound to survive. 

2nd vme: 
Men go wuk obeah and then go beg Father, just to get a dollar. Yes back and forth we switch. 
We don't have money but we'I1 play lottery, 'cause we think we're lucky. Yes we want to be rich. 
But some of the rich people you admire. their business is laundering dmg money. 
And when they trying to outsmart the Mafia theü grave is a cane field in Caroni. 

But if a man could sel1 cloth and bara on a bike, and thirry years later he gets wealthy. 
he could build up as many plazas as he likes. That is the progress 1 want to see. 
But if today a man broke and h u n w  and tomorrow he driving posh motor car. 
rny people may never own a ferari, but ar l e s t  we could get old and retire. 

3rd verse: 
There are autocrats playing democrats to controI you. Yes that is your legacy . 
Talking integmtion, but to their children. teach segregation. Yes. divided unity. 
So it only goes to show, it good ro have your own people. 
Afncan go to pan Indians - Divali lu'agar. But when both of you corne out of your show 
and you miss your vehicle. well is your own people thief your motor car. 

But if a man could rnarry a womm not his race. and both of them could iive as one family. 
And their children play with your children. no disgace. that is the essence of unity. 
But if a ni&t club refuse me enw, saying golliwogs can't mix with the so-called whites. 
that white boy who kill sure to skip the country, 'cause in local jail, every night is golliwog N e t .  



flrluax 
Ewry man is a Brother, and love thy neighbour, just words on paper. Yes we pay lip service. 
We go hug one another, but in a corner, we go cuss he mudder. Yes supreme prejudice. 
Some M a n s  and Whites would make it their business to hog the resources for their own plan. 
We N e p s  will boast about how we ain't racist, because we always sleeping with Indian woman. 

5rhuxL 
But if a man couid feed al1 the vagrants on the streets, my peopIe will honour hirn for his deeds. 
And to save al1 the battered women that he meers, these are the things that my country needs. 
But if a man couid cal1 himself a pundit and have a newspaper he Say is to protect the poor. 
only poor naked women inside it, when that pervert dead they should bring him back as a whore. 

'BAS' by BLACK SAGE. 

1 st vme:  
Bas my boy, congratulations in order. Bas my boy. 1 @ad you get in power. 
1 can recall when you was opposition, you had a cure for every ailment. 
Well now you're the boss of this g o v m e n t .  It's rime to change talk to action 
tirne to prove yourself at last. Bas 1 hope your heart is up to the task. 

Chorus: 
Because you have to fix them trade union. fix public servants. fix Brian Quai Tong with a big position. 
You done promise Robbie how you go fix he. Well if you couid fix so, when will you fix me? 
Fix up yourself and fix up Caroni. Ooh Bas, you feeI you coutd make, 
you fight through the years for only headache. 

2nd ve-e: 
Bas my friend, beware of woIf in sheep's clothing. Keep your head because the vultures coming. 
They'll come to you and Say is cash they pay, so their music you've got to play, 
While purring your people's interest 1st.  Well Bas, if you move that way and negiect the lower claçs, 
you'll get hck out fast before five years pass. 

Chonis 
Ooh Bas. 1 know you have to fix Abu Bak~? he might c d  his lawyer. 
Fix up the Hindu or the Hindu go fix you. Fix Manning's kitchen for talcurry cooking, 
fuc some poojab flag in what was Manning's yard. Hear them women Say, you bener fix them. 
Ooh Bas, you feel you couid make, you fight h o u &  the yean. for only headache. 

3rd verse: 
1 agree that no one race should run T&T. I agree on national uni'y. 
But when 1 look at your Cabinet closely. the one or two Afncans 1 see, that does not reflect my society. 
It have sorne happy ones in your crowd reassure them somehow. that Indians are not Boss in Trinbago 



now. No Bas, 1 know you had to fix Galbaransingh, he help your campaigning. 
Fix up Ramlogan from Jemingham junction. 
But Bas please remember Trinidad is not india and when you fWng mister. remember Afiica. 
And when you fixing. fix better than Manning. Your job he h m  to take. 
You fight through the years for only heartache. 

4 d t u a x  
Bas my fienci, kcep looking over your shoulder. Ambitious men with eyes on your power. 
Tbey can't beiieve it would have been so easy to hang Pamck Manning's jack. 
So Basdeo my friend, you better watch your back. 
Don't feel every ciosed eye is sleep and every grin teeth is laugh. 
if you don't have craft you could get the shaft. 

!Axus 
Ooh Bas, because the Bomb say Dymolly vex you ain't fix he. How Sudama angry over Finance Ministry. 
You have a history of break up already. So keep some glue on hand to stick your coalition and Bas, 
we are hoping your ticker is working, 'cause if you can't take the str* they calling a next election again. 

'MAD COW DISEASE' by BLACK SAGE. 

1 st verse; 
I hear them pig break out in England, start in the cow and end up in man. 
Some smart Englishrnen, they export the beef. 
It land in we port, of course some get thief. 
This rnad cow beef end up in the hand of a wily, cunning politician. 
They make a big pot of curry, al1 of them eat and that's how they get the Mad Cow Disease. 
It had to be Mad Cow. One minute is unity. Next &y is conference in Hindi. Mad Cow. 
And if you dare to criticize, they chopping you down to size. 

Chorus: 
Extend some sympathy if you please, maybe it is the Mad Cow disease. 
That is the only way to explain, political power affects the brain. Real &ad. 

2nd verse: 
We now have a caring Chief Minister. He Say he is the fiend of footballer. 
But there is a saying 'with fiends like these. there is no need for enemies'. 
'Cause if me and footballer is so much fiiend why it is in John-John I puning thern. 
I'll fmd a place in St. Clair to buy or rent and give hem John-John people their apartment. 
It had to be Mad Cow. Hindu start pulling rank. They say they want their own bank. Mad Cow. 
All Indian radio station. That sounds like segrepation. 
Extend some sympathy . . . politicai power affects the brain. 

3rd verse: 
We have a law maker, he good too bad. Starboy passing law Iike he mad. 
While crime get so bad in the land, even them pitbuil dogs killing man. 



Znformation workers get 6red while Starboy daughter get hired. 
Tell me that this is not lunacy, himself interview himseifon TV. 
It had to be Mad Cow. The Boss went Nestle's factory. And he get a whole cow fiee. 
Who ain't eat beef, they drank the milk. One big shot lawyer take silk. 
Extend some sympathy . . .political power affects the brain. 

4uUmsL 
AU the time a man in opposition. You fight for death penalty abolition. 
You work very hard morning, noon and night, protecthg wicked criminal rights. 
Well now, you get position to do something for principles you say you believe in. 
Political power change you somehow. You want to hang all mimimis now. 
It have ta be Mad Cow. Aloes better watch he Eail. Mad Cow. They go throw Cro Cro in jail. 
Brother Marvin riding high. Guess why? He singing, Jahaji Bhai. 
Extead some sympathy . . . political power affects the brain, 

Sth.verse. 
Remember last year, 1 tell you to fix up. Now it look Iike your priorities mix up. 
And al1 the bassa bassa you plan to rnake, 1 hear Abu Bakr have it on tape. 
You hug up Stokeley, give him big money, and Ieave Geddes Granger in poverty. 
Teachers have to strike for back pay fiom you, but them Sugar workers. they done get throuph. 
Rmember the Folk Fair show? You try to m d e  Cro Cro. 
Like you don't like we culture. Big Carnival and you gone India. 
Maybe it is the Mad Cow disease, that is the onIy way to explain, political power affects the brain. 
In this verse, the calypsonian indicates the blatant paradox whereby the ofi-repeated appeal for 'national 
unity' by Mr. Panday is inconsistent with the staging of a higfi-powered conference by the Maha Sabha' 
fairly early in this government's tenure seeking to bolster and strengthen the awareness, teaching and 
greater use of Hindi in Trinidad and Tobago. 

6th verse: 
Al1 the time you was busy opposing. You criticize Laventille Soup Kitchen. 
1s the same soup you drink when you went on tour, and like the Congo man. you want more. 
After you cuss so much and cornplain, to drink that soup, you shouId be ashamed. 
A woman shout out for al1 to hear, the soup shodd've given you diarrhea. 
It had to be Mad Cow. You tell the Press keep quiet, keep quiet. Mad Cow. 
Ailow we to run not, nui hot. But if you are upright and honest, ttiere's no need to fear the Press. 
Extend some sympathy . . .political power afTects the brain. 

1 The Maha Sabha is an socio-religious organisation founded by members of the East 
lndian community in T&T. It  deals with concems and issues primarily germane to the Hindu 
community and is comprised of mainly, if not altogether, people of East Indian descent. 



'MR PANDAY NEEDS GLASSES' by WATCHMAN. 

lSU!mc 
He was known as a man of substance. A man with pieno/ vision and when he get tiis @ses, bis vision 
expand. But since they make him Prime Minister, they went and get an official glasses snatcher. 
They make him hide his glasses away, now Panday is the biindest leader today. 

Chonrs: 
'Cause he can't see that once you bring in Casino, men go launder their h g  money. 
And Quai Tong is a Chinese, so he ought to Imow, 'cause Chinese always d g  taundry. 
Quai Tong say he never take a vow of poverty but take away al1 the tax breaks fiom we, of course, 
but making sure and l a v e  a rebate for Alimony. so now he profit kom his divorce. 
But the people didn't want this kïnd of nonsense, when they went and vote for the W C ,  
they rather have a dninken old man with some cornmon sense than a sober fool wbo can't see. 

Like every time we choosing our leaders, something is wrong with the fellas. 
If the man ain't de@, his brain missing some chambers. 
One sell Tobago to get power, a next one sell a pusher his motor car. 
They thought that this one like too much boos, but is blasted eyesight this fella lose. 

Chonrs 
'Cause he can't see it was wrong to fire Bissesar. She get a ten days like UNC. 
But people say if she was c h b i n g  on top of your ladder then up to now, she'd be an AG. 
Bakr say the tape he have on Ramesh is me, you can't redise not to trust the man. 
The other day I hear he b ~ g  a g las  of juice for yoy but lucky thing it fa11 out of your hand. 
Long ago when you make that kind of mistakes, you used to blame your giasses and say they bad 
but ever since they make you cut d o m  on your intake, you lacking the Spint of Trinidad. 

A glas  of gin, a glass of ink a glas  of Pat roti, a glass of spic a glass of flit a glass of Gokool pee. 
so before we go down the drain, we leader have to get some glasses again. 

3rd verse: 
Frorn the time Panday get in power, he decide to change up the structure, 
if you not UNC, then you're working days are over, 
but if he want to see improvement. he have to make a dnnker the President- 
If Ellis Clarke was in residence. he would've sneaked Panday's glasses over the fence. 

Chonrs 
'Cause he can't see that teachers are not criminals, because they fight for a good paycheck. 
While Moonan only hiding fkom US marshals and you ain't extradite him as yet. 
Nanan in education is the blasted crime. Can't read a speech people write for tum. 
The other day he read a speech and seeing 'paradign' and pronounce it (para-dig-m). 
And you wouldn't give teachers their money, but Caroni workers get big lum sum. 
1s it because you know yow glass is aiways empty and is Caroni making rum. 



- 
We know Panday is an actor who can change to any character. 
He tike to play peeper, but his best is dnmken saiior. 
But since he stan making those blunders, Jones P., The Guardian and now teachers, 
1 hold my head and start to grieve, since his glasses gone, he can't bob and wave. 

Chonis 
'Cause he can't see Venezuela shooting fishmen. You signing treaty, them cutting thmat. 
You used to laugh when 1 say Robbie shouid be fed to them, well now 1 putting you in the boat. 
And you believe that once Robbie should stick with you, then your party would win again. 
And you assume that Mervin Assam have a clue, an ass 1 am, is r e d y  his name. 
So the people say you getting sofi as leader and di of them rum shops, they vex with you. 
You have to dRnk some ole' rum and fa11 down in the guiter, so ail of we couid fotlow the leader too. 

5th verse: 
Sometime a man have a habit and decide that he want to &op it. 
He heart might be willing but he body need the tonic. So any time you see Panday any place, 
you have to shake your glass in front he face, and if he eye start to spring water, 
is hen you go know he bouud to suffkr. 

Chonis 
'Cause he can't see doctor taking strike action, so people a h i d  to go hospital, 
and he MP put a bandage on a youug wornan. You lcnow the thing wouidn't heal at dl. 
And he assume that once Robbie should stick with he, the party would win again. 
And he assume that M e n h  Assam have a clue, an ass 1 am, is really his name. 
But 1 blaming al1 them doctors up in England, is diem who really s p i 1  we Prime Minister, 
they went and c d  in the bloodbank for Panday operation, when they shouid've called in Angostura. 
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